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Preface 

An attempt has been made, in this publication, to !let 
forth plainly 1Jle development of the present economic situa
tion in India and to indicate the lines of action that it de~ 

· mands. As far as possible, controv~ has been avoided. 
However, such surprising views have been put forward by 
highly·placed ~nages in this countl)' ·that it has been 
found necessary to elaborate certain, even elementary, n~ 
tions. In disc~g policy the aim has rather been to ex
plain, with the help of concrete illustrations, how a single 
comprehensive and C(H)rdinated plan could be built up, 
than to treat exhaustively of any particular aspect or as
pects. In this connection, the main difficulty experienced 
has been the lack of reliable information regarding the 
sl'l'1.Jcture and working of policies in the various regions. 
Consequently, it was necessary to rely, to a larger extent 
than would ordinarily be justified, on somewhat discon
nected information relating to particular areas. 

We have to thank the Manager of the Oriental Watch
man Publishing House for speeding up the work of printing, 
and thus making an early publication possible. 

1oth April •943· 1 D. R. GADCIL. 
Gokhale Imtitute N. V. SovANI. 

of Politics and Economics 
Poona + J 
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Part I 

Currency and Prices 



Gnapb abowiuc; {I) Index oF Notes io Circulottion 
aod (ll) Tbe ,General lndes: of Whole.<al~ Pri~t$. 

(See T11ble No. 1, p. 2) 



PART I . 

Currency and Prices 

§ 1. Expansion of Currency: The most outstanding fact { 
, of the currency situation in India since the war began is the 
·enormous expansion of currency. Table No. I sets out the 
data relating to this expansion. 

The total amount of notes and coins in circulation in
cr~ased by Rs. 503.72 crores during the period September 
rg gg to December 1942. Nearly a quarter of the total in
crease occurred up to March 1941. From March_~l to 
.March 1942 the increase was more~an a quarter oftne total. 
The remaini'ng increase occurred between March I 942 and 
December 1942. The increase in currency was largely l 
brought about by an increase· in notes, coins being relegated , 
to a very minor position. Notes in circulation increas~ ~ 
38 per cent from Septembef193§-t~- rom 
June -194o- to October 1940 notes in circulation declined, 
showing the usual seasonal absOrption, and then steadily in
creased, reaching a level above that of June 19'40 in Febru
ary 1941. From that time onwards notes in circulation have 
continuously increased up to December 1942, except for 
two small seasonal recessions, one in July 1941 and another 
in June 194"2. In January 1943 notes in circulation had 
increased by 236 per cent over the September 1939 level. 

Why has this expansion of currency occurred? Under 
the provisions of the Reserve Bank of India Act an expan
sion in currency can occur only if there is a correiponding 
increase in the assets of the Issue Department of the Reserve 
Bank of India. Table No. 2 sets out the assets of the Issue 

' and Banking Departments of the Reserve Bank of India 
from September 1939 to De~ember 1942. 

( 1] 



TABLE !'tO. I . MOVEMEI\'!"f OF CURRENCY AND 
PRICES IN INDIA 

[Source: ~Ionthly Statistical Summary, Reserve Bank 
of India] 
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TABLE NO. 2. ASSETS OF THE.ISSUE AJ.'iD THE 
BANKING DEPARTMENTS OF THE RESERVE BANK 

OF INDIA 
[Source: Monthly Statistical Summary, Reserve Bank of · 

India] 
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The figures show that the assets of the Issue Depart
ment consisting of gold coin5 and bullion have remained 
steady at Rs. 44.42 crores throughout -this· period. The 

• largest increase has occurred in sterling ~curities held b) J 

the Issue Department and a fairly large increase in ruJXC 
securities. The rupee securities had increased from. 

1 Rs. 37·39 'crores in August 1939 toRs. 126.13 crores in De-
' cembc.r 1942, an increase of !fi~~t~ To enable the 

ReseJVe Bank to nofcrtlle ~tiohal rupee securities the 
Government of India ~ued an ordinance on February 1 o, 
1941, modifying the provisions· of the Reserve Bank of India 
Act. Under this act the amount of rupee securities and in
ternal bills of exchange that could be held in the Issue De- · 
partment was restricted to a maximum limit of one-fourth of 
the total assets or Rs. so crores, ·whichever Wi\S greater. The 
ordinance did away ·with this restriction, and the new limits 
that it laid down were that not }e$ than two-fifths of the 
total assets of the Issue Department should be held in C..'t ~ 
temal assets, i.e., gold coin and bullion or sterling securities, 
and that the value of gold held should not be less than 
Rs. 40 crores. Accordingly up to threc-flfths of the total 
assets can now be held in rupee securities, rupet: coin, and 
inkmal bills of exchange. 

The ~ ~c~es in the Issue Departm~ in
creased from Rs. 59·50 crores in August 1939 toRs. ~3 

. crores in December 1942, an increase of about~~~ ~nt. 
FroJ!l August 1939 to July 1940 the sterling secunties in
creased by 12 1 per cent and remained stationary at that 
level up to December 1940; they showed a small rise during 
January 1941. In March tg.p they sharply declined by 
27 per cent from the February 1941 level. After this an 
upswing begin, and the January 194 r leY5l was attained and 
passed in August 1941. They continued to increase up to 

\
March 1942, when there was again a sharp decline. Since 
then th~y have continued to moUnt up . 
.§ 2 . How This Expansion Was Brought About: The 
most substantial part of the currency expansion, since the 
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beginning of the war, is thus connected with the cnonnou~ 
increase m the holdings in the Issue Department of sterling 
~::.c~~ . Wny h3S this enormous increase m sterling 
securities come about? The explanation is not far to seek. 
It is to be found in India's membership of t~ British 
Empire and the "sterling group." · This memberslifp means 
two things; firstly, the "Empire and sterling countries" keep· 
their ~-xc~e rate fixed in relation to the pound; secondly, 
they hoi ~1r extemiil exChange reserves e_artly or wholly 
in sterling in the form of batik balances or short-term in
vestments in L0@9n. .1\s the League of Nations' World 
Economic Survey 1939/41 puts it : "This second ·char
acteristic has had important .results for the _external war 
finance of the United Kingdom. The system is not new; 
before the war, these countries found it convenient to hold 
their exchange reserves in th~ form of sterling balan<C:es as 
a result of the close commercial and financial .ties which 
they maintained with the United Kingdom. The introduc
tion of exchange control in the United Kingdom and in all 
the other sterling countries x:einforced this, practice and 
strengthened the general cohesion of the system. Within 
the sterling area, a certain freedom of payment was main
tained. Under the exchange· regulations of the United 
Kingdom, transactions with other sterling countries were at 
least partly exempt from restriction. The rcgulation.adopted 
in the other sterling countries p~"ded in mast cases for 
~imilar exemptions or rcla.'Cations Thus, for all practical( 
purJ)ooes, the -sterling area bec:un one monetary unit;~ 
Within this unit, the United Kingdom could pay Cor all the 
[ClOds sh~ bought with her own money, with pound ster· 
ling .. ~nder this system, then, an exc~ of British pur
chases in the sterling area over payments currently effected 
by ~_w.countrics to the United Kingdom leads automali
<".ally fr> an increase in their sterling exchange reserves. But 
that is not ali.~A surplus in their transactions with the non
sterling world tends likewise to increase their sterling re
serves, since the foreign exchange received is usually ddivered 
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to the British authorities in e.'tchange {or sterling funds in 
London. Sterling area balances in London are im·csted di~ 
rectly or indirectly in British Government obligations, prin
cipally Treasury· Bills. In this way the British Government 
obtains in effect short-term credits from the sterling area, 

f':tuch hdp to cover its budget deficit, and which represent 
'the financial counterpart of the contribution made, by these 

countries to the British war effort in terms of goods and 
services." 1 

Under this system, therefore, the rupee finance needed 
by the U . K. Government is provided by the Govemnient of 
India. . Payments are made by U. K. Government in ster
ling, and these sterling balances are kept in London. In 
order to provide the equivalent rupee finance they are 
transferred from the Banking to the Issue Department 
of the Reserve Bank of India, and against them rupee notes 
and coins of eq~alent amount are iSsued and made avail
able in India.~e sterling -securitieS cover the new notes 
issued. As has already been pointed out, under the amended 
provisions of the Reserve Bank of India Act, once the: 
statutory amount of gold coins and bullion (Rs, 4o crorcs) 
is maintained in the Issue Department, there is no restric~ 
tion on the Reserve Bank as to the amount of sterling se
curities that can be held in . that Department. The Bank 
can increase its sterling assets almost indefinitely, and is, in 
effect, entitled to print notes worth about two and a nalf 
times their total valu~As the sterling balances in London 
increase, the notes issued in India can alc:o increase. Since 
the beginning of the war and its approach v.ithin striking 
distance of India's oorden;, the purchases and disbursement 
of funds by the Government of India on behalf of the U. K. 
Government have increased considerablv. The accumulation 
of sterling bas also been aided by a continuou.$ and a growing 
favourable balance of trade and ·the export and sale of 
precious metals. The Government of U . S. A. also made 

I PP. 130-31. 
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irs payments, in steding, till ,·cry recent!)', to the Government 
of India, for the upkeep of American troops, etc:, and the 
latter prO\.idcd the requisite rupee fmancc. This has aha 
tended to increase the sterling balances held in London on 
lnuia's account. Thus an enormous amount of sterling se
curities have found their way into the Issue Department\ 
of the Reserve Bank of India, and this has directly resulted \ 
in an equally enormous increase in the note circulation in 
India. 1 1 

In this connection it is necessary to c•nsider why an 
important place to sterling securities was originally ac- i 
corded in the Reserve Bank of India Act as cover to is- : 
sue of currency in India. India ' was then on the sterling~ 
exr:ha:t_ge _ s~~.ard, and sterling was; nex:no gold, the· most 
liquid and acceptable means of international payments. 
India had large sterling payments to make each year and 
also ba.c1 considerable capital obligations in terms of ster
ling The annual favourable balance of trade of India after 
meeting the various charges and making the various payments 
was not very large and for operations of exchange control, 
holding of sterling funds was naturally held desirable. It 
was thought that this provision would serve as an ef
fective check on an undue expansion of currency, ~pecially 
as the difficulties of acquiring additional gold were very 
great. These hopes have been, however, tragically falsified 
by the experience of war years.- With the imposition of ex
change controls at the beginning of the war, the essential 
c.-.;change mechanism has ceased to operate. India is no 
longer on the sterling-exchange standard. The rupee has 
become a self-contained currency. The sterling securities in 

I The following occur& in the Currency RcpC1Tt of the R£'3Ut'e 
ncmk of lndi4, 194142: "The heavy addition in the circulation o( 
Jc~:al tender currency during thr. year re~ult~d mainly (rom the in· 
•reneing volume of sterlin~; rer.dpts on account of Fuppliea of war 
mnteriab and services to IIi~ ,Majcsty'b and other Allied Governments, 
for wWch payment& had to be mode here in Indian currency, aft well 
i!& the incro86inr; ~~vour~blc balance oC payment~ on private accounr 
f"<Offi year tO }'Car. p. 4:>. 

'\1:1• E. F. 2 
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the Issue Department have ceased to be a limiting factor on 
the note e.."pansion, aa~ are actually operating as an im
pelling one. The danger of over-expansion has come from 
the very direction from which it might have been the .least 
apectcd. 

§ 3- J,' atur.! oj India'; Staling Balances: The ster
ling balances acquired by the "sterling countries" are kept in 
London on deposit, and an equivalent amount of domestic 
currency is made available to the British Government. The 
nature of this transaction is well put by :Mr. Crowther in 
the following terms: "This is, in effect, a loan of their cur
rencies to us [Great Britain] , for what it means is that the 
Australian wheat fanner is paid for his wheat in Australian 
pounds b>· his own Government, which is content to ac
cept sterling in retum." 1 

The Indian sterling balances in London are, therefore, 
the accumulated rtSUlt of the !oans that India is con
tinually making to Great Britain. Tile balances accumu
lating in London are invested in British Treasury Bills. They 
would thus appear to be short-term loans. The process of 
maturity and reinvestment is, however, so continuotU that 
for all practical purposes the investment may be regarded 
as a fairly long term ·one. From the English point of view, 
a! the Economist wrote, '"The investment of sterling area 
funds in Treasury Bills or deposits is a virtually.compulsory 
investment, made as a result of the revolution caused by the: 
war in the U. K."s ·balance of international payments and 
by the strict control of sterling exchange. It is, therefore, 
the investment of "good" money and, though made for the 
moment in the form of short-term debt, it is an investment 

_ I WIZ)"I Qlld Means of War, 19-:0, p . 81. Thift i' al8o indicated 
by Keynu in the foll owing : "F(Ir the next •·ear at lt-IUl the only bor· 
rO"-'in& on which we can rely will probably take the fona of increased 
balance. held in London by the Dominions and other h:mks as a re· 
ault of the large contracto "·hicb luave b~n placeJ for the purchase of 
l"liW materials witl1in the Empire." ]. /tl. Keyne.,, lncomu and Fisc:~l 
Potential of Great Britain, t:con om.ic Journal, December 1939. 
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'~ch it is reasonable to assume will be fairly permanent."1 

...n'he increasing divemon of Treasury Bills into such chan
nels, as the sterling balances of the Empire countries, which 
form no part of Britain's domestic credit structure, has en
abled the British Government to desist from placing an ex.
c.essive volume of billS with the British banks and thus to 
avoid inflationary expansion of bank credit in England. 
Action and reaction are, however, equal and op~te; 
every action is followed by an appropriate reaction. If the 
British Government succeeds in -not foisting an excessive 
volume of bills on the British banks by diverting them into 
sterling area balances, the succ~ is due to their being 
foisted on the Empire countries. Y'l'he inevitable consequence 
is that there is currency and credit expansion in those coun-tJ · 
tries. The inflation that is "packed up" in Great Britain J 
is safely delivered into the Empire countries. 

§ 4· Rate of Currency Expansion: The progress of 
the rate .!?f expansion of currency in India next calls for 
notice.- Table No. 3 sets out the increase of note circula
tion in India from April 1941.. 

TABLE NO.3· INCREASE IN NOTE CIRCULATION 
(Source : Monthly Statistical Summary, Reserve Bank o( 

India] 
[In Laldu of Rueees! 

1!>41-4~ Pro,-ressi.ve total 1942-43 Pro~tenive tott.l 

~til 9,46 ~ril 32,55 
:ay 15.31 ay ~.s 

June 19,2i JWle 61,94 
July 15,35 uly M,n 
A l.lJ'USt 18,93 Auswt 93,01 
September 28,46 September 111..M 
oc~ 35,79 OCtober 1:53,4, 
November 49,76 November 159,11 
December 77,94 December ll!t,ll 
january 911.75 t"'"u.:uy A2.oo 

ebru:U'y - 1,22,\Y.! ebnaary J,U 
March 1,52,40 

I "Flouting Debt Policy," Economist, July 5, 1941. 
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A comparison of the 1941-.42 figures with those for 
1 942-43 clearly indicates how the rate of note creation has 
been aq;slg;aring. During 1941-42 the total amoun~ of new 
notes j}ut into circulation was R<;. 152.40 crores. An amount 
of notes greater than t.bjs had been put into circulation dur
ing the cight months, from April to November 1942-43. 

· This accderation in the rate of note creation can be at
tributed t9 two factors, which may have acted separately or 
jointly.<W'The increased rate of note creation is clearly re
lated to the increased demand for rupee fin.ancC by the 

' U. K. Government for purchases in India. An increase in· 
these financial requirements can come about .either on ac
count of an increase in the volWJl.C-of purcbasci" or an increase 
in the amount of qtrrencynecc:ssary to purchase the same , 
volume of materials, consequent upon a rise-~- their I!ri.~:: 
The second factor is particularly important :is it Indicates the 
operation of a ~!t:.'!! ~~qnent. As prices increase, an in
creased amount of currency is nece>sary to secare the same 
supplies, and then prices increase because of the injection 
of an increased dose of currency into the monetary system. 
Thus price-increases build upon themsdves, and each time 
the dose of currency creation nec~ry to serve the sar.1e 

• effect is prognssively larger. 

§ 5· Bank Deposits: While considering the expansion 
of currency we must also take into consideration bank de
posits; for, they form an important part of the circulating 
media. In India, bank money or deposits form only a small 
part of the total amount of purchasing media. They play, 
however, a mther significant part in the lndia.n money mar
ket. Table No. 4 sets out the rdevant information regarding 
Scheduled Banks. 

. The table indicates that while time deposits ~ de
~lined from &s. 1o6.oo crores in 1939-40 toRs. 104.00 crores 
m 1941-42 and to R.s. too.oo crorcs in 1942-43 (average of 
9 months, April-December I 942 ), the demand deposits 
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TABLE NO.4· CONSOLIDATED POSITION OF 
SCHEDULED BANKS 

[Source: Monthly Statistical Summary, Reserve Bank of 
India] 

;a A" A dl -s1:if d! j :i A 
80 ·Bo ro - 11Q- -

50 
.,_ -0 0 ...,o uo 0 

loloatll 

1~3 g~~ ~-]~ ~~ jj~~J!~ 2:5 ~~ ;:3 
~ - .,j 3.~3 ~-:I 

!= - r-8-- <- c:aQ- t-dr--.-
f'}!g 

2 3 .. s 6 1 8 j 

Aquae 1:~~ 1,02,65 2,:58,16 6 ,65 %365 !0,31 1,02,91 a~ 1,06,99 

~ 99,75 2,!2,34 7,10 19:19 26,29 1,&},69 1,09,02 
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I!MO 
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showed an increase from Rs. 139·75 crores in 1939-+0 to 
Rs. 202.00 cro~ in 1941-42 and to Rs. z9o.oo crores in 
1942-43 (average of April-December 1g".f2). The cash and 
the balances with the Reserve Bank ~o show a progressive 
increase. The advances of Scheduled Banks declined from 
R6. 125,66 lakhs in 1939-40 to Rs. go,oo la.klls during the 
period April 1942 to December J 942. Bills discounted also 
show a decline. The figures clearly show the extmne li
quidity of the Indian banking system during the war period. 

§ 6. V elocil y of Circulation: An increase or decrease in 
the velocity of circulation practically leads to an increase or 

. decrease in the total volume of dfectivc currency. There 
are, however, no data available regarcling velocity of cir
culation of notes and coins in India. Data with regard to 
bank money are alone available. Whether one can reach a 
contfusion regarding the velocity of non-bank money -in 
India from that of bank money is disputable. Table No. 5 
sets out the relevant data regarding the bank deposits, etc. 

TABLE NO. 5· RELATION BETWEEN DEM.--\.ND 
LIABILITIES OF SCHEDULED BANKS AND 

CLEARING HOUSE RETURNS 
[Source: Currency Report, 194-hi-2, and Monthly 

Statistical Summary, Reserve Bank of India] 

v ... 
~~ 
19S-tel 
ltt0-41 
1941-42 
April 1942-D.,.-..=bu 1942 

!ID Crore:s o4 R.upm) 

The relation between total cheque clearances and the 
?emand deJ>?6its of banks may be taken to indicate change 
m the veloaty of circulation of bank monev. This indeX 
has declined from 16.7 in 1939-40 to aboot 6.6 in 1 942-43 
(9 months). 
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§ 7· Wholesale Prices: The Indian index nurnbas of 
wholesale prices are, on the whole, not very :satisfactory. 
Since the beginning of the War the Office of the Economic 
Adviser to the Government of India has compiled a new. in
dex number, which may, however, be considered more 
reliable, and we use that index number throughout the fol
lowing. Table No. 6 sets out the movement of this index 
number of wholesale prices since September 1939· 

During the week preceding the outbreak of war in 
September 1939, the acuity of the political situation held al
ready -lifted up prices in India. The price index of "all 
primary commodities" advanced by 1 1.9 per cent during the 
first month of the war. During the same period the price 
index of "other agricultural commodities" showed the high
est increase, i.e., 23.9 per cent. During the last quarter of 
1939-40 the prices continued on · the up grade, and at the 
end of the year the price index of "other agricultural com
modities" attained the peak at 1 8 7. L Cl'hese price inl 
creases were primarily due to the growth of speculative in 
ventories in the expectation of a further rise in prices.] 

When, however, the war became, to use an American 
slang, a "phoney" war, the expected rise of pJices failed 
to come about. The speculative inventories were quickly 
brought dovm, and ~th the tum of the year prices sho\-\ ed 
a downward trend. \,.During the second quarter of 1.940-41 
the ~ce index of "all primary commodities" recedep to ... 
r o8.1 ~ In August the price indices of "food and tobacco" 
and other agricultural commodities" touched their lowest 
levels at 103.2 and g8.2 respectively. J · 

~ 

With the dislocation of the normal channels of inter
national o-ade during the second half of 1 94o-41, and with ~ 
the oeginning of the era of large purchases by Great Britain · 1 

in India, prices again looked up. The price index of "all i 
primary commodities" gradually trended upwards and 
reached 112.9 by the end of 1940·41. During the same 
period the price index of "raw materials" 5howed the high· 



T ABLE NO. 6. INDEX N UMBERS OF WHOLESALE 
PRI CES tEC:O);O~liC . \ DY l SI~R 'S INDEX ) AND 

COST OF LIYI NG 
[So•.ucc: ExplanatOJy Memorandum on Central Budget, 
h ·,di3. I 943-44, pp. 34 and 36. and Monthly Survey of 

Business CClnditions in India]. 

lndc~ :"o. of Whol.ule P:-i<":s. 
(Base-19th Aogwt. 1939::100 ) Colt of Livinc l.ada 
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l.h.:ch 117.9 15U 1:!5.4 125.9 133.0 1 27.~ :1n 1~ JOel 1!1:? II:? 
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~· 
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1941 
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est rise, while th:tt of the ''other agricultural commodities'' 
showed sharp rises md fall~ and srood at 102. 5 at the end 
o{ the year . 

. During the first quarter of 1941-4~. the price index of 
"ail primary commodities" increased . to 115.4, shot up to 
126.0 during the second quarter, and to I 35·9 in the third 
quarter, and stood at 140.6 in the first quarter of 1942-43· 
During the same period the price indices of "food and to
bacco" and "r:tw materials" showed a continuous rise, and 
in the first quarter of 1942-43 had risen up to 132.9 and 
161 .g respectively. This rise was not shared by the price 
inde.x of "other agricultural commodities.~' It recorded very 
erratic movements, md attained 15 2. i in August 194 I, and 
then slid down jerkily to 1 q .8 in April I 942. From April 
I 942, all the indices show a rapid rise with only a few 
breaks. In January 1943, the indices of "food and to
bacco; • "other agricultural commodities," "raw materials," 
and "all primary commodities" stood respectively at 201.5, 
'93·8, 171.5, and t88.o. · 

~ ~ 

The price inde.'l of "manubctured articles" sharply in
cre~d to 145.1 in December 1939, and then began to 
slide down. It touched 109.3 in August t 940. and then be
gm to move upward. It moun'ted to 16i3 in September 
1941, then fell to 153.8 in December 1941 , and from that 
time began to rise continuously with a slight recession in 
April 1942. In January 1943 it stood at 225.8. 

When prices suddenly change, as after the declaration 
o! a. war, the different price categories show disparate movc
me:lts in their upward surge. As the abo\'c shows, the 
prices of "manufactured .~oods" have advanced to a greater 
e:<tcnt than that of the " prima.ry commodities." The sam.-: 
kind of disparate movement ia prices was also marked dur
ing the last war ( 1914-18 ) . Then , too, the prices of manu
factured goods recorded greater increasr_s than thc- price;~ 
of agrict:ltural products, with only cotton excepted . Tht• 
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prices of· agricultural products h:ld then moved but little. 
During this war !}lc prices of agricultural commodities sagged 
considerably after a short spurt at the beginning of the war. 
They, howe\·er, recov~~wards the end of I9·il and 
tended to move upwards'fhe prices of primary commodities, 
broadly speaking, have, in contrast with the last war, kept 
up better with the prices of manufactured commoditi~. · 
Though the latter have outpaced the former, as in the last 
war, the distance or the !\prc.ad between tl1em il' considerably 
narrower thm during the last war. 

The relative movement of the different price categories 
is rather interesting, as it has a broad similarity with the 
pattern of price movements in U. S. A. In U. S. A. in con
trast with the last war, the price movement during this war 
i.-> paced by primary products and by goods intended for 
human consumption. Necessities of life lead the advance. 
In 1915-16 industrial products fe!t the heaviest pressures, 
and producers' goods led the advance. :::' 'In this war the 
squeeze is on the consumers from the stare,. 

The way in which the movements of wholesale prices 
affect the common man can be gauged by the movement of 
the index of the cost of living. Table No. 6 sets out the 
cost of living indices in five different towns in India. These 
have been chosen so ·as to give a general picture for the 
whole of India. 

During the first months of the war all the indke<! showed 
a continuous increase. In December I 940 · the Lahore in
dex showed the highest rise, 24 per cent, and the Patna index 
the lowest, 3 per cent. During t 940 the Bombay index 
fluctuated between I J o and 1 15. While the Madras 
index vacillated between J06 and 'I o during the same 
period, the Cawnpore index, fluctuating between 1 o8 and 
1 14> actually declined by 3 per cmt. During the same 

I "Price and the Cou or Li>ing in Two World ~ar~ ... Prof. 
F. C. Milia, Procming' of the AcadGmv o/ Palirical Sci~nce Columbi4 
l 'ni11usity, Jaonary 1942. · ' 
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period both Lahore and Patna recorded increases of 7 per 
ce."lt and 12 per cent respectively. During 1g.p-42 all the 
indices showed larger increases, Cawnpore recording the 
highest increase, 41 per cent, with Lahore running a close 
second, with :J7 per cent. The lowest increase of 12 per 
cent was recorded by Bombay. From January to July 1942, 
the ca,mpore index recorded an increase of 45 per cent, 
Patna 40 per cent, Bombay 3 1 per cent, Lahore 28 per cent, 
and Madras only 16 per cent. In November 1942 the 
Bombay index had gone up by a further ro per cent, and 
th_e Madras index by a further 25 per cent. 

· § 8. Currency and Prices: We have next to consider the 
degree of responsiveness between currency expansion and the 
rise of prices. For a proper examination of this problem the 
relation of price changes with changes in the notes in circula
tion should be considered. The reasons for adopting this 
procedure are as follows. Firstly, the large3t part of the in
crease in currency since the war began, consists of notes. 
Secondly, by deliberately confining ourselves to notes in cir
culation, we can for the most part eliminate the dement of 
hoarding. In India hoarding of currency is large!{ confined 
to rupee coins and more recently to smaller coins. 

As the bulk of the purchasing power in India consists 
o£ notes and coins, the volume of currency ~ a direct bear
ing on the price situation in this country. The connexion 
between the volume of purchasing power d the levd of l· 
prices might also be expected to be closer during war wh.ea 
there is a scarcity of consumers' goods and conditions of 
f uU employment obtain) 

I In South Africa, the Oppo6ition party in l 9l0, launch~d a 
movement for encourapng the hoArdinp: or !mall c:oina in ord~r to 
ernbarrau the Government. C/. Round TAble. December 1940, p . 162. 
A &imilar political motive mi,;ht ba~·e been partly respon~ible for the 
recent hourding or emall coins in India. It ie aleo interesting in thie 
c:otmexion to recoil that an iOJufiiciency of small coins was felt 
in l.ermany in 1918·19, when prices were lagging behind the volume 
ol circu)uliUil mcdi3. 
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C During the first four months of the war prices clearly 
outpa.ced the e.xpansion of notes in circulation\ (Table 
No. 1 ) . Prices then rose chiefly because of tlfc devel
opment of speculative bulges in ~e expectation of still higher 
prices. -'The increase in note circulation thus followed the 
rise in prices and did not initiate it. Then came a recession 
in prices. But though prices fdl {rom January 1940 to Sep
tember 1940 by about 1 i ·4 per cent, there was only a con
traction of circulation of about · per cent during the 
period May o to tober 19 o. The era of large pur
chases in Jndia y U. K. began some time during this 
period. ~rom that time onwards notes in circulation and 
prices both show almost a continuous increase with prices 
clearly lagging behind. The prices follow the rise in the 
note circulation at a distance of time and the distance be
tween them seems to be increasing. The implications are 
clear. The e.xpansion in currency does not take place fol
lowing price increases.~ already indicated it is related to 
the sterling securities in the Issue Department, which in tum 
are related to the needs of the British Government. {.Thus 
the expansion of note circulation in India has been governed 
by the needs of the British Government for rupee finance 
rather than by the needs of the Indian economy. Prices 
instead of catching up with the increase in note circulation 
arc: being increasingly out-distanced by it. 1 ) 

A rise in prices causes an incr~cd demand for ca5h to 
be spent and is usually accompanied by ( i) a lowering of 
the cash-ratio of banks, ( ii) increa.~d ~.dvances from the 
banks, and (iii) a hardening of monev rates. Table 
No. 7 sets out the information relating to · all these points. 

vThe percentage of ca5h and bal!ill-~ at the Reserve 
.__---... - ---

• 
1 A. eim~lar et~te of afJain, ·namely, pri~cs lar;;inG behind the 

Inrrell!u 1n c•r~ulatm~: media. wa6 obF.-.--~<1 in ~nnanv from the 
ber;inning of the b&t war to the cod of 1919. From ea.rlv 1920 to 
A~IJttJ~t 1921, tho movements of volume of n•oney al"'<l prirc• -..-~re 
farrl)' e v~n- Toward~ the cod of 1 n3 p riers took a decided lead over 
.,olum·· or currency. 
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TABLE NO. 7· INDIAN MONEY RATES 
[Source: Currency Report and Monthly Statistical 

Summary, Reserve Bank of India] 

. -;;Call Money B:uar Bill a ::; Rate Rate .?:: 

~ ~= 
DrpotjlJ R:uu 

..... c·-

j~l 
;:;:"' ..c -5 ..c 

; ,.. !! ... !i .. ;; c c .. :; .. 0 :;;- B .1> .1> 0 0 ::; ~ <=·2 e .ll e ::;; ::; 
~=~ 4 0 .. 0 ~~t2 ~ 0 "' cru. "' ..., .., 
Rs. lb. R.. R.J. R.J. Its. R.J. RL R.J. 

1939 
Ausll>t 3 3 ~ ~ 

6-7 5Y. 

~ 3 3 6-7 6 
3 3 1 ~ 6-7 ~~ Novem~r 3 ~~ 

,, 6-7 ~~. 
Deecm~r 3 1" 1\J. 6-7 6 .,, 
1940 
~anuary ~ 

~~ I~ 2 6-7 ill cbruar)· 3 I~ l/7. 6-7 (ill 
Marcl! 3 

~~ 
6-7 

Afaril 3 

~ I~ 6-7 ~fi 2(::, 2~ 2 
:0. y 3 6-7 

l~ I J lij ;une 3 

~~ 
I 6-7 t~ :~ uly 3 

~ i7 6-7 I • I t. 
Auguu 3 

~ 
6-7 1 ~~ :~ Scptcmbts 3 

~~ ~ 6-7 6 ., 
OCtober 3 6-7 5(1 ~~ ~~ ~~ November 3 ~ ~ 6-7 w. v. December 3 3 /~ G-1 I~ I t 
1941 

m 
l:u>uary 3 3!/, 

~ ~ 6-7 6~ ~ l~ "ebruary 3 3 
~ 

6-7 6 • 
~ March 3 3 ~ 6-7 6 / , ~~ ~~I 3 3 

~ 
6-7 6 0- 12-11 1 

3 3 6-7 (j 0-12- 7 1 

~~ iune 3 3 
~ 

6-7 (j 0.13- I I m uly 3 3 

~ 
6-7 5i'f 0-13- 7 H August 3 3 ~ 6-7 1V; 0- 6- 5 1 

September 3 3 6-7 1~- 0- 8-10 

H 
I 1~ OCtober 3 3 

~ tl 6-7 m 0-10- 3 I to\~ ~~ November 3 3 6-7 0-1~- I I to lrf. 
De.oe:nber 3 ~ 6-7 0-IS- I P. I to I • 
1912 
l:..ou.ary 3 3 

~ ~ 
6-7 lli 0- 15- 6 IY. 1(1 to li7. ~~to 2 "ebru•ry 3 3 6-7 6~ 0- IS- 9 \ ~~ m I ~ to I Vo 

M>rcb 3 3 

~ ~ 
6·1 1- 2- 0 I , to I'• 1 • to 2 

A ril 3 
~~y 3 
~Wit 3 

~ ~ uly ~ 
Auguu 3 

~ ~lem~r 3 ~ CIO~ 3 
Nov=~• 3 v. 
De cember 3 

--- - - - --- ·--- -· 
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Bank to the total demand and ti~~.l.@hlliti~ of the Sched
uled Banks was 10.00 m 1939-40. It increased to z&,66 in 
194o-41 and fell '5. little in 1,941-42 to ·y.,.S7· During the 
nine months fror.1 April to December 194-2 it ha<> fluctuated 
round about !)··33· The advances given by the Scheduled 
Banks declined from Rs. t 25,66 lakhs in I 939-40 to 
Rs_ 122,28 lakl>.s in tg4o-41, and to Rs. I 16,03 lak}u; in 
1941-.p. During the nine months from April to December 
1g.p, there were on ar. average about Rs. ,99;-60 lakhs. The 
figures of advances, of course, show th~ usual seasonal 
fluctuations. 

During the. first month!: of the war, money rate:! 
finned up, but showed later a "stickiness" at lower levels, 
with only the usual seasonal variations. The call money 
rate at Calcutta rose sharply to z% in January 1940, but 
dropped to ~2 in July of the. same year, and has remained 
at thJ.t level since. Similarly the Bombay rate shot up to 2 

in January 1040, but came down by stages to ~14 in August 
of that year and has since stuck there. 

All the three rqations discussed above indicate that 
in spite of the rising prices the demand for money has not 
incrc.a<>ed to a corresponding extenL Idle and floating rc- · 
sources seem to be mounting up. There appc.aTs no pres
sure on banks for accommodation by industry and trade. 
They also indicate that the total money created is yet not ex
erting its full pressure on prices. There is thus a I~ between 
the creation of money and the rise of prices. --currency is 

.' being expanded at a rate faster than the rate at which prices 
' are rising. In this connexion it is necessary to remember 

that the Economic Adviser's index numbers would not 
reflect the full degree of the rue of prices in so far as they 
fail to take account of the transactions in the exteruive 
black markets. 

§ 9· Fit~ance of British Purchasrs: The expansion of 
currency in India is directly attributable to the system 
under which all payments to India by U . K., payments such 
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as those made for British purchases in India, or payment~ 
made to the Government of India by His Majesty's Gov
ernment for war c.'\:penditure, etc., are effected. This is 
far from being a "merely monetary" phenomenon. By 
making huge purchases in India, U. K. acquires large quan
tities of Indian materials, which means that so much is sub
tracted from the supplies of materials available to the Indian 
people. The problem is the same everywhere in the "ster
ling area" countries, because the system of payments by U.K. 
to them is similar to that prevailing in India. The purchases { 
that U. K. makes in the sterling area provide their own 
financing immediately.1 The finance for the purchases in 
India is, for example, provided by the Government of 
India. Though in after years the accumulated sterling bal- I 
anc::s in London might be available to India for purchasing I 
real goods and services, for the present, at least, the Gov- ; 
emment of India has to find the money. It is, therefore, ~ 
cun:ent charge on Indi<l:!!_ ~.nan~·- As the Report oftli"Cj 
Bank of International-settlements observes, "International · 
financing, similar to that involved by the lend-le~r~ 
ce4t.u:e ... in the I]n!_ted States, is a necessary CoiiCOmitanCin 
India and Canada to- ffie accumulation of sterling asset-; 
(whether such financing is included in the budgetary ac- , 
counts or not). TI1e financing of the budget deficit and of 
the sterling ha.la.nccs of these two countries must, therefore, 
be considered as a single problem. A rough id!!a of the 
proportions involved is given by the accompanying round 
figures* in sterling. In each case the financing of the ac- , 
cumulation of sterling is greater than the borrowing neces
sary to cover the domestic budget deficit, this deficit in 
India being relatively small."2 

I "British Gowmmcnt purcl>a~es from t11e Empire or other part' 
of the sterling urea, in a eense, provide their own financing when the 
proceeds of the sa lee :~re kept as s~erlin~ balan~s or ir~ves~~~~r
linl' aecurities."-Report of the Banf<oT ntent4t;;;n:;u-5etircments, lltlr 
Annil:rt-iteport. 194041, p. 103. 

• Table not reprod11cPd. 
2 R e por-t of the B<JIIk of lnr.er1uztiomtl Scttl("Trt!'nt.<, T,,·drth An

n n31 H.·purt. p. 176. 
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. f The problem created by the acquisition of supplies by 
His )dajesty's Government in India is, therefore, primarily 
a flscaf problem:) All the payments made to India in ster4 

ling, whether fot British purchases or as "free" gifts from 
U. K. for war e.xpcnditurc, etc., create lia~ilities for the 

·Government of India over and above their own budgetary 
deficits. The recognition of their real character as a cur
rent financ1il chaigc on Indtan-liilances, Iea---a:5 us to tlie r:x
ammatton·onne\vnole ~stern-oT war llnancem Trioia:--Bur 
bcl'ore gomgoii i0-i1Us~1t iSneC<:SSU}:-towgiec;s·a. llttle on ·the 
general problem of war fiiun~. 
§ 10. Problem of W ar Finance: The financing of a 
modem war means incurring a huge expenditure by the 
State. The requirements of a modem total war are enor
mous. During 19 I 8 the British Govcnunent needed about 
50 per cent of the National Income to cover its ordinary and 
wartime expenditure.1 The needs of a. total war, like the 
present, are, however, even• larger. "On account of changes 
which have taken place in prices and earnings since the 
summer of 1 939, it is more than ever difficult to calculate 

, the magnitude of national incomes. But there seems to be 
' little doubt that in Germany, Italy, and the United King
dom total public expenditure in I 941 will amount to 70 per 

' c.cnt or more of the national income."2 
i . 

I Eco~r. May 13. 1939. 
2 .. The hi,dt pcrcen!.:l~teE ;;i"'e" in the t<·'(: rcprc~~nt the r~tio 

bttwee.IJ to!.:ll public expenditure end net nalion411 income. But other 
nsoun:ee than thol e whieh Corm part oi the net uational income ar_e 
drawn upon : internally, amounts are relea~cd from embodiment in 
tixed and -...·orkinj; rnpilal and, externally, rc~ource~ may be made 
nailable from !ale! or gold, foreign loans, mohiliso~tion of forei~m 
inveftments, contribution! from ot.~er c.oontnc& Cor o~cupation costa, 
etc. That public expenditure amounts to more t."lan 70 per cent of 
the national income does not mean that lees than 30 po.:r cent re-
1113ins for private coorumption. In the United Kin;;dom it ha~ }oeco 
ealculated that in th<! last quarter of 1940 total expenditure of Ceo· 
tral and Local ~ovemmenu conu itult-.d 67 p er een~ and conbumption 
63 per cent, together 130 per cent of the net n :ai'onal incom,.. Not 
let! than 30 per cent was thm covered by 'disin,·cumcnt.' p robab ly 
mainly the employment of dollar re• uurcc~."-/Ceport o f tlae B=k f or 
llllen41icrud Settkm.u.t, Elennth Annual Report, 1941, p. 7. 
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The Government e-xpenditure for war purposes is not 
ordinarily hampered by financial considerations. As Prof.· 
Pigou -~l}ts ~_:_:f!!tance in modern war is only a camp-foJ; 

.Jow£r...:_. The State decides independently of finance1 
Finance is, however, an important camp follower; for, if 
neglected or badly managed, it might damage the war ef. 
fort ' itself. 

Increased war expenditure is financed partly by in
creased taxation and partly by increased borrowing. The 
increase in taxation has, however. its limitations, and usu-~ 
ally receipts from increased taxation are found insufficient to 
meet the increase in government expenditure. During this 
war, in contrast with the last war, governments have, from 
the beginning, made strenuous efforts at raising a much 
larger proportion of the necessary finance by taxation. It 
has been, for instance, estimated that dur!!!g t 940-41 both 
Germany and U. K. were able to meet about \o per cel!~ 
of their total military and other expenditure y current _ __ , __ -- · 
revenue.· 

Apart from enhanced taxation, therefore, borrowing, 
both internal and external, is pressed into service to meet 
war needs. ~~~~win[_j,s_Q_oth!ng b_ut ~ntic!p_atory 
ta."<ntion. That part of the national income of which tlie St.-"\te 

1S in -need, but which it is unable to absorb and commandeer 
through taxation, it tries to borrow from the public. For 
contributing to government loans, the public has to cut down 
its consumption or investment outlay. Only in this manner 
can it release and make a\·ailable to the government the 
required part of the national income. The command over 
the released resources, or the monetary tickets to them, arc 
tra.n:;ferred to government through subscriptions to govern
ment loans. The above, howc\'cr, happens only if the gov-

I Pror. Pisou, "\rar und Inflation," Economic Journal, December 
1910. 

2 Tile Bank of lnrt!malioncl Sertlcmcnts, 11th Report, p. 8_. _ 
W. E. F.:$ 
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emment is able to borrow the :g_~~c:·:_ ~vings_ of th~ ~ub-_ 
lic.~vings that have their counterpart m an eqwv ent 
reduction in consumption. The transference of genuine 
savings of the public to the: government serves a _double pur
pose; they provide govemmen"t with additional m~ and, 
at the same time, contract the :;pending power orthe public, 
thus keeping spending from outruanin6 supplies and start
ing an inflationary price rise. · 

~t might happen, however, that government docs 
not or ~ not able to borrov .. · the "genuine' ' savings of the 
public. ~\'hen, for example, government borrows from the 
commercial banks either by 5clling them government secur
ities or by taking up direct credits, the borrowing might 
not necessarily be matched by the "~~" savings of the 
public and might not, therefore, correspond to a reduction 
in the spending power of the com~unity or the volume of 

' money in the hands of the public.J When the government 

I 
spends the funds borrowed ·rrom the banks to purchase the 
supplies needed, this new money competes with the old I money in the hands of the public and prices rise. , With 

1 the old money in their hands people arc able to buy less sup-
plies at higher prices, the balance being taken away by gov
ernment. C. Thus it is through the rise in price that the con
sumption of the public is reduced. When government 
borrows through banks, it thus impa;cs a sacrifice on the 
public through higher prices7 This process of "credit 
creation" by the banks is a self-expanding one, and if al-

j lowed to develop unchecked often leads to inflation. ~bile 
1 ~rrowing..from-J!le public checks. .~ ljg_jn....pri.f~· bo(fQy.': 
t ~~ throu~ _b_anks-1 [.._ unr.J¥ck~A- uwariably l£.~~J.un
. fltlon. 

0 

orrov.1.ng from the public IS, -therefore, character-
iSCaaS "non-inflationary" and the borrowing from banks as 
''inflationary." 

. In one particular case, however, financing by borrow
mg throii"gh the banks might not be inflationary. This is 
during the i9!tial stages of a war eco~~ when " the slack . 

" 
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is being taken up and the aggregate volume of employment 
of men and macruncs is being expanded under the influence 
of war need." During this phase, when economic activity ( 

. is increasing all round, it is necessary to increase the pur- l 
chasing power in the hands of the public. It is then neces- ! 
sary to stimulate activity by flavouring the economy with a i 
dose of price increase. Under such circumstances borrow-( 
ing through the banks is not iiiltation¥)':&Cause it is ac-, · 
companied oy an expansi~in o~ut. But the case is1 
otherwise when we reaai\lll ~ O)'ffit;pt.? When thel 
llinit of economic capacity is rea ea and output sticks at 
a stabilized level, an increase in the amount of purchasing 
power in the hands of the J?Ublic "goes into prices rath~~-'· 
than output."1 Then borrowmgs tlii'ough barucs attain tlletr 
full inflationary potential. Of course "economic capacity" 
and "full employment" are undefinable tenns under modem ' 
technological conditions. But, in so far as they can be 
measured, they indicate a limit beyond which borrowing 
through banks,. in a not ~dly controlled economy, is defi
nitely "inftationary."2 

Whether such a distfuction between borrowing of these j 
two types can always be drawn is, however, doubtful. Mrs.

1 Joan Robinson puts the case against it in the following e."
tract. She writes: "It is easy to see that if the govern.! 

1 Federal ReJerve Bullelin, February, 1941, p. 97. 
2 Note the CoUowiop; io this connection: "Borrowing from the 

banks on thia scale is a once.(or-all proceeding. It cannot be re· 
peatcd iD '1lte eeeond year. Ha'ins increased output 15 per cent in 
the first yt!!ir. we could &carccly expect to increoae it by a further 
15 per cent iD the second year; and having allowed an increase in 
prices iD the firet year to correspond to an inc~itable increa~e of 
cueta here and abroad. it ahould be our object eo to control ~on· 
sumption liS to avoid repcatinr; this movement in the second year. 
These considerations combine with the factor o( time·las to enforce 
the conclusion that it is in the (u" year .abat the bulk of borrowi.Jia 
tl1rough the banking syet.em is in order.' lln the first year the ridlt' 
techni'lue is to borrow mainlY., tl1rough the banking system, and tl1ere· 
after main.Jy from the public~J. M. Keynes, "The Income and Fiscal 
Potential of Creal BritJJin," Ecorwmic }ourrud, December 1939, p. 635. - . "' ... 
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ment expenditure increases more than private expenditure 
is curtailed, and if supplies are limited, then demand ex
ceeds supply, and prices must tend to rise relative to costs, 
so that profiteering occurs. It is_:_o_Q'Id_~l::IS_ _Qta~ !l,l-; _aDlO!Ult 
of government outlay and not the form of government bor4 

r<lliing, controls the.~xtent or infla~-Anoif is obvious 
that every addition to the National Debt is an addition to 
somebody's n~ wealth. The wealth may be retained 
by the small man saving, or the savings may be squeezed 
out o£. him via higher prices and higher profits so that the 
wealth accrues to the profiteer, but in either case the bor
rowing of the government is matched by the savings of the 
nation •... If the banks are encouraged to lend to the gov
ernment, thus increasing their total assets, their total liabil
ities must increase equally, and their liabilities are de
posits owned hy the public. Given the rate of deficit, 
the more the banks lend to the govenunent the less 
the public lends, and the new savings of the public are held 
in bank deposits instead of in go...-ernment loans. There is 
no way of drawing the line between the 'genuine' savings 
of the small man and the 'inflationary' savings of the 
profiteers which will coincide with the line between 'bor
rowing from the public' and 'borrowing from the banks.' 
... The 'inflationary devices' work by themselves through 
higher prices and higher profits, to secure the sa\oings re· 
quired, ... and these devices work ~ strongly if a loan is 
issued to the public as they do when the banks take up 
Treasury Bills.''1 · 

The bot:_rowings from the "public" as contrasted with 
borrowings through the "banks," are characterised as "non
inflationary" because they contract the volume of extra pur
chasing power in the hands of the public. Borrowings 

./through banks are "inflationary" as they augment the 
amount of purchasing power in the hands of the public. 
But this respective characterisation of the ~<? types of bor· 

I Economic: lourruzl,_ December 19-10, p. 506. - · 
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rowings is not true under all circumstances./ In a rigidly 
controlled economy, with an all-embracing ~oning and 
pnce and wage control schemes in full operation, the extra 
purchasing power released by "borrowings through barus" 
becomes unspendable and, therefore, swells the bank de
posits: C~nsequently its inflationary potential is largely 
neutraliZed. Under such an economy, as is broadly prevalent 
today in . K., Germany, etc., th~dis.J.inctiP!l . .heJween 
th.$....!w..Q_ !~~ -~J_!?Qrro~gs __ .becomes superfluJ:ms. Mrs. 
ltobinson's views, quoted above, arc thus reflections col
oured strongly by the present conditions in U. K. (But 
where the economy is largely tgJ,cont;rQll.cc! the distinction is 

"'\Tery real and continues to have importance. 

l .. ~~ External finance is provided either through the raising 
..-d'f'. foreign loans q.r . by th~ation of domestic holdi~. 
of foreign securities an~ direct foreign investments. The 
former type of C.'<ternal finance is obviously dependent 
on political circumstances. Thus during this war Great 
Britain has been abJ~ _to borrow the sterling balances of the 
'~Wing area" by _lc.~~g_ them compulsorily in London. 
But outside the "sterlmg area" it could not float any loans 
as it did durix!g the last war. The realisation of foreign se
curities amounts to disinvcstmcD.1 of a nation's caEit.al 6§· 
~. and these also may be found insufficient for the needs 
of war, apart from the time required for their realisation. 
Both these types of e.xternal finance have, however, another 
side; their repercussions on the country granting the credits 
or redeeming its own debts. Thus, while Great Britain is 
realising her old debts, the debtor countries have to redeem 

· them. v-The latter operation makes it imperative on them to 
find the necessary internal finance, over and above the ad
ditional finance required by their respective war efforts, thus 
increasing their budgetary deficits. So also when the "ster
ling area" countries give credits to Great Britain by keeping 
their surplus sterling balances in London, they, in effect, 
put an ~uivalent amount of "'domestic currency" at Brit
ain's disposal. ~ additional internal finance has again to 
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. be found by the respective countries. Thus external finance, 

!
while giving relief to one country, increases the amount of 
internal finance that various other govtmments have to 
provide through taxes or borrowing:>. 

Income from all th~ sources of finance may be, how
ever. found to be insufficient for the conduct of war. 
Where, therefore, government is unable to meet its expen
diture through loans and taxes, the ~1!0!1!~1 has to be made 
good by borrowing through tommerciai banks-oiDY resort ·{() 
_¥lc prln~g press to manu a~re- Ole rsi!~~-J~~~®r 
m~ i.e. db~ton..... Fo~ this purpose, the printing.~ 
iria):~Q.Luse c · W. indire~fu:;_dircctly, when~mment ! ~rinting ne com·t'rb"Sfe" paper money meets its require-

! mcnts; indirectly, when the government meets its needs, as 
Dr. Dalton puts it, "out of loans to itself from the Central 

l Bank and issues new paper money to the bank in exchange 
for a deposit of securities ... 'to support the additional credit 

1 thus created.' " 1 The economic consequences of both these 
methods are essentially the same, i.e., that the cost of goods 
that the government must acquire rises as fast as or, in ad
vanced stages of this_ proc~, faster than the increase in the 
note circulation. VI'he indirect method puts the state to the 

I additional expense of paying interest on its loans from· the;; 
Central Bank. 

I 

• 
The "gap" between the total government outlay and 

/

toEil government income derived from taxation and loans, 
;both internal and external, during a particular period, has 
thus to be finance~ inflation. __ i1lls gap is technically being 
described as the ' atio!W'Y et>•" and the problem of the: 
budget during_ wattuiie iS mcreasmgly developing into, what 
the Economist significantly termed, as "The Battle of the . _ ~al.:' This gap must not be confused v.';Jth:tlieDUaget 

e c1t. The "qQL li!~' is the difference between the tot.@,! 
fin~cial liabili~es ~~ g?~e--ent, d~~g __ a __ ·parb_ct¥r .. 

I Public Finance, Dr. Hu&h Dalton, p . 184. . 
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~o~_and ~ amount that it is able to raise through 1 
_ taxation _!Uld loans, externai and mtemal. The usual nef,

revenue deficit does not take account of the proceeds of \ 
loans and diffe~ to that extent from ~e "n~." On ' 
the other hand, when in a country like India, certain impor
tant liabilities, such as in respect of purchases by .other coun
tries, are not included in the fmandal statement, the. budget 
accounts fail to reveal the position of the "net gap." 
This gap has to be financed by the creation of credits 
which usually means either borrowing from the com
mercial banks, or resorting to the printing press, directly or 
indirectly. Such borrowing leads to an expansion of the 
~ount of purchasing power ~ the hands of the public. 
Then starts a process of bidding up prices which is usually 
the beginning of an inflation. The experience of the last 
war and the wild inflation that developed in its wake has 
induced and strengthened the desire on the part ~11 gov
ernments to avoid inflation; for, inflation is the m~t in
equitable way of distributing the war burden and "\Jsually 
involves very large transfers of wealth from the poorer and • 
the middle classes to the richer classes. 'W"'fnflation is also 
undesirable from the point of view of the war effort itself, 
for. it increases the cost of war and also impair.; the war ef- 1 
fort. It is, however, recognized that the fmancing of a full ~ 
scale war without some degree of inflation is not only im- J: 
probable but imp06Siblc;7 The problem then becomes one of 

1 

how best to mitigate the result of th~-"p_t.t .lt¥~.:._ The 
problem becomes essentially one of tying l'iptllc··extra~ pur
chasing power that has found its way into the hands of the 
public, so that it may not be pitted against the limited 
quantity of goods in the market to p~h. up prices. Qn other 
words, the problem is, how to ~!P.E:! the.~~ pur-V 
chasing power at ~e. 
·-··-- -- ... -

After this discussion of a rather general character we 
might now turn to consider the Indian case in particular and 
to note its significant pecullailties. Perhaps tlle· ini5sE ·sigru: -
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ficant thing regarding the Indian situation is\j.he abse·nce of 
a '~ell-devel~d~l!.c:J:. m.~ket. The moneyiirarretlieing 
imperfectly dcvclope<l, the money rates in India are not in
tegrated into a "s~ture." They largely move independ-

-ently of one another. Investment is direct and is very 
sensitive to the yield on such investment. The bulk of sav
ings in India tend to flow from a very small percentage of 
the population. The great ~ of people are poor and the 
"savable margin" in their incomes is, if at all, very small 
indeed.!) Even the little "savings" they might be able to 
make have to contend with the age old and time ingrained 
habit of hoarding.1 [ Again the b~ .SY.~~ is only par
tially developed in India and ~ deposits fonn only a 
small percentage of the total purchasing media in the~ land. 
Here, therefore, borrowing through banks cannot be of a 
significant magnitude.) As for external borrowing, India is 

\

actually doing the reverse, fir.;tly by actually lending to 
Britain, and, secondly, by extinguishing her own. foreign 
debts. The possibility of a credit inflation resulting from 

. borrowing through the banks is, at best, remote in Indi~ If 
the goverrunent fails to ~ itself of • ad~uate funds 
~tlirou~ laxatio!l ~ loans ronCJhT~"P~Pli.S. e o~way 
~- for.J! is to resort to th~_E,Jintlt!L£~1~y, by 

printing more notes, ar indirectly, by borrowing from the 
Central Bank. Inflation in India can develop only along 
one of these lines. ' 

1 The preferen~e of the averar;e Indian to lock up his 54vinge 
in pr~iDus metals has bl'en mistak~nly taken to repre~nt his "hi~ 
liquidity preference." Tlma Keyne10 obtlerveP in "Tiu! General 
Theory o/ Employment, Inter~£ and Maney"': "Thr history or lndi:1 
at aU timee hu provided an example of a eountry ilnpoverished by 
a preference Cor liquidity amountinr; to co atrong a passion that even 
an euormou8 and chronic inBnx of the precious metals has been in· 
eu:f&eient tD brinl!: down the rate of interut to a level which WIIS 
rompatible with the p-owlh of real wealth.., p. 337. This is1a wron~ 
view of the situation. Tho hoarding of, precious meta.ls by Indian 
people is, in the main. a eapitaliutiotl'iof the Pmall ti&\·inp and i~ 
thua beat deac:ribed at boarding. As soon a! these board& come into 
exiateDee they become "inert" and 1:0 out of circulation for years on 

, eud. They are liquid only in the 5UIK that they can be quick!)· 
realised if nud arises. 
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§ 11. Central Government R evenue Defu:it During the 
IV ar rears: We rna y now go on to a consideration of the 
~-~~_ret~ facts of the Indi~n ca;_~-".f~e )~ear 193D.:a.9 closed I 
with a deficit of ~b:flakfiSm the Central Budget. The 
Budget Estimates, 1939-40, showed a prospective deficit of 
R.s. 50 lakhs, and it was sought to be made up by raising an 
additional Rs. 55 lakhs by increasing the import duty on raw 
cotton from 6 pies to one anna per lb. The Budget . Esti
mates, 1 939-40, were strikingly affected, however, by the 
outbreak of war in September I 939, and the Revised Esti
mates disclosed a surplus of Rs. 91 lakhs in lieu of the ex
pected surplus of Rs. 3 lakhs. This was the result of an 
increase of Rs. 5,08 lakhs in re\·enue and an increase of 
Rs. 4,20 lakhs in expenditure. In the Finance Accounts. 
however, the surplus increased to Rs. 7. 77 lakhs because of 
an increase of Rs. 6,8 I lakhs in reYenuc and a reduction of 
Rs. 5 lakhs in expenditure. 

The Budget Estimates, I 940-4 I, showed the revenue 
reccipts at Rs. 85,43 lakhs and the expected expenditure at 
Rs. 92,59 lakhs. The prospective deficit of Rs. 7, I 6 lakhs 
was to be met by new taxation which included ( i) a levy of 
s o per cent Exccs.s Profits Ta.x, (ii ) an increase from 
Rs. 2 to 3 per cwt. in the excise duty on sugar and a cor
responding increase in the import duty, and (iii) an in
crease in duty from 1 o as. to I 2 as. a gallon on motor 
spirit. In addition Rs. 91 lakhs were to be taken from the 
Revenue Reserve Fund, and the year was e..xpected to close 
with a su11>lus of Rs. 5 Jakhs. The Revised Estimates, how· 
ever, showed a deficit of Rs. 8,42 lakhs because the expen
diture incrused by R.<i. I 9,54 lakhs, while the revenue re
ceipts improved only by Rs. I 1,07 lakhs. In the Finance 
Accounts, I 940-4 I , however, the deficit dedi ned to Rs. 6,53 
la.khs. 

The Budget Estimates Cor I!J·P·42 r~vcaled a deficit of 
Rs. 20,46 lak~. with t0tal revenue at Rs. 106,39 lakhs and 
expenditure at R~. 126,85 lakh.<;. It wa..~ prop~d to meet 
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Rs. 6,61 lakbs of this deficit by additional taxation and the 
rest by borrowing. The additional tax proposals were an 
increase in the rate of E.:"tcess Profits Tax from 50 per cent 
to 66 'l/3 per cent, an increase in surcharge rate from 
2 5 per cent to 33 I I 3 per cent, I oo per cent increase in ex
cise duty on matches, an increase from 3 as. to 5 as. per lb. 
in the alternative soecific dutv on artificial silk yam and 
.thfe?.d, and a levy ~f I 0 per cent ad r:alorcm excise duty on 
pneumatic tubes and tyres. According to the Revised 
Estimates for 1941-42, the deficit declined to R.s. i 7,27 lakhs 
due to an improvement in revenue. In the finance Ac
counts, 1941-421 the deficit declined to R.s. 13,80 lakhs as 
re-.-enue improved by Rs. 4.95 lakru, while expenditure in
creased only by R.s. t ,43 lakhs. 

The Budget Estimates, 1942-.~3, placed revenue re
ceipts at Rs. 140,00 lakhs and the total expenditure at 
~- 187,07 lill.s. Of the prospective deficit of R.s. 47,07 . 
lakhs, Rs. I 2,oo lakhs wen: to be met. by additional ta.xation 
and the remaining Rs. 35,07 lakhs by borrowing. In the 
Revi~d Estimates, 1942-43, th~ deficit increased to R.s. 94,66 
lalr.hs, because while · the reYenue receipts increased by 
Rs. 26,76 lakhs, expenditure incrc<l!>ed by Rs. 86,35 Jakhs. 

The Budget Estimates, I 9-t:S-41, :;how revenue re
ceipts at ~- 199,30 lakhs a."'d expenditure outlay at 
Rs. 259,59 lakhs. The prospective revenue deficit is, there
fore, Rs. 60,29 lakhs. Of th:s Rs. 20, I o iakhs were to be 
raised by increased taxatioa and the rest by borrowing. 
The rates of income-ta.'t for incomes above Rs. 5,ooo are in
creased, and the rates of super-ta.'< and corporation tax are 
also increased. Excise duties on tobacco and vegetable 
products are levied. The existing postal and telegraphic 
rates have also been increased. 

§ 12. Govemment Borrowing: Since the beginning of 
the war the volume of the intemal borrowin~-~f the Go,·
J~~~t -~ -~d§' Kas:. co~?era~!r_mcre~~a_j-TablcNo:-8 
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sets out the relevant figures regarding the Defence Saving 
Lo:tns. 

T :\BLE NO.8. INDIAN DEFENCE SAVINGS LOANS 
OF VARIOUS TYPES 

[Source : Currency Report, 1941-42] 
(Ia l...>khs or Ru pee• I 

J nne 194{) to 
March 19-\1 19-11-42 Tot.>l 

3'1o Six Year 0 1"'fence Bond> 
(a ~ Fint Series 71 71 

II 
(b Second Series +1.43 - H .\3 

3~o Sec-ond Defence Lo.,:l. ] !)4 ~.:;. 2 ~.47 55 .~9 Y) ,(l(j 
JII T re-e Ye.:u lncerest Fne Bond1 2,33 34 ~. f)7 
rv Defence Savings Cf'rtific..~tf"s 2,41 2,81 5 ?" 

v Post Office Defence Sa\-iogs n.nl: II 'ij' 

Tot~! 53.35 58,85 1 , 1 2 .~'0 

I) The First Defence Loan of the Government of India 
· was launched in June l9fO. It was essentially a short-term 

loan .repayable at Rs. I o 1 in 1946, and was offered at 3 per 
cent. Simultaneously Ten Year Saving Certificates and 
Three Year Interest Free Bonds were also issued, the former 
bearing 3Ys per cent interest. The total subscriptions to 
the Si.~ Yenr Defence Bonds amounted to Rs. 44·43 crore-1. 
lts sale was discontinued on January 25, 1941 . 

> ··: The Second 3 per cent Defence Loan, 1949-52, Wa.!' 

launched immediately after the lists for the First Defence 
U>an were closed. It was a medium dated loan, and wa:; 
issued and repayable at par. The total subscriptions to this 
loan amounted to Rs. 50.05 crores. It was closed on Feb
ruary 14. 1942. 

·• j The Third 3 per cent Defence Loan was floated on 
July 4, 1942. It was a re-issue of the 3 per cent 1951 -54 
loan, of which Rs. 3 t .92 crores were then outstanding. The 
loan was issued at par. Up to January 31 , 1943, the total 
~ubscriptions to this loan amounted to about R.s. 39 crores. 
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In October 1942 the Govemment of India re~issued a 
3 per cent r 963-65 loan for Rs. 15 crores at ~. 95 for 
financing the operation connected with the payment of the 
capital l>um of £34 millions to the U. K. Government for 
meeting the obligations on account of Railway Annuities. 
Only R6. 3.41 lakhs out of the Rs. 15 crores demanded were 
subscribed, and the rest were taken up by the Reserve Bank. 

On September 18, 1942, four Provincial Governments 
simultaneously- floated loans for Rs. 7·75 crores in order to 
meet a part of the liability to the Central Government. All 
the loans were underwritten undu the provisions of the 
Niemeyer Award. They were 3 per cent loans repayable in 
1955· All the loans were fully subscribed. 

In addition to the defence loans. the Government of 
India has placed on the market n~'f!l1J!l3:.b1~ ._RuP.S~ 
Coun~~ of_ ~:epatriated sterling loans at. sY:z. per cent 
iiiCfT pu centj These were originally taken up by the 
Reserve Bank and were issued to the public as need arose. 
Up to January 31, 1943, of the total Rs. 152 crores of Rupee 
Paper created in this connection up to the third week of 
December 1941, Rs. 87 crorcs were subscribed by the public 
and Rs. 47Y2 crores were cancelled, i.e., replaced by Treasury 
Bills of the Government of India. 

There has also been a large increase in the short-tenn 
borrowing of the Goverrunent of India since i!le-war .. be
gan. .:J On September r, 1939, the amount of Govemment 
of India Treasury Bills outstanding with the public was 
Rs. 35, I 4 lakhs, and this had increased to Rs. r o8,g6 Iakhs 
on January 31, 1943, a net increase of Rs. 78,81 Iakhs. 
Nearly tw()othirds or Rs. 48,oo lakhs of this increase came 
about during the period of seven months from June 1942 to 
January 1943. 

With a view to encouraging ~avings for the war ef
fort a new scheme of P05t Office Savin~ Banks accounts 
known as the Indian Post Office Defence Saving Bank wa.~ 
put Into operation on April 1, 1941.1 Under this scheme 

.'1 .. .IJ __ '-' 
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deposits will be repayable only one year after the war. The 
rate of interest on these was fixed at 2 Y2 per cent, free of 
income-tax. The deposits in this bank on March 31, 1942, 
amounted to Rs. 1 I lakhs. 

The budget for I 942-43 provided for certain measures 
to encourage savings. "Thus an option is given to new as
ses.Sees for income tax under the lowered exemption )imit, · 
to escape the liability by depositing an amount approxi
mately r Y4 times the amount of tax assessed, in the Post 
Office Defence Savings Bank, such deposits not being or
dinarily withdrawable till one yeai after the end of the war. 
Besides, to mitigate the incidence of the enhanced surcharge 
on incomes between Rs. 2,ooo and Rs. 6,ooo; which works 
out at more than 50 per cent, a provision bas been made to 
refund a portion of the tax equal to ~ per cent of the as
~es· total income, after the end of the war. Again, Gov
ernment has announced its readiness to contribute an 
amount up to one-tenth of the net excess profits tax, pro
"ided that the assessee deposits a sum equal to double this 
amount, to a reserve to be used for the object of assisting in
dustrial rehabilitation after the war."1 

The above discussion clearly shows that the bulk of thel 
Government of India's borrowing up till now is for short-! 
term. The Firnt and the Second Defence Loans were es-! 
sentially short-term loans, while the Third is a mediuml 
dated one. The amount of long-term issues put up on the 
market. is relatively small. : 

§ 1·3. Inflationary Gag; We next proceed to the 
_c_alculation of the 4'Det gap' in Indian finances. _ Table No. 

9 shows the calculation for the periOd septeml>er 1939 to 
January 1943· The table also shows the net addition to 
currency during that period. 

No elaborate comments on this calculation are called 
for. The calculation can hardly be expected to be very ex-

1 Currency Report of the Resen~e BMk of lndUI., 194142. p. 29. 
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II 

Ill 

TADLE 1~0. 9· ESTIMATION O F THE INFLATIONARY GAP 

L Source: Currcncr Report, I rH 1- 42 an c.J Explanatory M emorandum Oil 

Crntral Budget, I ndia, 1 ~H3-41l 

Liabilities A~cts 

f't~duc f fn l.ak111 of nul••u -
Ceut r.• l Dud'~11ancft Tot al loano 

111]9-10 i)~·~~i~ (l'i' 7, 77 S.pt. l!ll9· 
1940-H r. ,,3 Tre.uury D 
1 !14 1 · 4~ Drfirit of 13,00 Outst~ndins 

t he l'ubfic 
I 'l l~ -~~ Oclirit .. r ~:3~ 111UU~·x , 

foro! B•l~nce 1 ~1:19- 10 to \!1 1 ~ - 13 ~tt nratd l uf ot3l uct 

StrrUns liahili tif• 
Put rhas.~tt hy Reuu,·r. """" ~~t~ · J!1J'I· J.•n. l'11•l 63,00 . 

t!'ltl·hn. 1'1 II 86,1ll 
F('h. l'~-'.J;} ·'" · 1'112 !IO,IXI 
Frio. .'JL .. . ol ll , !',~3 1.0~ ,00 

l'ot:t1 Stcrliu~ 1'.1\'0trnu bv 
:. $·~~~ II. l\1, G. up 10 )ou. 19-JJ' 

Total St<~ fi n~ l.ial>ilitiu R,• . . ~ 

--·--·-Tota l Liabili riu 9,2 1 ,H~ 

In Lakin of 
l!a. 

2,67,50 
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act; for, the process of adjusting and squaring finance ac
counts is very long-drawn-out and elaborate. The signifi
cance of the' calculation is, however, ~elf-evident. The "net 
gap" in the Indian fmanccs for the period Septcn)i:ier I 939 

·-to January 1943 works out at ~- 545,39 Iakhs, and the crea
tion of additionarcurrency \v·as- fo . t!ie-£UJ1C"of Rs. 539, I 8 
1~'-· It is, in other words, the methoo of "payment througn 
the printing pre.c:s." [.The direct method of printi11g more and !. 

more notes against the sterling balances in London has been 
followed by the Government of India, to close the ''in- ; 
flationary gap.~:: 

§ I 4· Inflation: The facts and figures adduced above 
clearly testify to the presence of "inflation" in India. By 

... l!l~ayo!!_.~'.i§..J!l~.<l!!.LE!EC~jvc and Q"!!lg_~[_Q~_g~~~- ~.d~.~ 
vance in activity and prices, which may arise from a variety \ , 
or _C~USes-out .::<;_~ncr~asi~g~y ag~~~tC~ ~Y. nl~~~ -~.: J I 

.. ~!.~i!.-~~~~~e mflatwn m Iilcfia, to use 'ProQ~~ s _tenl), _ 
is "deficit induced." (She "net gap''li1Tridian .. mances is · 
being'" fiDe~ oy an 'ever increasing expansion of the note
issue. As already indicated, the rise in prices is lagging be
hind the increase in note circulation. Wholesale prices andU 
the ca;t of living indices show an all-round and continuous\ 
increase. (The fact that prices have not caught up with the1 
note increase only indicates that money is circulating more 
slowly.) The existence of large floating funds is fraught with 
a dangerous inflationary potential. We arc only at the be
ginning of a disastrous inflation. J 

. Two &,encral types of inflation c:m be distinguished; 
,. fiat-money~ mtlailori ancCcrcdiCinflati£>p.-1· In the"' above dis

c"US.Slcin-atteniion has beeri"""draV.;nto ' tlfe absence of credit 
exp:msion in India as compared with that of currency.( The 
i~ati_9!!,jn w~~-~!<?P_us_:-l_ik_<: gDP In9j~ _fjn_c£;_her.;elf _tocia y_, 
is oL!fu: -~-typ~- This occurs "when· the resources of a 
country are being fully utilized, and the government has to 

1 E. A. Goldenwci"cr, "Inlbtion,~ Feclcral Rr-Jer~·c Bulletin, ·. 
April 1941. 
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spend more than it can raise eidier by taxation or bor
rowing in the market, and, therefore, resorts to the creation 
of money through the printing_ E~J- throug~ . .l>~~wing 
from a Central Bank, or ~me...QWg_ g~Vlce .. The 

._diaracteristic feature o( tliis t~...Qf inflation. is tha~ it ~e:s 
from the nec~ties of GOvernment;] It is only when a coun

try "Is m an extremdy criilcat situation that this occurs. 
( When it does occur it is the worst type of inflation; in fact, 
'l the most disastrous inflations have all been of this type. 

This sort of inHation whith arises from the dire needs of a 
government, is never effective in overcoming the govern
ment's difficulties."1 

§ 15. Finance Membn on Inflation: In dealing with 
the prevailing misconceptions regarding inflation in India, 
the Finance Member remarked in his recent Budget 
Speech that there was a tendency to regard the gen
eral rise in prices as inflation and to attribute the rise 

1 
to an avoidable currency e.xpansion. ''To my mind," said 

' he, "this notion is the result of confusing cause and effect, 
and misinterpreting the elementary fact that all the ex
pansion and intensification of government's war activities 
involves . cash payments to an ever-widening circle of re
cipients in return for labour :>.nd raw material or services. 

1 Goldenweisu, op. cit. Expansion of ('llrrency in India is 
ellecred a~in!t !terling 6ee1lritie5. The ~lerling w:urities are the 

I aeettritie! or the British Government. Jasuin,; of notes ngainst them is 
essentiaUy the e.ame as issu.in,; the.m agninst rupee securities of the 

· Government of India. The sterling il!el£ has become "fiduciary." To 
quote the Monetary Ret!iew 1939/40 oJ the Letl8ue of Natidtu: "The 
mos.t cir:l!tie diJ!Ociation o£ the DOle issue from the go}d re5ervc WOS 
euried ont in the United Kingdom. At the beginning o( September 
(1939), 311 bnt 11 nominal amount o£ the Dank of England's gold ,... 
serve was trans!erred to the Exehan~;e Equalisat!9~.nnt,-ond the 
Banka fiduciary is!ue, co,·ercd ~verntn-eiil ~ecuritic s, was raised 
by an amount equal to the nlue of the ~old thus trnn!lern:d. The 
whole note iuu&-apart from th,· nominal £ 0.1 million.. etill b3c:ked 
by gold-thus hJ:J;.ame 'fiduciary.'" p. 43. At one remove, there· 

' fore, tho notelr.sue"iiltt141a, backed by the sterlin; serorities. be· 
comes "fiduciary.'" Tbi& is why we characterise the in6ation in lndi:t 
:u a fiat money inflation. 

._ __ __ 
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{!he alanns and the excursions of war also tend to create 
varying preferences for settlement of claims in cash among 
~ctions of the public over methods customary in peace time 
and in other countries, e.g. by cheque, thus increasing the 
per capita cash requirements of a huge and expanding 
population. To stop issuing the currency which the public 
needs in such circumstances would simply mean a corre
sponding or a disproportionate curtailment of the whole war 
effort.'' ) 

This statement, in effect, implies that the expansion of / 
currency in India since the war began is in response to the

1 
increased per capita demand for cash induced by the warJ 
situation. In making this point, however, the Finance Mem
ber is himself confusing ben..:een cause and effect.- For, if · 
the intensmcation and expansion of government's war 
activities involves cash payments, it increases the govern.; 
mcnt's demand for more cash, in the first instance. When 
the government possesses itself of the additional cash, either 
through increased taxes and loans or by an expansion of 
currency, and when the additional cash is disbursed, then 
only can the per c;Pita holdings of cash (requirements come 
later ) increa.sc . .../fhus the e-xpansion of currency, if it is 
resorted to, precedes and d~ not follow the increase in the) 
j1cr capita holdings of cash. The whole discussion of the\ 
"gap" in the preceding pages leads inevitably to the abov~ 
conclusion. We have also pointed out before that the ex
pansion of currencY. in India since the war began, is to be 
directly attributed to the purchases made by U. K. in 
India. The increased demand for cash during the first four 
months of the war was only a temporary phenomenon, and 
the expansion of currency during that period was certainly 
due to the increased demand from the public. This had, 
however, nothing much to do with the war effort of the 
Government of India. And once this temporary phase had 
worn off by the end of January 1940 (as shown by se
curity prices and money rates) the situation had been 

W. E. F. 4 
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changed radically.'-/The e.xpansion of currency from that 
time onward, was quite irrespective of the demand from the 
public. It was in direct response to the cash requirements of 
the British Government. The Fmance Member's attempt to 
shift the origin of the demand for cash from the govern
ment to the people is misguided and incorrecL 

The Finance Member then goes on to point out that 
''not all the government di.sbur;;ements on war pu.rpo.se: 
necessarily or proportionately contribute to the rise in 
prices, even though govc.mment's war effort curtails the 
production or imports of civilian goods .. ; . That purchasing 
power may not all be employed for the purchase of such 
goods, and much depends upon the rate at which money is 
being turned over in the process." He further showed, from 
the declining ratio of bank deposits to bank clearings since 
the beginning of the war, that cash is being hoarded and the 
velocity of circulation is declining. This increase in liquidity 
preference, he said, while it lasts, tempen> the rise in price;;. 

, · That the liquidity preference of the people in India bas 
increased during the war period is undoubtedly true. But 
it is necessary to inquire why this has come about and how 
long it ~ likdy to continue. The increase in the nonnal 
liquidity,1i)reference of the Indian people is in fact the re
sult, as in all other countries, of the uncertainties of the __ war 
~tio_n. It.~Q9_!,!1.9~ ~hasised!-.!J?w~_ye~ .~that · this in
crease lS also m a v.-ay rclatea"t:Otiie expanSion ~f currency 
i~. A plethora of money on· the market nught itself de· 
crease the velocity of circulation. 

A further point for consideration would be the degree 
· pf increase in the liquidity preference or the hoarding of 
', ~h. The F'mance Member's remarks suggest that pools 

of hoarded cash have been created in the land. In 
such circumstances, according to the Finance Member, the 
creation of new money to meet government needs is not 
only necessary but actually non-inflationary. If new money 
is not created, tlle govemmerit will be denied access to la-
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bour and materials, not because they arc not available, but 
because the monetary tickets to them have become lost or 
jammed in th~ process of circulation. Such a view would be 
tenable only if the degree of cash hoarding is such as to 
absorb the whole, or at least a large part, of the new money 
created. There can be no direct evidence on this point, \ 
and we have to rdy on certain indirect pointers to gauge the , 
prevailing degree of . liquidity preference. These ~inters 
are the mo~y ~~)!! the:. I!l,~.k~t_ an~ the pressure onoanks 
for accommodnion. n the mcreased liquidity preference of 
the public were to absorb all or the major part of the new 
money created, th~ne.~ ~~ot te_n_d to..fall.~- But 
as we have seen before, the money rates in India have 
shown, except for seasonal hardening, a tendency to decline. 
The easy money conditions in the market also show tha~ 
such demand as there might be for trading and other ac
commodation is being easily met. This indicates that the 
increased liquidity preference of the public is not absorbint; 
even a major part of the new money created. r consequently, 

' it appears that the increase in the liquidity preference of the 
public has been exaggerated out of all Ptoportion '6y the 

· Fmanee Member J 
It is also pertinent to consider how long th~·inerea~c1 

liquidity preference can be expected to continue. The con
tinuously rising price-level will not allow it to last much 
longeL) The experience of many European countrie<> atf& 
the last war emphasizes the danger of counting on a con
tinuance of this phenomenon. It is clearly a temporary 
phase, and with a further rise in prices a preference for 
holding commodities instead of money might manifest itW.f. 

:: The increased "liquidity preference" of the public, there
fore, is ~ti_atory factor, nor is it large enough to 
justify the enormous expafiSion of currency in India ; it cer
tainly does not justify complacency;) The Finance Member 
seemed to be aware of this when he remarked, "It would 

I Kt-yne~. op. cil.. p. 1:3. 
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be foolish to ignore the crux of the matter, which is that 
in a lopsided economic set-up of a country at War, free pur
chasing power is a source of potential danger." 

In denying the presence of inflation in India, the 
Fmance Member remarked, "In my opinion some of the 
fear which is now expressed arises from a ~ailure to dis
tinguish between pure credit inflation and the temporary 
situation in, which an increase in the volume of purchasing 
power impinges ~or a time on a stationary or diminishing 
volume of consumable goods. Here in India, I think, we 
can say with a clear conscience that the government has at 
no time resorted to credit inflation. The easy expedient of 
borrowing from the Reserve Bank has not been adopted for 
making up the revenue deficits of the governmental budgets 
or for augmenting governmental balances for the purpose 
of meeting disbur.;ements. •• 

,I In the above the Finance Member makes two claims; 

1 tt, that there is no credit inflation in the country, as there 
I been no or very ~ borrowing by the government 
I from the Central Bank, ~d, that budgetary deficits have 
. not ~ met by borrowmg froxp. the Central Bank. The 
' obvious conclusion that follows is that government is not 

financing the war by inflationary methods. The Finance 
Member seems here to labour under the mistaken notion 
that "inflation" can only be a "credit inflation," and even 
"credit inflation" comes about only if there is borrowing 
from the Central Bank. Both there notions are utterly 
wrong. Inflation, as already pointed out, can be "credit 

1 inflation" or "fiat money inflation." Jt has been stated 
; above that the present inflation in India is of the latter 
: type. There is no credit inflation in India, or rather ,lhere 
! cannot be any. ~- .., 
J JL ~-"!1'"' ••• ~ 

• Once the character of the inflationary phenomenon in 
India i.'! clearly grasped, the second observation of the 
Fmance Member goes by the board. We have maintained 
that all the sterling payments made to India, for which 
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the government of India have to provide rupee finance.: 
are a current charge on the Government of India's 
finances. They are the disbursements made by the Govern
ment of India on behalf of the U. K. Government. And 
=>.s these are being met by the prin~g of notes, it is obvious 
that the deficits of ~e government are being met by the 
printing of "fiat money." The discussio~and calculation 
of the "net gap" proves this beyond doubt. Borrowing from 
the Central Bank is only the indirect wa of financing 
war by a reSort to the printing ·press. The other way is to 
dircctlt print inconvertible notes and usc them for disburse
ments. J The Government of India has chcun the latter. 
There is no virtue in claiming that government has not 
chosen a particular inflationary device while shutting one's 
eyes to the other device that they have actually used. .· •. 

§ 16. Inflation or Expansion: TI1e recent expansion_~ 
~ji.~Jt~ ~~m~tin].~ •• b;~!)_j~~fi_c:d on -~b~
groun~ mat~~-~..f5aHSiori iS adequatc1y covered . by sterling 
secun es an cannoth !li.e.!.eJ2§~1£ if!O.~tiop~Y;r The argu
ment lS iiiiiost touc ing in 1ts narvete. The answer to 
it must begin by asking what is "cover" and what function 
it is intended to serv~. _ - ·- · - -- --·- --

! {Cover for the note issue is a mere technical device for· 
! maintatrung, under ce!'!3Jn _ll!_OI)~~ry stan~,~<!!:l:tr-witll-

1 

g~~ or an~er -~-of ~!..~~ asset, and under o..tltm. 
_fo~_s~~~ re_lations with for~ign currencies."\ It is 

I also intended tO aCt as aJ1 autbmatie check 00 ov6-issue. 
But it can serve merely a negative purpose. y:Ffie provision 
regarding cover serves to indicate the limits beyond which 
expansion of currency might be considered inflationary. It 
docs not make it justifiable for the currency authorities to 
issue notes to the last limit of the available cover.J As a mat· 
ter of fact, in most countries it is usual to hold a much 

1 L. Nemenyi,-"Exp:an~ion or lnllation," Tinru of ltJdia, 1\hrrb 
S, 1943; •lso G. D. Birla, "lnlbtion 'or Seucily," 1943. 
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larger, though varying, proportio~ of cover thaii is~uired 
by legislation. 

The expansion or contraction of currency at any 
particular time has, in the main, to be detennined by 
the internal needs of a country's economy_;_) During the 
last two decades, for example, large amounts of gold 
were deliberately sterlilized in U. S. A. and France. I Again, , 
the belief that a fully covered note issue cannot Ieacl to in-

l\flation resu on the mistaken notion that inflation and de
preciation of currency necessarily go together.\ The cur

,re.ncy history of the U. S. A. and of many/ other gold 
standard countries during the Wt war 1'1 a valuable object 
l~n in this connection. The great influx of gold into 
. U. S. A. during the last war resulted in a large expansion 
of currency in that country. Though this expansion was 
fully covere~gold, inflation did occur.1 i~Merely because 

l an expansion Of currcncyiS' run-y· covered, even by~ it 
does not mean that it is not excessive oTiillrationary. 

)''For inflation means the existence of a curr~ iii a quan
§§er @~~_@y_j~t.eaea __ tO_~Cairy ·oxi -~ 
~actions_.at a E-~~al ·J?!!.~~ ~~el~J:2 . 
I Further, "cover," however "real," serves no ~~ 
las longas-tliere!Siio r'?!f!!_~~-~-~ -if-_~ ·A-~ fall 
·in the Viilue of currency 1S not am:sted, or is not the 1~ 
d.i.sastrous, merely becawe the currency authorities ~ 
passive resources. In this connection the wholesome wis
dom Qf_Q_~n's-~~~ _ com_e~k to us. "The belief that 

. ~ 

I "'IVherc, 1.1! in the United '§/aie& during the rcunt conflict, thtl 
increne in tbe media r.f payment assumed the fonn finlt of the 
~wth o£ eoia due tD the ~t inJlux of ~old (rom abroad. and later 
the expa.,.ion o£ ~it rendered poMible by the adoption of the 
Federal Reaerve S,etem. there wae inllation without de!lrttiation or 
earrenq."--CUlTtftCT ln/Ltltioa lllld Public Debu-A" Hi.storktd Sketch, 
E. A.. R. Selipnm, The Equitable 'frost Company of New York, 1921, 
P. 10. See abO Chaptu IX, Reaerve Credit ~nd Gold Polir.y, in Credit 
Polida of the Fetkrol R- Symm, Ch.arle& 0. Hardy, The wtituto 
of Economicll of the Brockinp fnatitution. 1932. 

2 Scli~ op. £".. p. ID. 
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a hoard Of gold can influence the value of notes merely be· 1 

cause it is caUed 'cover held against' them is gross super. 
stition. Whether it can be exorcised by reasoning seema 
doubtful, and it has so far successfully resisted ridicule. We 
can only hope that abandorunent of the superstition may 
at last come from further repetition of the univer.;al c:xperi· 
c:nce that 'cover' which is not to be touched by the profane 
hand of man is absolutely useless for the pu~ which it 
is supposed to fulfil."' 1 

· The note issue in India is covered by sterling secu· 
rities. Even if the so-called cover to rupee notes had been to
day gold or silver instead of sterling securities, the situation 
would not alter as long as the e.xchange or financial policies 
remain unchanged. Reference to Indian monetary history 
during the last war may make this clear v & it is, however, 
the sterling is~-· prc:s~t "!!du~i~ . ..'~ and ~ut. for ex
change control 1ts -eXcliiilge value would deprecate con
siderably. As an external asset the sterlin~ cover is worth
less and, in fact, we cannot ~~1!:.. The Eellef in its Ultimate 
solvency amounts only to a confidence in the financial 
solvency of the U. K. Government. The talk of an ade
quate cover to the note issue in India is, therefore, patent 
nonsense. 

§ 17. -Foreign Exchange and Inflation: It is ne~, 

in this connexion, to consider ~lso the ~~..!2.~ rutth. 
ster~change. We may begm by an e.xammatlon o e 
cxc position -during the~t war. In 1914 India was 
on the Gold Exchange S~, and her normal favour
able balance of trade with Great Britain was usually 
liquidated by import of specie. When war broke out, this 
nonnal procedure could not be followed because of the 
restrictions imposed on the movement of gold and silver. 
The payments due to India, because of her growing favour• 
able balance of trade, , v_ere accepted in sterling in London. 

I Modem CurrenEX_and llte fi.!l.6!_~n oL_fu Valu(', Eoh_vin 
\.:um4n. Wlt, p. 71. 
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and against these balances in London rupee coins and notes 
were issued in India.. Under the present arrangements also, 
India accepts payment in sterling and · these balances are 
kept in London. The circumstances today are, however, 
radically different from those of the last war. During the 
last war the people of India had not taken to currency 
noteS and the bulk of the Indian purchasing power con
sisted of metallic money, i.e., silver rupees. An expamion 
of currency, against the accumulating sterling balances in 
London, therefore, meant a large coinage of new rupee coins. 
From 1915 to 1918 the total currency in circulation in India 
(notes and coins) increased by Rei. 141 crorcs. Of this in
crease, about P.s. 91 crorcs were rupee coins and the rest 
notts. 

The mint4"1g of rupee coins, in its tum, meant the pur
chase of silver. As the war proceeded the price o! silver 
began to mount rapidly. It rose to 43 d. per standard Ol;lflCC, 
in August 1917, thus reaching the melting point of the rupee 
-then valued at 1 s. 4 d. The price of s~ continuc;d to 
~ and the rupee began t3" aatreciate in va).!Je in propor
~n... For reasons of prestige e Government of India was 
unwilling to debase the rupee coin. The exchange value 

. of the rupee, therefore, increased continuously in relation to 
the sterling. In fact, India then became a full-fledged silver 
standard country and the rupee exchange came to be di
rectly controlled by the world price of silver. Consequent 
upon a continuously rising exchange the· amount of rupee 
finance that the Government of India had to provide,for the 
sterling payments accepted -in . London was considerably 

· r_e?uced. 'The rising exchange thus operated as a check on 
l Frrcncy expansion in India. · 

As compared with this the conditions today are very 
different. The ~pie of India have now become ac
customed to currency notes. A predominant part of the 
purchasing power in India now consists of notes, and the 
expansion of cu~cy is mostly synonymous with the ex-
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pansion of note issue. This time, . again, the Government of 
India is not only willing to debase the rupee coin,. but has 
actually done so. 

When England went off gold in 193 I, the rupee was 
linked to the sterling at the old peg of ,ts: 6d. per rupee.J

1 

The sterling link implied two things;_~that the exchange • 
value of the rupee in tenns of the~g was fixed ; and: 
ssondl that the sterling link acted as_ an operative factor 1 
m k3Jbsting the respective internal price structures in I 
India and Gr~a~ Britain. at thc..fixed- parity. It acted as a~ 
good· ana-efficient conductor of price ·changes in Great ' 
Britain to India. 

When the present war broke out in September 1939, 
the rupee was in a linked position to the sterling at 18 d. 11 

On the declaration _of war, exchange controls were imposed.' 
The exchange rate between the rupee and the sterling re· 
mained fixe<! at I 8 d. Apparently the sterling link is still 
in existence. t But it can be argued that this link has snappedj 
in its vital aspect after the ~position of the exch~e con · 
trois in Septerpber 1939\"1t has been maae clearprc
viOuSly that these exchan~e controlS make it imperative on 
India to accept sterling in payment for her dues in Lon
don at the fixed rate. l}nder such arrangements the enor
mousaiSbursemcnts of British funds in India, and the I~ 
purchases made in India by the lL_ 1_L_ G~menj, canngt 

Een remotely ilte_~~~~I~g~<:e cx~h<L!!ge,_as _t~e baJ.:._ 
ance o!India's dues lS not cleared.' (The es.~ential sterling 
link, wliicb' used' toonng iioout an equilibrium between in- \ 
temaJ price lc\'cls of Great Britain and India respectively, j 
has snapped and the two price levels arc now entirely 
divorced from each other.J 

I On Slh September 1939 an oflic:inl sl crlin~: dollar rate wa~ 
fixed-a aellinr; rate of $ 4.02 and a buyinr; rule of $ 4.06 to the pound. 
These new rate& rer•rcsenting u redurtion of 14% as compared with 
the "pe~t" ralcs-nunu:ly S 4.18 and S 4.22-recorded till September 2, 1939. 
Mo~lary Rct·i.cw of the [,caKU <> of Natioru, 1939/ 40, VoL I, p. 18. 
Tn «ympathy wilh Ill<' "st~ rlin~t" the rupee fell lly H .-:,· in r<"IDiion to the 
clollllr. 
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If the rupee had ·been on a free exchange the U. K. 
Govunrnent would have been forced to enter the exchange 
market to purchase the necessary rupee fmance for use in 
India. This would have meant,, as during the last war, the 
appreciation of the rupee in terms of sterling. ·The conse
quent rising exchan~ would have, perhaps; restricted the 
purchases of the U . K. Government in India. This, how
ever, might not have happened to any appreciable extent, 
as the amount of purchases of the U. K. Government are 
probably detc:onined only by war -needs and not by con-

{i~derati.ons of finance. This.· woul.d have then resulted in the 
~umulation of !a!Jw sterl~ b:ilanees in London than 
I "ase91lai liive ammiuratdla the"~tt~ ex~ge. 

But a rising exchange would have had another effect, 
more relevant to the issue under consideration. As in the 
last war, the rising exchange would J1aye operated as a 
damper on the ri!ing prices in India. ¥.i\ ~ rupee--ster~ 
ling exch!Ulge would have reduced tonsiderably the amount ' 
of rupee finance that the Government of India would have 
had to provide for all the payments made in sterling, such 
as the purchasing of steding debts, etc., and might have 
thus occasioned a much smaller expansion of currency in 
India than at present. t 

fnunng the last war there was a rise of prices in 
In~ though the exchange was3tinuou5ly riSing. There 

j was inflation but no depreciatio The external and in-
. temal price of the rupee was · cal · During this war 
\there bas occurred a comp~ divergence between the .ex
tternal and the internal price or tlie rupee. ~y the rupee 
lis internally f~ value with the ~o_[~. ric . ~d be
~ci_Ul!C o! w,e iiXed ~clliri~ ':a!2..~cxtemaiiV- -.~ave: ~ 
§ 18. Sterling Repalriation: The large accumulations of 
~g in London on India' s account have been used to 

l ct K. L. Datta's Erideucc belo~ the Bahinffton. Smidt C~ 
rrUu., MiDutet of Evidellce. VoL U. p. 279. 

2 Thia can be e48ily IUD from a eomparilon o£ the pucchuiDc 
power paritiea o£ India md the. other sterlin1 arn countries. 
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purchase the loans plaeed in London in the pasL A be
ginning in this direction was made in ~~~when India had 
a large favourable balance of trade Wl ~ ngl~d and gov
ernment liabilities on account of the Family Pensions Funds 
to the amount of £ 9~ ~million were liquidated. Table 
No. IO shows tJ!s progrt¥ of the p.!Qcess of repatriation of 
l~dia's sterling debt from the be~_g_£_f_ !l_i~ war. -

TABLE NO. 10. INDIA'S STERLING DEBT 
[Source: Currency Report, rg.p-42 and Explanatory 

Memorandum on Central Budget, India, 1943-44] 

1937-$11 

1938-39 
1~9-40 

1940 ... 1 

1941-42 

Manner of 
Repatriatio&U 

OpeD Market 
l'urchaseo 

~ket 
(l)~ltet 

(2) License Scheme 
of 22nd Feb. 1940 

(3) ~!m~P8~ry 
Feb. 1941 
Total 

(1) ()pel! Market 
PUtcbues 

(2) F-.nt Comi)U]aory 
Scheme of 8th 
Feb. 41 

(3) Secon~p~ 
~Dec. 41 
Total 
Total lor all 
Yf!:o.n 

0.84 0.75 1.00 

17.09 16.54 22.05 

9.22 8.52 11.36 

2.02 2.02 2.69 

60.0~ 64.70 86.27 

71.29 75.24 100.32 

12.11 12.36 1G.46 

13.08 14.14 18.85 

73.~ 65.78 87.71 
99.04 92.28 123.04 

188.26 184.81 246.41 

1.12 

22.79 

12.10 

2.69 

80.07 

94.86 

16.14 

17.44 

33.S8 

152.35 

469.10 

442.49 

:144.93 

160.00 

India's sterling balances began to mount up after the 
declaration of the war in September 1939, and the Govern
ment of India took the opportunity to reopen the scheme of 
sterling repatriation·. The procedure was described b:t the --.--- - .. - .. ._______ -· - - ~---- _._ - - -- -
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. c;urren.cy Report :k_~~-Reserv~_f!t!k, _I93~ follows : 
' The Resave B 1S authonsed to pu non~ter: -
minable Indian Sterling securities in the open market as and 
when they become available and transfer them to the Gov-

- ernment for cancellation. In their place additional Rupee 
Paper of the 3 ~ per cent and 3 per cent non-terminable 
loans is created up to the same nominal value, which is is
sued gradually by the Resenre Bank in accordance with the 
r:equirements of the market. The first such cancellation was 

-effected on the 15th November, 1939· The total amount 
of non-terminable sterling loan repatriated during the year 
1939-40 came to £ 91337.ooo, the nominal value of the 
Rupee Paper created !Y'ainst the sterling debt cancdled 
being Rs. 1 2,4s,oo,ooo." The first scheme of the repatria
tion of terminable loans was announced on February 22, 
1940. The amount repatriated under this scheme was 
£ j,?ss,ooo, and the no~ value of rupee paper created 
in its place w-as Rs. I o,34,oo,ooo. The second scheme ·was 
announced on December 24, 194 I , and under this scheme 
stock worth £ i3·99 millions was repatriated. The remain
ing sterling debt was paid off on January s, 1943, under 
the third scheme. The outstanding sterling stock not sur
rendered and falling beyond the scope of the vesting or~ 
dcr, is about £ 13 million. "Up to tst December 1941, of 
the is. 139 crores of rupee counterparts created, Rs. 51 
crorcs were in the hands of the public, Rs. 47Y2 crorcs were 
cancelled, Rs. 31 crorcs held by Resenre Bank, and Rs. 9 2/3 
crores were held in Govenunent account. "2 

In October, 1942, the Government of India took steps 
to liquidate its liabilities with regard to the pa)'ment of rail
way annuities. Toward this end .the Government of India 
made a capital payment of £ 30 million to the British Go\'-

t P. 19. 
2 Finance Member'• Badl!tl Speech. 1942-43. In his rece11t budr;et 

~h the Finance Member alated that duriD11 the period from ht 
February 1942 to 3ht Junury )943 rupee counterparts wor th Is. :16 · 
cro~s were taken ap b y the public. 
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crnment. This amounted to an inv~tment at 2 Y4 per cent. 
For financing this scheme, dte Government of India Boated 
a loan of the amount of Rc;. 15 crores at 3 per cent, to 
be repaid in 1963-65. Of this an amount of only 
RB. 3,41,47,2"00 was subscribed to by the public, and the 
rest was taken by the Reserve Bank. On January 16, 
1943, the Government of India announced the arrange
ments made for the repaying of the Indian Railway 
debenture stocks of the . aggregate value of £ 20,20o,ooo by 
about March 12, 1943· Besides, a year's notice has been 
given for the redemption of £ I I,too,ooo of other railway 
debentures. 

\r' Thus India's s!5!Ung debt which stood at £376 mil· 
lion in 1936 has been reduced to below £ 1 oo millions, in
cluding railway capital under notice of repayment, at the be
ginning of 1943· The only substantial liability for which 
India is ·now required to make sterling payments is that 
connected with sterling pensions, family pensions, and 
provident funds. This liability is estimated at abou~ £ 5 to 
£ 6 million a year. The Government of India is con
sidering a scheme for making advance provision for these 
remittances on the lines of similar arrangements made with 
regard to the Railway Annuities. Other British inv~ents 
still surviving in India have been estimated at £ 200 million. 

· d The utilization of India's sterling balances for the 
~cp~ation of her sterling liabilities is welcome. For the 
first time in history India is being enabled to wipe out the 
larger part of its debts on international account. _ J)l _ _d 
liquidation of sterling loans and the possible buying up ofh

1 
;:... other British investments in India, subsequentlY. might lead I 

to the a[most complete elimination of the British financial • 
stake in lndia.J 

t The financing of the whole repatriation scheme was 
pardy carried out by issuing to the public, rupee counter· 
parts. or th~e. counterparts worth Rc;. 87 crores were 
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bought by the public up to January 31, 1943. To this ex
tent the external debt oi India has been replaced ~ill.-_ 
te~ s~b!: The seiVlce o l thiS domestic debt iiC the post
war period will necessitate a transfer of purchasing power 
from one individual to another. These ""ill have their 
inevitable result on thi future financial organization in 
India and its working. \The service of domestic debt, how-

,. ever, does not involve a ~t deduction from India's na
tional income as does the sen-ice of a foreign debt.) Fixea 
foreign debt service in the past has always aggravated the 
fluctuations in India's export prices and also dominated its · 
exchange policy. This disturbing factor might now be 
eliminated. 

It has been frequently claimed b y official spokesmen 
1 !n. India that the rspatriati.~n of ste!~g_, lo~~.~~!:i

YJfiatinna'Y m~- Thl.S lS onfY.Partly tm~ By the re· 
' patriation operations the sterllng balanccs·m London arc 
' used up and, therefore, reduced. A reduction in the sterling 
balances means a reduction in the availa ble cover to the nOte 
issue in India. So far, ho~ever, as the reduction - in- the 

' sterung securities Ui the. Issue Department is made good by 
an increase in rupee securities or ad hoc Treasury Bills, as 
under the provisions of the Ordinance of February It, 1941, 

· it evtn. .. nn)lifics that-effect. It has also to be borne in mind 
tha~· the Governii!e.gt of India can m...Piec;ent~ue jto~ if\ 
India !fl!Uh rwo an.d .a..llalL~cs the SterliEz 'balCl!l..£~ • ..in 
l':Oiidon. It actually issues only an equivalent amount 01 
notes in India in the first instance; so that, even if the ger
~ balances in the Issue De;arnn:m ·are ~..capsidcra~ 
_u&a t!§ugti t]le redempao . a[ ~tcJ.li!lL Bonds. thi;s 
woUld not neBtate any contraction of the actual cur§@ mm;a:;n: 1S, however, true . that the f&luction of 

g secuntl to the C!'tent that tts place 1S not taken 
by rupee securities, though not necessitating the contraction 
of currency, does reduce the inflationary potentii, of the sc
curiti~ still remaining in the Issue Department;/ The ster· 
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ling loans have been made available to the public by the 
issue of ru~e coun~. To the extent to which these roans are subSc'riOeatO~by the public, they, of cotme, act 
as a true and positive anti-inflation~ factor, as in efiect 
they reduce the inflati~!l~- g~p...:.. \.All this merely em-J 
phasises the essentiaf" point iliat the present inflationary 
process is to be measured directly by the extent to -which ' 
finance f?r British purchases in India is not covered by the 
proceeds of either internal taxation or internal borrowing. 

§ rg. India's Sterling Balances: It is now almost cer· 
tain that only a part of the sterling balances in London will 
be used up in repatriatipg sterling obligations, including even 
private British investments and that India might have to her 
credit large sterling balances after the war. These can be: 
put to some use only after the war; in fact, they have ac· 
cwnulated because they could not be used during the war 
period. As the amount i:wolved is enormous and as it 
represents the real goods and services that India bas sacri
ficed to make them available to Great Britain, their future 
is of vital significance to us. 

India's experience during the last w~ was not very en
couraging. Then also some sterling balances, very small as 
compared with those of this war, had accumulated in Lon
don in India's Paper Currency Reserve. After tlae war the 
Govemment of India fixed 2 sh. per rupee as the official ex
change rate. Soon after, the price of silver began to decline 
and the real rate of rupee-sterling exchange fell. The Gov
ernment of India, however, tried to maintain the official rate 
by selling Rcven>e Councils. Speculaton> rushed in to take 
advantage of the government rate and, from January I 920 
to September 1920, £ 55,382,ooo worth of Reverse Bills 
were sold, involving an enormous loss. These were paid out 
in London out of the matured Treasury Bills and ster
ling securities belonging to the Paper Currency Reserve. 
_They ha«;;. been)nveg_<;_<!_<!t !_he rat~_o..f ~. __ 15_per. £,_ ~d ~ey 

_~ere ~~~ ~t_ !he:_ ~~crage r_~te of ~. 1 o_ per £ . The ex-
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change policy of the Government of India thus wasted 
away India's balance surpl!JSeS accumulated -during the 
last war. 

The tim point often raised regarding· the future of the 
sterling balances that have accumulated, or are accumulating 
at present, is whethet it is wise to hold these surplus bal. 
ances in sterling. The question arises because of the mis
givings about the value of sterling after the war. What is 
likely to be the position of sterling in the poot-war period? . 
On a general consideration of the problem two points are 
obvious: First, that Britain's post-war balance of payments 
would be considerably adverse, as it is running into enor
mous liabilities for its wat purcha!es ; ·and, sec;ond, that to 
make up for this Britain will have to expon more. The 
obvious way to achieve the latter is to depreciate the ster-

, ling. According to the estimates of the Report of the Bank 
of International Settlements, 1942, on the eve of the out• 
break of war U. K. had a total holding of international re· 
sources of about £5,000 m.illion.1 Of these about £I, too 
million were in gold and dollar ~ts. According to the 
Fedaal Reserve Bulletin, of the $4,483 million gold and 
dollar assets with which U. K. entered the war, $3,934 mil
lion were liquidated or pledged at the end of two years of 
war, and the anticipated available holdings on March r, 
I 942, were $ 54 7 million.2 

The National Planning Association of America esti
mated that the total decline in the net worth of U . K. at the 
end of two years of war against the rest of the world was 
£ I ,550 million, or a little less than one third of the total 
assets with which she began the war. During the third year 
Britain loot her investments in Malaya and Burma. Canada, 
South Africa, Australia, and India will have mostly liqui
dated their sterling debts by the end of the war. 

1 P. 103. 
2 "Gold and Dollar Reaource• of the United Kin«dom," Federd 

Resen~e Bulklin, December 19-U. 
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The misgivings about the future value of sterling arc, 
therefore, just. This has induced some quartm to put for· 
w~d the suggestion that India's sterling balances should be 
im-estcd in gold or dollaa. The talk of acquiring gold 
is, however, merely utopian .in the present circumstances; 
for. there is no supply of gold available so far as we are con· 
cerned. The only payment that we can offer for it, is ster· 
ling and no important holder of gold is likely to part with 
any of it for a payment in sterling. For the same reasons dol
lar as<;cts are also not available to us. The accumulation of f1 
as.o;ets in terms of sterling is, thus, inevitable and must be . 
~oically accepted as part of the war burden. Also, in the 
realisation of the.c;e balances in the post-war period we must 
expect to encounter the numerous difficulties experienced in 
the transfer of assets from one country to another during the 
corresponding period after the last war. It is, therefore, too 
early to calculate the extent and the form of the return we 
might expect to obtain, in the future, for these balances. 

W. E. F. 5 



PART IT 

Financial and Economic Policy 

§ I . Prices and Production: An attempt has been made 
in L~e previous part to trace the history of the rise in price., 
and that of currency expansion and to show that they are 
causally related. It has also been indicated how the large 
expansion of currency has been brought ahout directly by 
the peculiar sysum adopted by the Government of India for 
financing the purchases of His Majesty's Government in this 
country. The extension of current accommodation for thi3 
purpose by the Government of India as against the ac
cumulation of sterling resources in England is tantamount 
to currently lending the necessary funds to the British Gov-

. ernment. The r<".sponsibility for raising these monic.<> by taxa
tion or internal borrowing resiS on the Government of India 
to the same extent as that in respect of any item included 
in its ordinary budget. Indeed, it is the course of ordinary 
financial prudence to treat these disbursements ;u part of 
our national deficit. It is only in this manner that the total 
burden that national production in India has to bear each 
year can be dearly visualized and calculations made M to 
whether that burden can be properly borne or not. In
stead, the government has followed the policy or financing 
this effort wholly by the issue of additional currency. Thi3 
is no more than meeting one's deficitc; by printing notes. 

~~ The present inflation can thus be rightly described as a 9efi- ' 
cit-indu<;_.-;~-~t:mOtl~~jl}j!~nJ Before going on to disCuSS;' 
~ciples of correct financial and economic policy. in 
·the circumstances, it is necessa ry to deal with one important 
general misconception which seems to be also, at least partly,· 
responsible for the misdirection o; the policy of the Gov
ernment of India. 

r s; J 
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The following occtm in the address by Sir James 
Taylor, the late Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, to 
the last annual general meeting of the shareholders of the 
Bank (August 10, 1942) : ''As regards the fanner, I dis
like the term inflation, which, as popularly interprettd, often 
confuses cause and effect, as meaning a ~era] rise in prias 
caused by avoidable e."<pansions of the currency. Though 
there has bun a considerable rise in prices in India, I do 
QSlt consider that this i.~ thCJesult of the increase in the cur
rency, but rather that the two phenomena together are the 
unavoidable result of the large purchases of goods and ~rv
ices being made by the British Government in India for 
which they give us sterling which we exchange for rupees. 
Un1ess this increase in purchasing power can be met by an 
equal increase in tl1e supply, not only of the articles being 
dire~tly p~rchased by the Government, but also of the food
stuffs and other necessaries of !if e which those who are pro
ducing these supplies require to keep them going, and which 
they are now in a. position to purchase owing to the money 
accruing to them, there i~ bound to be an increase in com
modity prices in this country.» 

This extract describes the rcL.tion between the monetary 
system and productive organization in a curiously rev~ 
manner. {Jhe late Governor of the Reserve Bank of India 
seems to imply that unless the large rcc.J resouras required) 
for war purpases in India are raised by increased produc:./ 
tion, there is no alternative to raising them by issuing more 
notes; an~ he doc:; not like the latter process bcing called 
inflation. J The possibility of increasing production is di~
tinctly linuted by physical conditions, while the only similar 
limitation on the increase of paper currency is the capacity 
of the government security printing press. It is fantastic, 
therefore, to say !.hat the fonncr should adjust itself to lhc 
latter. But similar talk about the fault lying with produc
tion effort has been indulged in also by others. This makes 
it necessary to make clear what war effort means in· te~ 
of real resource; to a belligerent country, and how in thi..s 
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effort production and monetary organization are mutually 
related. 

The primar;• function of war finance is to obtain for 
_g_?Ve~e~~~~':'g'f_@4!.~o_!l_a}_!~~!~~~l!;tt it requires in 
order to wage a total war. These resources might, no doubt, 
partly be obtamed oy increasing productive activity. It is 
possible to incre~e production by either employing re· 1 

sou~.w~ch ~~ !><:en l!_nEJl-E!.<?Yed ~t: under-em.E.®'~Q IJe· 
t ore The begiruung of the war, or by increasing the efficie~ l 
of f:h~ resources i:f1 productior:.J Tnere--afe-;nowever,veri 
distinct limitations to this process. Agtjcul.t!l!"~~dy~!-ion 
is notoriously indastic, especially in an old country. The 
increasing of the productive capacity of artisan industries is 
also beset with special difficulties. In times of war, though 
the production of factory industry might not encounter the 
difficulty of lack of unskilled labour in a greatly increa.st:d 
expansion in India, yet the paucity of !!:_ained_J abour and 1 

the difficulty of procuring additional plant and equipment 
makes it impossible to proceed far. Further, certain cir· 
cumstances connected with the strains of war economy it
self, tend to make difficult L~c progress towards further ef. 
ficiency. if they do not make for actually decreasing that 
efficiency. To take an ordinary example, high cost of fuel 
ma.y lead to the greater we of dung in that direction and 
thus decrease the manure resources utilized in agriculture. 
In the main, therefore, no country expects in a modern war 
to raise the resources required for prosecuting it by being 
able_ t~increase the volume or efficiency of productive e!
fort.V'lt must divert, for war purposes, a very large part of 
the fruits of current production which in nonnal times are 
left in the hands of citizens at large. It is calculated that 
in some countries the war effort absorbs even more than 
half of the total national income. While the proportion in 
India is not pciha~ as high as tl1is, it is high enough to 
make it necessary for govcnunent to obtain by special means 
an extra large proportion of the total national income. In 
order to obta in this large share of the national income the 
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go\"cmmcnt must have comm:1nd over correspondingly in
creased financial resources and the only way in which a 
government, which cannot borrow or recall funds from 
abroad, can raise these funds is to either ta.x the citizens or 
borrow from them. -~-

A third way of financing, which in the ultimate analy
si~ amoUiltS also ~o ta.xing the citizens, is that of i~~Jiqn. 
Inflation has been defined as "th~ _er~t-ss_ .<?f .. ~a-~~_g ~d<!i
tions to currencies not based on a commensurate increase in 
tfi_e _ _p~_d}iC"tiC?n_ of goo-ds:''1 --Therefore, before going--on"" to 
a further consideration of the problem, it is necessary to set 
out the available statistical data relating to productive effort 
in India during the recent past. Because of the lack of 
reliable statistics it ::; difficult to determine, or even to guess 
correctly, th!_ extent ~f _the exp~iol) of ~o~~ Iir9q_u_~t!gn in 
lnd~- ~inc_e _the pcginning of the war. Jt is, however, pos-
sible to indicate very roughly it.s -~~~e _li_fl!.it: 

Agticulture is the largest productive indust!)· in India. 
AgricufturnT'production is proverbially inelastic.] During the 
short space of about three or four years it cannot be ex
pected to show any large or sudden increa..~. cProgr~ in 
this sphere is p05Siblc in two directions; either by a.!l..!:Xte~
sion _of cultiv~g ~a, or by mo!"~.J.l)te~ive.Jannipg,_ The 
extension of cultivated area is a v~:r/ slow processJ as ~ 
!>ho,.,..-n by the fact that the total cultivated area increased 
by about 14 per cent only during I901-30. Moreover, dur
ing the last two or three decades, under the pressure of 
growing numhers, almost all the cultivable land in many 
a region in India, has been brought under culti\"ation. [ In
tensive cultivation is a matter of technique, and nothing can 
have happened within the short period since the war started 
to affe<..t this in any marked manner. Uhe possibility of 
considerably extending or intensifying agriculture, by the 
development of artificial irrigation, can be almost ruled out 

I Federal l<eservl' Bu!Utin, July 1, 1919. Quot~d by Fost~r nnd 
Catrhing. in Money, 1927, p. 377. 
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during the war perioai) Available detailed statistics show 
that agricultural promiction in India is almost compk!~)y 
stational)'· This is well brought out in Table No. i r, which 
~hoY.'Sthat agricultural production has actually decreased in 
many lines and that the increases in other lines are not 5uf
ficient to overweigh these deficiencies: 

In the lield of the Indian large-scale industl)·, the limit · 
to an increase in output dunng the war period 1s set by the 
potential of the available industrial equipment. ( Large
~ale industry in India is almost completely dependent upon 
foreign imports for its mechanical equipmen~ The im
ports of machinery and machine tools have alffiost stopped 
since the war began. Any increase in the plant in the 
Indian large-scale industry r.annot thus be contemplated. 
Under the influence of war-time demand, only the produc
tive potential of the existing plant can be realised by such 

• means as a system of greater shift<;. The increase in output 
brought about in this manner cannot, however, be e.xpected 
to be very sizabie/C[ndia aL~o suffers from an inelastic sup
ply of the sources of motive power for industry. like that of 
coal and electricity."! Table No. 12, which set'> out certain 
available data rcg:rrding industrial production, shows that 
the production of paper increased the most and that of cot
ton manufactures came second, though at a long distance. 
All others show actual decreases in 1941-4~L 

In the sphere of the Indian handicrafL" or artisan in11;~: 
dustry, stati.~tics arc :~ !most complctcty"1acking. C.But here 
a lro the possibilities of expansion in output ~rc limited. In 
most case: these indu~t ries derive their ~ 1 :pplies of certain 
basic materials from large-scale industry . ~ The biggest 
artisan industrv in India, handloom vvCa\·ing. L" :ilinost en-~ 
tircly dependent on the corron· t C:xiile J.nilb for the supplies 
of its most important prima" · material. coUo11 yam . The 
recond most important ~cries of artisan industries consists of 
various metal-craft~. For primary snpplies of sheet mrtal, 
etc., thc~e are mostly dependent upon the metallurgical in-



TABLE NO. II. ESTIMATED AREA UNDER SOME IMPORTANT CROPS 
AND THEIR ESTIMATED YIELD 

(Source: Indian Trade Journal, Sumnury of Crop ForccasLc;) 

.\ vrr.age ul 
1~.16-37 tu 193U-39 

1939-10 1~.110 -H 1!14 1-42 191l ·4J 

Crop "ft.UUI'O 

H nal <;{, Fin~ I 'iu Fin> I 5"· flnol ..... f...uam:nt <fc Nn. c, f 
J-'ore-c~u 

k iC<' 1000 Acru l 7 ,28,1ci ltv 7,41.~ 102.0 7 ,30 .~9 hJ0.3 7,3S,79 IOU 7,'19,1q IOZ.O t'jQaJ 
(OW 1'ona) 2,61,6; 100 2,)8,00 ~u 7,21.~ 114.!1 2.53,)1 96.e 2.'U,Sl 9'$ .7 

\\'but 1000 .\u••) 3,+7,16 I() I 3.40,03 98.0 J ,18,6'l 100.!> 3,S9.79 98.0 3 .13,11 ::190 SccuaJ 
{000 To!ll J,OI,7l 100 1,07,S. 106.0 1,00,05 911.) 1,00,70 99.0 

(~1"0\Jtl,l l .ll( <(00 Acreo) S0,21 100 84,11' IOU H'/,70 IO!I.ti 70,70 88 ~ 74.31 9~. fo l' ln:ll 
\()(XI 'font ) ~n . .a~ 100 31,6~ 100.5 l1,C!J 117.7 1~.86 82.3 27,14 86.:1 

R•~ Ill Mwurd I()JO Acru) !15.74 1110 ~9.70 107.2 W.63 ton.s 62,08 IIU S4 .2~ ~1.7 Soc<>nd 
, l>.,\l TObi t 9,72 100 10,97 113.0 IU,83 IIU 11 ,09 11'-9 

Set am lUll IWO .'lcr••) ·~.i+ 100 11.00 95 .9 40,79 9~ .4 10,91 95.9 11,81 97.7 Fir.:ll 
1(()0 1 uus 1,Sli 100 us 9S I 4,2% 9G.Ii ... ~ 95.1 t,51 103.S 

Lioaetd ((0) Ac:rca\ ,,7& 10J 37.13 ~A.J 35 .H3 9.'i.O 33,40 68.5 ~7 . 13 71.U SccooJ 
i i..QO Tou• • • 10 100 •• 67 10t.i.2 4.~ 97.8 3 ,61 82.1 

LoaiOflotd 1000 Aut>~ 12.51 100 IO ,Oj M .2 10,21 Ill. f. 9,)8 i6.~ 13.~2 108.0 Fio•l 
1000 TOGJ 1,14 100 91 85.2 1,05 92.2 91 79.8 1,47 129.0 

~u~arcane (000 A<res\ 3H,l3 100 36,40 95.7 43,98 120.0 33,13 92.S ~:il!l 9-D I' ina I 
•000 Ton• 30,92 100 46,62 91.7 ~7 .91 114.0 .,,,. 86.0 111.0 

Cottog /000 Acra\ 2.1fo, J3 100 2,13,56 86.6 2,29,02 92.9 2,35,47 95.5 . 1,87,16 76.0 l'ourtb 
000 Baits SG,!'.9 100 49.42 67 .2 57,85 107.0 sg,ao JOB H ,29 79.2 

J uce fOOO Aer .. \ 29,80 100 31 ,61 106.0 56,69 190.5 ~·W 72.5 32,92 110.5 Fin•l 
000 Balo• 83,87 100 97,50 116.3 1,31,93 J6~ .o 6S.S 90,14 107.5 
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TABLE NO. 12. PRODUCTION OF CERTAIN 
INDUSTRIES 

[Source: Monthly Survey of Business Conditions m India] 

193~•/,C ,!or 1:139-40 1940-4 1 1'»1·H 1~2-43 

M~.l .. 'H(' 19'38-39 

Ioduurv ., .. 
] " 

.., -:; :; 

r ~ 
, 

-~ ..:: .. t.~ .. ;; 
o' "' "' .,. :t. :..; . 

" .. 
t:.ouon 
~f!lnubnurn 

t~:u~i~3 Lal.lu 
Yarn) tb,. as.ss 100 87,78 10l.5 96 ,14 114.8 10,93 127 7 iU(t: ~~,, . f:snu(:.tctu r~) l ~ .6:! I<Xl 12 ,77 100.7 11,08 C7.ti 12.59 'l9.<i 
P.t tJ4:' r (000 

(:w~. ) 1<1.77 lOl l 1 ... 15 131.7 17.3-1 !6U 18,71 174.1 
l>btchot Ten 

Thowaod 
Gro1' 21.13 100 21 ,97 HH.~ 23,13 109.~ 16,52 78.2 

Su'.(4rt (000 
Ton>) 8,98 100 12.42 138.~ 10,95 122.0 7,78 86.6 10,61 11 6.'; 

t E.stim>te> ol the DirN"tor , lmpcri31 I.n.stitute ol Sugar Technoloa, Cawn· 
pore . su,:.r y~.:u- is from November to October ne xt 

dustries and on foreign imporu. The latter have now com
pletely stopped. In these circumstances, it would appear 
that the production of Indian artisan industry has decreased • 
to some extent in recent years. As illustrative of the trends 
in artisan production we may cite (Table No. 13) the 
stati~tics relating to retained imports of yam and brass and 
copper in Poona. '. H andloom weaving and brass and 
coppcrwarc are the important artisan industries of the city. 
The raw material for them is wholly imported, and the 
quantity of retained imports ~ a good inde..'C of the size of 
production. 

In all the three fields of production, therefore. the pos
sibilities of increased production are ro limited that a sulJ... 
stantial increase in output during the war period verges on 
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TABLE NO. 13. IMPORTS OF CERTAIN 
INDUSTRIAL RAW MATERIALS RET ... -\.INED IN 

POONA 
[Source: Courtesy of Octroi Office, Poona City 

.Municipality] 

:\ vt>r2J e for 
19%-37 to 19311·39 1939-'10 · 

.\pril 19+2 
to January 

19+1-42 19+3 

~feb. ~ Mds. '7'• :l.fds. ~ :o.fds. % l-Ids. 

er.w r. Cop~r Scrap 9.661 100 11.838 122.5 21,356 221.0 25,416 262.0 23,531 

B=• & C..cpptt Shtth 35,538 100 12,261 34.5 ll.OOJ :!2.7 2,221 6.3 2.796 

Total Brau & Coppu 45,219 100 24.099 53.+ 29.'136 65.2 27,637 61.2 26,327 

Cctt011 Yarn 8.~ 100 12,389 l4ft.5 z,gM ~5.8 2,i08 32.5 .5,188 

the improbable0 We must make additional allowance for 
the production-df the ordnance factories, as also the produc
tion of certain special war products, such as tents, etc., not 
included in any of the tables above. Such production can
not, however, amount to a material percentage of total 
Indian production, especially as againc;t it must be partly 
offset the reduction in _the production in small and miscel
laneous industry brought about by paucity of skilled labour 
a!Sd materials. 

v At any given level of prices, productive activity, and 
monetai:vna61ts, ffie cum:!l_cy)Jquiiem.· cnt.Sola- rumon- ate 
siibillzed. , Increase Trlproaiictlontnigfif causea furtlier 
dem'and for money, and thus justify the issue of more cur
rency. If this happens the larger issue will, however, not 
have the result of increasing prices; for, the new supply will 
be absorbed in transactions effected against increased pr<r 
duction. In the same manner, if monetary habits of people 
change, that is, if, for example, they tend to keep larger 
balanc~ of cash with themselves or in the banks, ~is will 
res';llt m a generally felt shortage of money, in response to 
which the monetary authority mav ~ue more of it. 
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This fresh currency will again be obviously absorbed m 
the larger cash holdings, and will not have any effect on 
pri~es. ~n, however, money_ is put into the sy§..t<;_rn_ 
~~~ i~ n_C?!._!c:quired _ ~¥. an Cha.J'!ge on.Jk_.sid~L~-~~duc:- . 
~on o~.2f _!ll_?~netary _l!~1!5, _p_rices a~ bo!Jnd to ~e.\,. Thus, 
other thmgs being equal, an expaDSlOD of currency called 
forlh by increased productive effort cannot lead to an in
crea~e in prices.) 

l n this conneelion, a clear distinction must be . drawn 
between a _general rise of ~rice level :.J,.nd the rise in thf 
prices of individual commodities. It is likely that a marked 
worsening ortllesuppl)~-posuion In a particular line might 
enable holders of supplies in it to levy a special tribute from 
the public. But this will be evidenced only by a relative 
rise of individual prices and not in a general rise in the 
price level. In particular cases, increases in some direc
tions might have even a depressing effect on others. 

There is, however, one possibility in which a rise in pr~ 
ductivc effort might lead to or justify a rise in prices. This is 
when increased productiorr~J2r.Q!!gbL.about at the sqsU~[ 

-~v~ge e~ciency .. This is said to happen at certain stages of 
ilie upwar movement in a trade cycle, and might well hap
pen when all resources are being hurriedly put to use \.n war 
times. { Increased production brought about by an in
crease in the cost of production, which the lessening of 
average efficiency implies, must lead not only to an c..x
pansion of currency but al~o to a rise in prier~ Such. a 
lowering . of a...-eragc efficiency cannot, howe\·cr, be of a 
large magnitude and, though difficult of measurement, it has 
been usually put at levels like 1 o to 15 per cent only. 

The analysis in Part I, by its measurement of the 
a m plitude.<: and scqucnc~ of currency expansion and price 
rise, mu~t have made dear th at those who talk in terms of 
a cri)'is in production are clearly in error. The cry for an 
increase in production because of, or following upon, the 
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·expansion of currency is entirely misplaced. f An attempt 
to ma.ximizc productive effort is always nccessiry in times 
of war; but this objective is not helped by the issue of 
redundant currency) 

It needs to be emphasized that an indiscriminate 
· expansion of currency actually hampers productive effort in

stead of helping it. Though there might not be unanimity 
amongst monetary theorists relating to the aims and meth
ods of monetary management, there is yet v~ general 
agree_!!1E_~!-.tha~£__m~~~ef!'Ulce of a_ stable ~t!C?n between 
~d costs is ~~~Il_duqve __ f?. an ef!!~i~.nt _wgrking 

j Q[__the producti~ _?rg~?.a~~n. I[,.£~~ ~~-l!'?L~- when 
1 cost~ ~~ ( dd(~tio~J.!.. proouctive effort IS discouraged. Re
I cent monetary po1icy in India has, however, not been 

marked by any deflationary tendencies. ( It has been 
noted above that currency expansion took Place in IndiA 
in response to what was merely a ~culativ~ t:ise_ of com
X!!__~ty prices ~nning. of _ the \Var. As this rise was 
.n0ii'Outic1Cc!Oil anx real~ advance. ui _costs ;;exp-ailSfi~i--.in·C 
~roauctioil,Tt' coiitg;Q,OIJ:les'UsU!ne0:"--1]1e r!lter:-t~i9v4oent 

~~~p~a;~J;~;;~-~~fi~;~~ ;~~~~: 
A small initial rise of prices mig-ht, in certain circum

stances, stimulate productive activity~ a continuous large rise, 
definitely checks it. A continuous rise means the automatic 
accrual of money gains to mere holder.; of st.o<;ks of com
modities. It, therefore, encourages hoardiug on the part of 
traders as well as producers. This, by itself.- is apt to dis
locate the smooth working of the productive organisation. 
Secondly, the rise in prices is usually not evenly spread over 
the whole price structure; so that, the spread in some di· 
rections becomes wider and in others narrower than the nor
mal. This unevenness of the spreads opens up a large num
ber of opportunities for the speculator whose operations 
usually worsen the situation further. The result is to upset 
the normal balance of the productive system and to encour
age unduly some producers while unduly discouraging 

' . 
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others, a situation obviously not conducive to the mainte
nance of the highest productive efficiency. The variations 
in the relations between the prices of cotton, yam, and cloth 
since the outbreak of the war and the special handicap im
potscd thereby on the handloom weaver is an instance in 
point. 

Wars are fought with real !_esources,_ and all countries 
musrmcrease their innuiil output of goods and services to 
as large an extent as poosible in order to :<ustain the war 
effort. But nowhere is it found possible to procure all the 
resources needed for war without drawing upon normal 
civilian consumption. Cfhe elasticity of the Indian produc
tive structure is perhaps even smaller than that in other 
countries. Therefore, in India, as in other countries, a cur
tailment of civilian consumption becomes necessary:) No 
doubt the standard of living in India being already low, 
such curtailment imposes on the mass of people a heavy 
and an almost unbearable sacrifice, but this mnst be taken 
to be the inevitable consequence of war economy.ll£\nd the 1 

real purpose of economic policy during the war must be to \ 
see that this sacrifice is so distributed as to cau~e as little j 
hardship to the poor as possib@.} 

One of the main merits of the policy of avoiding \ 
inflation is that such an effort ncccs.•arily . yields a di
rect measurement of the concrete sacr:ificc called for · 
from the nation at large. lt enables govcrrunents to 
see whether the total burden can be met, or at least 
to visualize how it should be distributed. (It is hardly 
honest financial policy to plead, on the one ff-and, that the 
limit of taxation is reached and that no further funds can 
be raised by internal borrowing and to keep on incurring 
concurrently enormous liabilities which are met by resort 
to the printing press. For, however unpleasant, it needs to 
be stressed that the inflationary method of r_aisi!lg_ resources . 
means taxing the people .<lS- mttdi .. is any tax measurel .~.th 
the a.(fdcd result that it also leads to a most i_neqHi~~le dis.: .. ' 
tribution of the burden of taxation ~nd, by the way, in-
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creases enonnouslv the wealth of a small class of traders and 
speculators. Wh~ther the purchases by His Majesty's Gov
ernment in India of real goods and services, are made out 
of the proceeds of taxation raised in India, or by issuing 
in favour of that government new currency, it is ol?Yious 
that these purchases ·withdraw that set of real resources" from 
being available to the people at lar~ and reduce to that 
extent their real standard of living. government, there-

! fore, which keeps on meeting its obli ations by inflationary 
1 means and refuses either to increa<:e taxation or to raise in-
1 temal funds by borrowing, is merely shirking its proper re- · 

1 sponsibili~J . . . . 
§ 2. Fmanczal Polley: Inflauon can be av01ded by re
sorting eit11er to retrenclunent or by _i~~ng the .E~~~eds 
of taxation and bon_2~~~ DCliberate attempts at economic 
management ao not suit well the urgency of war effort, 
and it is notorious that considerable waste necessarily takes 
place at such a time. However, even in such times it is 
vital that. the necessity of retrenchment of expenditure and 
economy in administration should bf: kept to the fore. For 
e:xample, rthc salary policy of the Government of India in 
respect or new posts of all kinds seems highly open to ob
jection-:J The salaries and allowances to these have been 
modelfed on the most extravagant of older. scales, and their 
influence seems to have been felt in the similar departments 
in the provinces also. Further, apan from the direct effort 
connected with the war, where perhaps deliberation might 
be less reasonably expccted.Qhcre seems to be no definite at
tempt at keeping down expenditure in the other depart
ments in either the Central or Provincial Governments. A 
considerable amount of effort which could be dispensed with 

· or postponed is unneces<:arily undertaken. It is necessary) 
to empbasize that all resources sa\"cd, ,.,.·hether at the centre 
or by the provinces or by local authorities, and all expen
diture postponed, relieves to that extent the total strain on 
finance.:J It is notable, for exa:nplc, that in Germany special! 
contributions have been called for from the resources of 
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local authorities towards war expenditure. ·_-\ plea for 
s.e,·cre effort at retrenchment in all directions might seem out 
of place in times like the present, and it might also appear 
as if the result of such retrenchment ,2r~stponement of ex
penditure would be very negligible.{/Hut at a time when 
a11 available resources and administrative personnel arc 
se,·acly taxed, all curtailment of activity is to be welcomed. 
Also the extent to which it is p05Sible to avoid expanslon 
today and to put by a number of projects and reserve re
sources for them will correspondingly help the meeting of 
ti1e post-war deflationary cnsis. Today(_'the problem is of 
economizing to the largest possible extent and withdrawing 
all non-essential public activity and expenditure. Unless this 
i.<; done, government might find itself unable to undertake . 
the proper policy when in the post-war depression pump- \ 
priming by public expenditure becomes desirable.) Reck
lt"S5 behaviour just now would make the post-war efforts all 
thr: severer] 

...J 

The Finance !\!ember of the Govcmment of India h~ 
unfortunately taken the usual line of Finance Members 
when faced with a plea. for increased taxation. He has 
stated that in the opinion of government, taxation has 
x:~~<_:~ed_ the_ l!!g_~g _ _pgint. There are no means·- ·or ob
jectivdy judging the ta..xable capacity of a people, or a cla.'iS, 
and as long as tax rates· have not reached limit-; difficult prac
tically to administer, a plea that further taxation is impos
sible is difficult to accept. This is especially so when it is 
made on behalf of a govcrrunent which calmly acquiesces 
in Yisiting much greater sacrifices on still poorer classes by 
its policy. ( -~ comparison of the Indian system of direct 
ta:xation with those of other countries shows dearly that in 
India the rates of direct taxation and the steepness of it~ 
gradation are less than in many of the belligerent countri.,cs . .) 

___ ]'he d~g_!:~~-- -o~hc:._ ~jspari_ty _in income t~x __ rates in 
_ _India 'V.itP, those in other countries is brougnt out in Table 

No. 14, which sets out the consolidated rates adopted in 
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TABLE NO. 14. COMPARISON OF INCOME-TAX RATES 
A-~D THEIR INCIDENCE IN AUSTRALIA AND INDIA 

[Source: ( i) Parliamentary Debates, House of Reprr3entativ~, 
Australia, 15th May 19-i2 ; and (ii} Explanatory Memorandum 

to the Central Budget, India. 1943-44• p. 54] 

Australia India 
Income from Pcnonal .Escertioa l'ropem 

1 1 .(01' 1 ~ 

'{~,·paJ'er "itb T•x !u t 
Actual T 4.1i1:.}cr wilb DcJKII ~ut wif~ T~~·P•)'et M aximum 
lDcu.mc no «pt't;dcou .. :10 :wo ~a ;:. no Jr.cmne rn Exewptioaa 

d :ildren j)q..,.:tit'Ut: 

Tax % T= <;;, 7 .. ~ ~'o 

t: .1.: b. llo. ,.. 11!1. r., 

lOO 1.~ 
1~ 2,130 30.11 2.4 42.3 
200 7.'1 ~ .9 99 ~.0 2.~ 78.1 :u 65.1 
2:.0 19.2 7.7 1 . ~ 0.6 24.0 9.6 3,000 117.2 :u '17.7 
300 31..:1 IO.!i IO.U 3.3 39.4 13.1 4.000 1~.3 4.9 162.8 m +1.2 12.6 18.3 !'t.2 55.2 15.8 +.~ ~.4 5:2 1~.3 
400 57 .~ 14.3 2li.O 7.0 71.6 17.9 !1,000 m.4 5.5 227.9 
~ e+.B 17.0 30..:1 10.0 lt'(i.O 21.2 6,!.(.0 468.11 7.2 390-6 
(.)() JJ4.0 19.0 75.7 1~6 142~ £37 E,LOO 66U 8.3 m.t 
SO() 179.4 22 ... 135.2 16.9 224.2 <Ji ll 100(,(1 924.5 9.2 770.4 

1,000 ~.0 ~.6 106.2 2fl.6 320 32.0 13,000 1 .~.5 11 .9 1,291.3 
1 ,~ 495.0 33.0 432 ~-5 619 4!.3 18,000 2,747.4 15.3 2,289.6 
2 ,000 804 40.:! 7.!9 3G.! J.(()) 30.3 :!7 ,000 -~.$41 19.8 4,492.7 
3,000 I~ 53.3 1,509 !CJ.l l .!m 0" ·kl ()(;() 10,1120 27.0 9,$49 
,,000 3,3i4 67.5 3.279 £M 3,702 7~ .0 ;u:ooo 2'i,602 38.0 25,206 

IO,!li'O 7.11H 7d.7 H 211~ n2.r• l .::(' ,(.(K) 71. i79 49.9 73,294 
20000 16,874 84.4 17,2iY.? su.o 3 ,( {1 ,(1((1 1 ,84,1~ 61.4 J,82,6SO 
40,000 ~4.Ui4 87.2 .. 35$J :;3.0 ~.00,000 3,4:.,612 69.1 3,44,073 

Australia last year with the rates levied in India according 
to the budget proposals for the year 1943-44· A com
pwon of India with a Dominion in the same war sphere 
m.ight be taken to be fair. The taxation in United King
dom is severer than even in Australia. ~he table requires 
~o comment, except the added observation that the class pay-

/ mg the income tax in 1ndia is a much snialler one and is 
1 much higher up in the general distribution of income ranges 
'. than in mo!tt othc~ countri~. Therefore, from the point of 

2.0 
:z.s 
3.3 
4.1 
4.3 
u e.o 
6.9 
7.7 
9..9 

12.7 
16.6 
23..9 
36.0 
48.9 
C.0.9 
c.a.a 
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view of social justice it is proper to treat it, at least, M 
severely in this matter as the much wider class liable to in
come tax is treated elsewhere. The inadequacy of direct 
~~~.?!.1 ... ~ -~~~js exemplified by nof oruy- tlie -"jlersonal 
income tax, )>ut also in the ta.xation of comeanies and cor
~~tio~ /The rates of these ta..xes are everywliere higher 
than in India, apart from the fact that in many countries 
employers of labour have, in addition, to pay a tax on p~y 
~l)s_~J:U~~C!l~Y-~~!!1..i.n_lndia.._ Similar is the ca.se 

Wlth the ~~I} __ qf .l?~Ji~. The treatment of profits in , 
India is far too lenien:J The limit of a minimum absolute 
amount exempted from execs; profits tax, while perhaps 
making the administration easier, not only leaves out a 
larg-e number of properly ta.-xable individuals and concerns, 
but also opens an easy way to others for evading altogether, 
or I~ening considerably, the incidence of the ta.x. The 
provision laid down for the exemption of standard profits 
is too liberal. In both Australia and Canada all profits 
above 5 per cent arc ta:xed as cxccs.c; profitc;. In South 

-Africa, where this limit is somewhat more liberal and is 
based on pre-war profits, a Trade Profits Special Levy has 
been impa;ed in addition to the Excess Profits Duty since 
1942. This levy was intended specifically to make up for 
the advantage gaine_s;Y by tax-payers with a high rate of 
standard profits. 'V'(jnc of thc _ _ ~p~i~ an_!)malies _ ~!',_~~--
Indi~n -~ ~_!e_m is the trea~e!lt accorcfea to reop1ents 
Oflirge agncwtural incomes. ~!" .!'!.-!!~czl!!~J!lroughout ' 
the country escape very lig!ltly, 'S1ia it IS necessary, in view 
of the conaiflons··oremergency, -that an appropriate burden 
should be placed on them.~ Difficulties regarding division of 
powers cr problems of division of proceeds ought not to be 
allowed to hamper this essential tax reform. 

Considerable reliance has to be placed in a war econ
omy on measures of indirect taxation also. A general sale3 
£r .. E~ ~-has 'Seen~ io:.lie . .s_pccially efficleiifiri 
mopping up redundant purchasmg power, and has been 
adopted by a large number of belligerent countries. Such 

W. E. F. 6 
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indirect taxes have this merit. that thel,r y~}d -~~~with ' 
!he expansio!l. 9.!". . p~~U?.~~~ l iliey at~ compenSate 
somewliafior the fall in customs revenue which results from 
the general fall in the volume of foreign trade. The diffi
culties connected with the imposition of a · genera~ sales tax 
are chiefly administrative, and without a proper agency be
ing set up for collection it would be unwise to institute it 
in India . ./At the same time, these considerations indicate 
that Government should resort much more freely to internal 
e.."<cise or commodity ta.-<es, and should increase the rates of 
those already existing. ·Apart from a pcxssible increase in 
the customs tariff, Cproduction and trade in important 
selected types of luxury and quasi-lwmry goods should be 
made liable to ta"<ation. For reaching a wider circle, taxes 
on tobacco, su~, ~~s_ ~<__)~d seem tg be. C:PP:OP~§"llie 
tobacco group lS Tess taxed ilian eisewlicre in iliiS country. 
It was unfortunate in this connection that the Finance Mem
ber should have reduced the rate of his projected tax on vege
table ghee. It is true that the tax would have partly hit the 
lower middle clel$CS. But the objectors to it fail to realise 
that perhaps a majority in this country do not consume 
even vegetable gbee, and in order to combat inflation, 
which hits~ poorest miN, such taxation would have to be 
toleratedr When necessaries are rationed and their prices 
controllecf, e force of redundant money is felt more 
strongly than ever on the market for other commodities. 
Taxation of commodities other than th05e consumed by the 
poot'eSt is, therefore, justified from all points of view in times 

of w~ . . tial od. . . h 
.ngam catam essen comm 1ttes and setv:Jces w ose 

supplies and prices are controlled, show r!SCS in prices which 
are distinctly smaller than the general rise. Petrol, though 
admittedly taxed heavily, is y~t today comparatively cheap. 
There is no reason why the tax burden on it should not be 
further increased. Similarly, the increase in passenger fare3 
charged by the railway system are much less in proportion 
to the increase in the general k <cl of prices. Neither• 
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competitive nor any other reasons justify thi.c; small increase. 
Road vehicle fares have, as a general rule, more than 
doubled, and the railways want obviously to discourage 
travel. In the circumstances, a substantial increase in fares 
may result in partly relieving the burden on railways and 
partly in increasing the revenue receipts of the state rail
way systml. In view of the difficulties of imposing a gen
eral sales tax in India, it is also to be considered whether an 
increase in railway freights would not be justifiablc. t: Food 
grains may well be exempted from the increase, but it might 
properly be imposed on other good$;]· Subjecting them to a 
much hlgher charge for rail transport would be a specially 
appropriate way of taxing the trade in all !'cmi-luxury 
goods. In view of the need of discouraging increased in
vestment and building activity, it might also be justifiable 
to increase the charge on the movernerit of certain ma
terials. [A graded increase in freight chargee; is thus in
dicated:] Of cour~e, as distinguished from the effects of a 
purchase tax, a rise in freight r:ates has a regressive effect a.~ 
within a rates group and the increase hac;, therefore, to be 
necessarily lesser in extent. 

Increased taxation has in no important bclligrrcnt 
country been found to meet completely the needs of war 
finance, and borrowing has been reiortcd to everywhere to 
a very considerable extent. The most striking difference in 
the method of raising internal loans as between this war 
and the last Great War has been the present policy followed 
by all governments of not increasing the r<~.te of interest of
fered on loans as an inducement to heavier subscriptions. 
For !-!!.~_rpos~ part_. rclianc~ -~ l?cen place~. ~n . pat!!otic;. ap· 

B~and __ ~!l. _ _<:!~~~- c~~~~t_i~li~·e .. J~y~s~en_t __ O.£P.l~~u!1iti.c:s. 
ut 111 many mstances uw; po cy has not comp etely suc-

ceeded . Recourse has then to be ta.kcn to methods of com
pulsorily collecting the savings of the people. Instances of 
such measures in connection with the poorer sections of the 
community are afforded byCtbe compulsory savings scheme 
of U. K. and the "iron sa\1ngs" of Germany) In India op-, 
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, portunities in this direction do no( seem to be considerable. 
! With us the mass of eame~ is very poor, and inflation has 
~ cut deeply into such meagre savings as they could make at 
\ the best of times. Apart from an extension of the arrange-
ments in force in respect of lower ranges of payers of in
come tax, schemes of "deferred pay" or "compulsory sav
ings" would be poosible in this country only in respect of 
industrial labourers obtaining a wage above a certain mini
mum, a."ld they would be specially approp1J· in case of 
employees on special war-time employment. The bulk of 
capital savings in India is, however, · made b a propor
tionately very small class, and inflation and war conditio~ 
h.w e con.Udcrably increased the dc;ree of this inequality:; 
The analogy of compulsion exercised in respect of indUS-' 
trial and trading concerns is likely, thcn~·Jore, to prove much 
more fruitful in this country. In Germany the approach 
is partly voluntary and consists in calling for certain types of 
deposits-business investment deposit'i and commodity 
stocks replenishment dep~its-from industrial and com
mercial concerns and holding out certain tax exemptions as 
inducements. In England, on the other hand, a part of the 
roo per cent excess profits tax on companies is to be re
served in favour of the taxpayer and to be repaid after the 
end of the war. In other countries forced loans on a vari
ety of bases ha,·e been raised. The situation in India might, 
perhaps, not immediately justify forced loans of the last 
type[ l It is, however, clearly urgent to increase considerably 
the extent of internal borrowing, and ior this purpose the J raisin~~c~ pro~ !_aX coJkcio11 to the English level and 
tlieilun~a partOf the .s:P.!l~c:tiol)_as ~1Jlp_ulsory 
loan which might be a~ concerns as -a reseiVe at the 
end of the war, seems to be the best first approach2 

§ 3· _Q!!lective! .oJ Economic_!_?,~cy_: _ _\- T!t~.-~ain tash 
that are set1>Jorc wartune fiiiancmi ano economic policy 
are ( i) .. raising :uJequate ~ancia! .-!..~U.!'~-~ _ for Govern
ment, ( u) directmg proati'cttve orgamsation so that produc--·-
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tion effort is maximized and turned into channels required 
ro-r-purposc.s o( prosecuting the war, and (iii) the distribu
tion of the nece$arily limited supplies of goods and services 
so that the proper production effort is helped and the m06t 

, :t,q\ll~!W,j,.S..~~o.9 ... &L~.rull$..rL~- is brought about. 
Inflation hiilders the attainment Ofall i.fiese objectives.J It 
does not adequately satisfy ev~ the first because a rising 
price level makes government estimates of expenditure con
tinuously inadequate and leads to self-defeating steps at fur
ther inflation~ The second, it makes impossible by dangling 
before the eyes of producers the adventitious profits to be 
made from rising prices, leading to the frittering away of 
effort through speculation and hoarding. The third, it 
makes a mockery of by distributing burdens and sacrifices 
in the most iniquitous manner.C (Corn::c.t financial policy 
which will bring about the ma.xitrrum effort in order to 
avoid any inflationary trend is, therefore, the very founda
tion on which economic policy during wartime has to be 
buil_t::J ') 

Governments at war require not only a larger propor
tion of the results of productive effort within their boun
daries, but find it also necessary to tum this effort into 
channels which are in m~ny respects different from thOGC 
in which it flows in times of peace. In a nonnally func
tioning modem economy, the ownership of money, that io; 
corru;nand over purchasing power, entitles one to an ap
propriate share of ~he national dividend and the expendi
ture of money serves to give direction to the productive or
ganization. War finance should thus ordinarily mean tJ.!c 
~btaining o~ c~~d o_y_c:_r ~ app.ropri~te I_!!onetary '!C-:;
sources and Thereot olthe nat10nal dtVIdenCJ, presuming, of 
cOUr;e,tfiat -t!li V~-U~~:U:!cf _5tock 9(~-UlTt:~t .!flO~~ ~ not_ al
tered to a substantial degree. Obtaining the appropriate 
propoitloiio r monetary resources could, however, by itself 
fulfil the needs of government in war times onlv if the new 
direction to productive organization would be· given auto
maticilly and immediately on the expenditure of money. 
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This, however, does nol happen. There is always some in
terval of time before producers react to changes in price 
.structure, and there is also the time lag involved in the or
dinary process of a change-over from one kind of produc
tive set-up to another. These reasons make it imperative 
that governments in modem war should not only obtain 
r.ommand over a sufficient volume of purchasing power but 
should also directly interfere with the . working of the pro
ductive organization. Indeed, in view of the time ta:.ken, 
even in a completely directed economy, for switching over 
productive effort from one type to another, .the control and 
direction of production has in a number of cases to come 
c\·en before the raising of moneury resources. 

Further, the seizure by government of a large part of 
current production necessarily leaves a much smaller share 
than before to the ordinary population. An equitable dis
tribution of_ this _redEced _ sh~~ _a~ol}g 1Jte popula~~~ ~ould 
foll_ow only if appropriate changes were . automa,neiJV 
b_!'?ught about in the_ incomes of t?e P?.Pulation .in aij _cl~es 
and in an _ regions. Actually, however, the changes in the 
recCipt of income accruing to various classes and in various 
localities are a number of times the contrary to what, from 
Lhe above point of view, would be appropriate. Interference 
in t!1e distributive organization thus becomes imperative in 
the interest of equity. 

All these considerations arc greatly emphasized when 
the financial measures adopted by govcmtnent; in war are 
not wholly adequate to their need<;. When, in the circum
stances, the needs can be met only by :1 rr..>on to some de
gree of inflation, the redundant monetary supply now on 
the market makes the problem of the direction and control 
of productive and distributive organization still more dif
ficult. The sphere and the minutcnc:ss of govenunent con
trol become neces.<;arily very wide in this case. In short, it 
now becomo impossible to retain th~ normal connection 
between command over money and the power to consume 
and to give dirtction to the productive: organization. This 
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r.:onneclion has to be made inr.rcasingly less and less real and 
national consumption and production to be brought more 
and more under authoritarian c:ontrol. 

§ 4· Price Control: (An attempt to separate the close 
connection between inc~me and consumption must begin 
with the control of prices:) In the normal economic system, 
price is held to be the c"'h!cf regulative factor. Individual 
prices measure the relation between the demand and sup
ply of particular commodities, and the price level as a whole 
defines the inter-relation between the prices of different sets 
of commodities. The whole sy!':tcm functions in relation to 
effective demand, i.e., to the pull that individual consumers 
exercise on account of their outlays, which arc ordinarily 
bounded by their income.~. ( _In a war economy government 
requires a large portion of the total production, and when 
it enters the market as an urgent customer the result must 
be to send up the pfices of all commodities unless the out
lays of the other customers are correspondingly diminished 
and made Jess urgent. (An unchecked initial rise in prices 
will have a cumulative cffec.!]) Prices represent charges to 
producers as well as to consumers. They influence the cost 
of production of commodities, and a rise in primary prices 
might send up the prices of commodities in general. It 
al'lo tends to set up a demand on the part of wage earners 
:md other recipients of fixed perit)dic payments towards in
creasing their remuneration. But an increase of wages leads 
also to further increases in costs of production and justifies \ 
another increase of prices so that unless the movement i.~ 
checked by the currency authority or by external control 
there is no means of arresting its progress. - -

( v..r e have seen that control of the rise of prices from 
the currency end is impossible unless government is able to 
close entirely the inflationary g~) As long as some pro
portion of war finance continues to be raised in this man
ner, \the control of prices must be effected by direct inter
vc.:ltion of goverrunent::J The existence of an inflationary. 
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gap leads to the continuous crcatipn of what might be 
called redundant money incomes. \If these are left unhin
dered to exert tlieiriii11uenceon the markets, they must set 
up a movement towards a rise in prices which in tum will 

1 increase government outlays and government _deficits, ~earl
ing to further demand for currency to sustam the higher 
price level , and so on indefinitely. Price control, which 
means the fixation directly of maximum prices by govern
ment, has thus assumed consideiible importance during this 
war, especially in all cases where conditions of war finance 
led to a perceptible movement towards a general rise in the 
level of priccsJ 

i In thjs_ ~Oz:l_!!~ti9!1_ ~e~~t his!o!Y_!ll~v be divided into 
1 ~~~ro~~!_ R..«;.r!Q4s~ IW;...first was the period during which 
a rue in prices was brought about by the actual or appre· 
hended scarcity in individual commodities and by specu· 
lative purchases of trader.;. This movement was neither 
general nor could it be sustained over any length of time, 
except in the case of the few commodities, the technical 
market situation regarding- whose supply had definitely 
changed for the worse. The SC_£ond~ is marked by 
the greater strain on the resources ;;r · go.,.emments and by 

'! the movement towards the rise in prices being general and 
continuous. The problons of the second period were thus 
very different in nature from those encountered in the Mt. 
In the first period the control exercised had reference only 
to special sets of commodities, and @.lc objective of control 
was that tradm and producers should not be allowed to 
take unfair advantage of the special circumstances in order 
to penalize the consumers of those commodities or to hin~ 
der war effort. In the second period the objective had 
naturally to be the more general one outlined by us earlier. 

( It was that the recipients of money incomes should be pre· 
vented from exerting their full forc·c on commodity markets 
and !~ initiating _an inflationary spir~) The methods a.p
p~pnate for attaining this objective were also, it is clear, 
different from th<U ap'ptopriate to the earlier period. In 
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the earlier period the control of the supplies and prices of 
particular ~~-~ual C01}2!!10dj!i~ was obviously called for. 
In the later pen~ measures of individual control were 
necessarily insufficient. For, the problem no longer related 
only to the demand and supply of individual commodities 
or servic~ or any particular groups of such commodities and 
se:rvices;t._1t related to th_e~tir~q.r!e,s_pgn_de.~.c~ of _ money 
~comes on tliC'One}l~ to the_~~~-.~~.P.P'!Y~ oJ _ C<?~odi
nes-arui seivtces on tne otfi'er.)t'1he system of control had, 
fFerefore3iecessanJ5":-to..:.:Pf]i;tl-mcl~~e. CNo particular sec
tor of prices could be left out of the system of centro_!) Twol, 
methods of approach to this type of control have been 
tried. cOne is that of total control of the whole field, and 
the other that of an attempt to control what have been 
called only the "key" points, leaving the minor series of 
prices to take care of themselves.J The second method which 
was attempted, notably in the U. S. A., has, however, been 
given up in that country, and even there the control now 
adopted is J?lankct control. In the authoritarian countries 
~fS.. control of all commodities and services had hem 
a common Teat'Ure of their economies for some years even 
before the war. But even in democratic countries such 
powers of comprehensive control over prices came to be ex
ercised not many years after the beginning of war. In the 
United Kingdom this dated from July 1941, in Canada 
from November 1941, and in U. S. A. from April 1942. 

A price level represents at any point of time the in
ter-relationship between the prices of a host of commodities 
and services. It then presents a static picture. Individual 
movements of prices represent dynamic forces which give an 
index to the ·changing character of individual demand and 
supply and to the changed relationship of the individual 
item to the whole.~_peneral price. control aims primarily at 
stabilizing the relation of ~rices as ·a whole to money in gen- '-. 
eral at a particular poinJV It aims at making the price sys
tem .insensitive to further accretions to the supply of money. 
It cannot, however, hinder all movements of individunl 
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prices; because, if it did this, it would rob the working of 
the price mechanism of all significance. The usual pro
cedure in price control of this general character is, there
fore, divided into two stages. The first stage is that of the 
imposition of a general order regarding m"-xi.mum prices of 
commodities and services. Such :1. general order has, for 
purposes of convenience, usually reference to prices at a cer
tain date or during a certain period of time. This initial 
general order thus takes for granted a given stage llistori
cally reached in the relation between money and prices and 
a given set-up of the inter-relationship between the prices of 
individual commodities and servic.es. The second stage in 
the procedure is to allow for variations from time to time 
in individual prices in the light of circlUTlStances as judged 
by the controlling authority. Or it might happen that the 
controlling authority might deliberately, for any period of 
time, free any particular set of prices from "II control. Ob
viously it would do this only in those respects in which any 
movement upwards coul~ot be expected to affect ma
terially the general level. The whole aEic:c:,t~ve of price con
trol at this stage, when in ationary mliuences have begun 
to be evident, is to keep in check the infiuence of addi-

l tional money on the .Price level as a whole, without affect
ing substantially the usefulness of the instrumentality of the 
price mechani.si:!9> Such an aim, it has now been proved, 
can best be attaJ.ned by a g£_~~t:al_control which, at the same 
time, leaves room ·for particular discretionary variatio~ 

.!!1 India beginnings with price control were made al
most 1mmedfitely after the declaration of wai:J The De
fence of India Rules provided generally for controlling 
prices at which articles or things might be sold, and by a 
notification dated 8th September t 939 the Central Govern
ment conferred on Provincial Governments power to con
trol prices especially in respect of necessaries such as medical 
s~pplies, foodstuffs, salt, kerosene oil, and thP. cheaper quali
ties of cotton cloth. The order laid down that the minimum 
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under contr0l shall not be lower than ro per cent above the 
ruling price of 1st September 1939· The method of contml 
thns envisaged was general price control, which had refer
ence to prices on a certain date. The sphere of price con
trol was., however, limited, and it was confined to a few es
.sential co~u.q1ers' goods. The notification also e.xprec;sly 
laid down .. i:hat .Provincial Governments should not control 
tlu~ prices of imported goods without obtaining the previous 
~am:tion of the Central Government. The first all-India 
Price Control Conference which met in October 1939 en
dorsed the general policy implied in the September notifi
r:Hion. It arlded that it was desirable to develop a price in
lelligcnce service in order, presumably, to enable price con
' <'>I to be really effective in the future. As has been in
dica ted elsewhere, a short-period price boom developed soon 
.1fter the beginning of the war, and a second Price Control 
Conference was called it1 January 1940 to consider problems 
r llicd by this boom. At this Conference, a.c; at the Fi.Jst 
l' ;·:c: Control Conference, opinion was largely in favour of 
not chcckillg immediately the rise in the prices of agricul
tural commodities. This was the natural result of the be
lief that the level of agricultural prices had been low as 
compared with the prices of manufactured goods in recent 
years ~d that the agriculturists who had suffered severely 
from the depression should bt: ::Ulowed to reap some advan
tage from changed conditions. At the Second Price Control 
Conference, decision was also taken regarding the division 
of the spheres of action of the Central and the Provincial 
( ;ovemments. It was generally agreed at the Conference 
that the fixation of prices for the producer and in the pri
mary wholesale markets shnuld he undertaken by the Cen
tral Government, the Provincial and State Governments be
ing re:;ponsible for the later wholesale stages anc t he retail 
sta~es. The early boom was experienced chiefly in relation 
l \ 1 azricultural commodities. There arose, therefore, no 
que.~tion of extending the sphere of price control or of mak
!ng it stringent as long as sot:\e rise in the level of the 
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prices of :lgricultural commodities was thought desirable. 
For a long period after the Second Conference the price 
levd as a whole in India did not cause any anxiety, with 
the result that a number of Provincial Governments which 
had issued orders fixing maximum prices for necessities, fol
lowing the September 1939 notification, allowed those or
der.; to be inoperative. Apart from the control exercised 
over supplies which were reqUired for war~ purposes di
rectly, the Central Government also paid attention only to 
a few individual problems which had become specially 
acute. The usual method of the control exercised by the 
Central Government was to appoint a special Commissioner, 
and to entrust to him the work both of the regulation of 
supplies and of the fixation of prices. 

Towards the end of l94J the supplies and prices of 
two important commodities began to cause concern. These 
were w~u~ruLcloth. The Government of India attempted 
to taeife"'tlie wheat problem fll"St by issuing a warning, and 
then, following the division of spheres indicated by the 
Second Price Control Conference, by fixing maxim~ 
~lesale prices at the pljmary Punjab markets. The 
ProvincialGOvemments were free to fix the retail prices, 
having regard to the normal relation between them and the 

. primary Punjab prices. The Provincial Governments had, 
however, no ckar instructions regarding methods of obtain
ing a statistical measurement of this relation, and no di
rections also as to the course of action in areas where the 
prices .of wheat were not normally iii close relation with the 
wholesale prices in the Punjab. TI1e mere fixing of the 
maximdm price by the Government of India was not found 
to be sufficient, and in December 194-1 a specia1 Wheat 
Comm~ioner was. appointed to deal with the whole prob
lem. In UM:i the problem of price control became rapidly 
more and more insistent, and three fpc<: Co.u.tt:.oLCgQf,a
·~ in all, were held during the year. It is, however, 
remarkable that m DOD$ of these Conferences was any ~ 
'of a ,gsneral control of prices raises!. · The Third Price Con-
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ttol Conference (October I 941) had confined itsclf chictly 
to the problem or cloth and yarn, and to it must be at
tributed the origin of the idea of standard cloth. The 
Fourth, the Fifth, and the Sheth Conferences went into de
tail regarding the machinery of control and the various 
stages at which control should be e.xercised. The problems 
of co-ordination of ~ontrol with transport authority and .of 
the licensing of various sets of dealers were considered, but 
the extension of control to all prices was not thought of, 
even though sometimes general references were made, as in 
the speech of the Honourable Mr. Sarkar to the Sheth Price 
Control Conference (September I 942), relating to money 
income and the price level. 

Today, therefore, the position of price control in India 
is that the Government of India is directly acting in relation 
to the control of prices of certain staple commodities such 
a<> wheat, sugar, and tea, while the Provincial Governments 
are acting, chiefly through the district authorities, in the field 
indicated by the September 1939 notification. Of even that 
field only a restricted proportion is attempted to be con
trolled. Control over the prices of foodstuffs is generally 
limited to the main cereals, and does not extend to other 
important consumption goods such as pulses, vege~ble oil, 
chillies, etc. Prices of sugar are controlled, but ordinarily 
not those of gut ~ There is no check, actual or contemplated, 
on the rise in price of cloth, except such as might later be
come operative through the working of the standard cloth 
scheme. Further, the controlled prices have no relation to 
prices ruling at any specific date in the past, but are liable 
to vary largely at the discretion of the District officers. The 
9:!!tral and the Provincial controls are again uncoordinated, 
so that no relation between prices of, say, wheat and 
the millets, or of sugar and gul, seems fo be taken into ac
count at the tim~hen action is taken by one or the other 
set of authorities.l.f It will thus become clear that the sphereC 
over which P.rice control is exercised today in India is ~- i , , 

trcmely limi~ and even in that sphere, or rather on ac- l 
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count of the limited nature ~that sphere, the measures of 
control have practically failed Such an admission of fail
ure was implicit in the decisi n taken in recent months to 
abolish the control over the primary wheat prices imposed 
by the Central Government. This decision, it was said. 
was forced on government by the fear of an insufficiency 
of supply developing othenvise. Similar fears have led to 
the abolition of price control in individual districts in some 
Provinces. • The present situatio31 thus ~rdcc; QD t~ 
chaotic. 
• The moral of the faiiurt gf price contrpl in India is 
not that price control was unnecessary, but th~t the ~
tiJm, today demands a much more sltas~ and much more 
completely ora£lated and . hl centralized wem oL 
Qjli .. o haS ecn suggeste a ove, e mlttal prob-
emis not t of regulating the price or supply of any par-
ticular conunodity, but that of relie,-ing the · pressure of 
redundant money on the total supply of commodities and 
of preventing the scramble for goods leading continuously 
to further inflationary movements. For this purpose, the 
control of prices of individual commodities is of no • usc. 
What is required is a general price wntrol putting a stop 
to further rises in ail prices. Unfortunately, this has not 
been yet contemplated by government in India; but with
out it a real regulation of the evils of unrestricted price 
movements q.nnot begin. Such an initial fixation of a gen
eral price le\'el will have the further ad\lantage of prevent
ing regulation from moving individual prices seriously out 
of relation with others, such as continuously happens when 
the prices of only a few <:9~modities are controlled, while 
those of others which are related to them are left free. The 
next step in a price control of this character, as has been 
pointed out above, would be ttf allow specifically for varia
tions in individual prices. \;Price control, of necessity, li~ 
at the: core of all economic regulation. And unless it is 

,. both comprehensive and detailed, other economic controls 
are bound to fail. 
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It might be objected that where specific price control 
confined to a few individual commodities fails, wide blanket 
control must prove impracticable. This, however, docs not 

J follow. The failure: of the present policy of price control 
1 is related chiefly to its sectional; uncoordinated, and dis

persed character. For example, failure becomes certain 
when the agriculturist finds the price and movement of his 
produce restricted, while the prices of the goods he con
sumes arc left uncontroUed. Price control also fails when
the parities of related commodities are seriously disturbed 
or when an attempt is made to enforce v.ridely varying 
prices in contiguous regions. A blanket control, while no 
doubt giving rise to the phenomenon of the black market 
over a wider sp~ than today, will yet be easier to plan 
and administer. Further, whatever the difficulties in the 
way, it has been e expsrience of all countries that when 
a ~~~e of SU{l,Plies develops while there is a ~ 
~ P.ric.c controk co~lcd with rationin_g, is 
the <mlY meth~~~.!. maintainin~iaf justi~;c illc!...$om_:.._; 
~u~ace. It JS eqtrallytrue . a("" if new redundant 
money ts *6ahg continuously manufactured, no price con
trol measures can adequately deal ''rith the situation for a 
long time. So that while, in the existing circumstances, 
stringent price control must be imposed in order successfully 
to finance the war, such finance must also be conducted on 
proper lines so that an unbearable burden is not imposed on 
the machinery of controJJ 

§ 5· Wage Stop : The problem of price control raises 
also the question of the control of wages. Wages form a 
very important part of the cost of proouction of most com
modities. So long, ~erefore, as wages are allowed to rise 
without limit, it would be very difficult to control effectively 
the prices ·· of either agricultural or manufactured goods,] 
This is really part of the general argument for extending 
control to the whole sphere of prices, ~. being_~Rr.ice 
~ur. Any one important unco DeCI sector makes 
the continuance of control in other sectors impossible. 
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Wag~ again are an important factor in the cumulative in
flationary process.;.1 An upward movement of the general 
price level leads to a cut in the standard of living of wage 
earners. A wage rise intended to m·!ct their demands puts 
additional money incomes in the hands of consumer.>, and 
not only sustains the older rise of prices, but leads to a fur
ther increase in it. [_Without a policy of a wage stop, a 
policy of price stop is unlikely to be successfulJ In this mat
ter the policy of the Govenunent of India has been unfor
tunately the oppooite of what was appropriate. Instead . of 
attempting a wage stop in conjunction with price control, -

. the government as an employer h3.5 actu~y_taken the 
',_initiative in bringing about an -incre~c in the level of wages 
•and salaries_) ~~· makr$ it necessary that gov
ernment should obtam control over the ·ser.rices of a much 
larger trained and untrained personnel than it employs in 
times of peace. The way to recruit such personnel is to get 
their services transferred from previous employers, and for 
this purpooe considerable powers have been acquired by bel
ligerent governments in most countries. In India there was 
the additional problem of trainin~ new persormel. Per
haps the training and recruitment of new personnel was 
even more important here than th:1t of the acquirement of 
services by transfer. In all this, however, the government, 
in its an..'tiety to secure an immediate supply, relied chiefly 
on inflated economic incentives, v.~th the result that whether 
for unskilled, skilled, or clerical labour it offered remu
neration which was entirely out of .-elation with prevailing 
market rates. i The transfer of bbcur to government thus 
created in itself an inflationary nucleus. ) And progressively. 
the government, instead of thinking of acting on the price 
level, is at each stage adding to the cost of living compensa
tions. Thus while it is, no doubt, taking what appears to 
be the easy road, it is increasin~ the difficulties of all other 
employ~ and feeding the inflation. 

A policy of wage stop might appear to be apparently 
opposed to the interest of labour; in fact, when accom-
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pa..'ued by a stabiliz:ttion of the price level it is to their real 
advantag~.::J Even the cost of living bonuses that arc granted 
by government are for the majority of wage earners not 
high enough fully to compensate for the increase in the ccx;t 
of living. And outside the rank-; of government employees 
it is only in a few of the organized industries that a sub
stantial measum of relief is given for each increase in the 
coe:t of living. The bulk of the urban wage earning classes 
and the almost entire class of rural wage earners thus suf
fer from a cut in their meagre standard of living at each 
stage in the progress of inflation. A wage stop, therefore, 1 
far from being opposed by wagr earners, should actually b~: 
welcomed by them. It is understood, of course, that a gen
eral wage stop, like the blanket price control, will leave room 
for any special adjustments -that might become necessary. 

§ 6. ProfsJ Stop: The policy of controllinj ~ts and 
inv~~~h~ a twofold aim. It helps-in the generar con': 

..!'t9l .Q.f_ th~ _ _p_!i_s~ _}~vel, and ~~-a.Jso e!_l_ab!~. tl~~ pr_op_er_<imountiv' 
__ of le!1ding _ b_ei~g l!'a~e by t1lc plilihc:::J The policy of 
cvntrollin~ any unnecesSary increase in the rise of prices in
volves logically the holding down of profits to the ordinary 
average le\'cl. ~rofits arc defin_ed as -~he _£ri_ce .of entrc:pr~
neurial services and there is no reason why they should not · 

• be severelY -kept- down when a StOp is imposed On either I 

wages or the prices of agricultural produce_::. From this 
point of view the policy that was followed in German)' till 
the beginning of 1942 appears to be highly consistent. In 
that country, instead of imposing an c.xcess profits tax, prices 
of all commodities were cut down, the producers of which 
seemed at any time to be making extra profits. Granting 
the need for maintaining the entire set of price relationships 
at equilibrium, the emergence of any extra profit must neces
sarily be taken as the sign of departure from correct policy. 
The maintenance of profits at no more than the average 
kvcl is thus a necessary part of the policy of the mainte
nance of a stabilized price level. There are, however, a 

\\, E. F. ; 
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number of difficulties in the way of carrying out this 
strictly logical cour.>e. The price level is never completely 
rid of all element of inflation. Furtber,[ the profit-making 
capacity differ.; so greatly from unit to unit in many oc
cupations that the maintenance of the average level of 
profits might still give rise to high returns in some units 
while perhaps causing losses and thus discouraging produc
tion in other->:1 Also the emergence of profits and thei,r defi
nitive calculatton take p!ace on an average .some months 
after the time when the products arc sold. The · "skim
ming'' of prices following the discovery of the extra profit 
level leaves room, on this account, for a considerable time
lag. The attempt not to let extra profits originate through 
a vigilant control ov~r individual prices had, therefore, to be 
given up even in Germany. In all countries today prices 
are generally determined on the basis of average costs, and 
the special profits that might result in particular concerns or 
occupations are subjected to independent control. 

In a comparatively regulated economy, such as that in 
wartime, the existence of a high level of profits may be 
considered unnecessary as an incentive to entrepreneurs.) 
The controls over supplies, markets, prices, etc., that arc 
widely exercised reduce to a· very large extent the element 
of uncertainty and risk in all productive and trading enter
prises. Economic activity is made to flow in a limited num
ber of regulated channels and the scope of expansion is 
strictly controlled. When all classes are subjected to severe 
ta.ution and a price and a wage stop operate, there is no 
justification for not imposing similarly a profit stop. 

There is one special reason why it is often advocated 
that profits of industrial enterprise should not be taxed to 
the fullest in India. This is the need for Indian industries 
to bwld up special reserves for difficult times ahead in the 
post-war peri~ There seems to be, however, no real force 
in this plea. (LJne special height of war profits is the result 
of· purdy state-created circumstances and means no more 
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than a trJ.nsfcrcncc of wealth from all other classes to those 
entrepreneurS who happen to be specially well-placed to 
profit from the situation.} There is no reason why such a 
transference should be tOlerateq?J Further, the strength or 
weakness and the survival capac1ty and the need for smvival 

· of different types of enterprises in the post-war period arc 
matters to be judged in the light of the complete plan of 
post-war reconstruction to be evolved later. The general 
responsibility for helping any useful and vital activitic~ 
through the difficulties of the post-war period will fall on 
and will be borne by the post-war state. It is neither proper 
nor necessary that the accidental profits of war circum
stances should be allowed to specially prop up the position 
of particular industrie:S or enterprises. There is no reason, 
therefore, why profits at anything above the average level 
should be treated in this country in a manner at all different 
from the way in which they are treated in, for example, 
U. K . 

In this connection it is necessary also to be strict about 
the ite~ that are allowed as parts of the expenditure in ar
riving at calculations of profits. A scrutiny of these items 
is necessary from the point of view of the wage as well as 
the investment policy. It is one of the anomalies of present 
arrangements that wafii bonll.s~ ... CJL~~-~yp._t are al
lowable deductions in e cifclllation of exce.o:s profits. Thic; 
harms the main objective in two ways. &~it decrease:; 
tax revenue and thus widens theinflationE'Y,..gap. &condly, 
it directly increases money incomeSi.ilCOnsumers' hands and 
thus increases the pressure on the market for goods. Both 
aspects of this measure, therefore, have the effect of increas
ing the inflationary tendency. · The wage stop that we 
advocate implies logically a ban on the current distribution 
of bonuses, though not against the grant of bonuses which 
are blocked into compulsory savings. Similarly, it is neces
sary to see that the allowable expenditure does not enable 
additions to plant, buildings, or equipment, or any con.-;idcr
able replacement either. Such provisions are no doubt dif-
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ficiJlt to administc, bt;t want of strict control in this regard 
does, it is feared , lead to a con.siuer.1blc use of inflated 
profits in making what is practically n~w investment or for 
specially writing off old liabilities. 

§ 7· Control of /nr:estmen:: Closely related to the ques
tion of absorption of all e.xcess profits is that of control of 
investment outlets. It is obvious that if free investment of 

: funds is allowed and if inflationary tendencies help in a 
. rising tide of profits, the attempt to control prices and absorb 

all the redundant money would be defeated:] Because even 
though this money may not reach consum~ directly, it may 
go out through outlays made in building up new invest
ments by way of the demand for, say, ne\\' producers' goods. 
The exisrence of investment outlets is also closely connected 
with the control of rates of interest. The rate of intercsJ
as a controlling device has attained great importance during 
recent years. In the last Great War the attempt by go\'
ernments to meet the increasing inflationary gap led them 
to offer, in the ordinary course, higher and higher rates of 
interest for the increasing amount of internal loan finance 
that became necessary. It was, however, seen that the of
fering of the higher rate of interest led by itself to an in
crease in the totai deficit, which increased in its tum the 
extent of internal borrowing, and this latter the rate of in
terest in succession. Govemmel"its have, therefore, been 
specially insistent on not increasing the rate at which in
ternal borrowings arc made during tht- period of this war. 
As a matter of fact, in some countries the rate at which these 
borrowings were made was forced to a point lower than at 
the beginning of the war, two years later. -(.Jn India a policy 
of low interest rates has also been followed. The rate has 
not been allowed to increase, but it is evident that the in
ternal borrowings that it was four,d possible to raise at this 
rate have fallen far short of the requirements of govem
m~t, especially during the last year. Obviously one of the 
mam reasons for this is the c.xistence of alternative in\'est-
ment outlets-} . 
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Attention has been drawn abo,·c to the phenomenon 
of the extreme liquidity of the Indian money market. It 
is possible that this is due to a variety of re35orJS. Primarily, 
of course; it is the result of an unprecedented expansion of 
currency. This expansion leads to a rapid accumulation 
of money incomes into the hands of the classes of per
sons who specially profit' from the inflational)· process. 
Certain results of war economy, such as the shrinkage 
of international trade and the great difficulty C.\."PCri
enced in increasing the productive capacity of estab
lished industries, or starting new industries, has blocked a 
number of channels in which these rapidly acquired money 
resources would have ordinarily been diverted. This, by 
itsclf, leads to a greater amount of money balances bein~ 
kept on hand by the richer members of the trading and the 
speculating classes than they would ordinarily do. The 
channels even of certain type!' of luxury expenditure arc 
narrower than in normal times. Add to this the factor of poli
tical uncertainty, which played a considerable part, especially 
during the year 1942. Barring a marked development of 
the demand for bullion, this year did not show a decided 
preference for any type of investment by holders of money 
income. It was not that the richer classes had any con
fidence in the stability of internal currency. but rathe.r that, 
barring bullion and perhaps some kind of real property. 
they were even more apprehensive regarding the future of 
other kinds of claims. This, no doubt, account~ partially 
for the comparatively poor response to government efforts 
at borrowing. Towards the end of the year, however, the 
uncertain situation had considerably eased. The thrcat '. to 
property in the big industrial and urban centres was not 
held to be as acute as earlier in the year, and investment in 
existing industry began to be more freely sought. To
gether with this, investment in commodities or commodity 
speculation al~o became more considerabk. Even during 
the earlier part of the year 1942 there had been SOIJ;IC moYc
ment towards investment in grain and cotton; but this wa:: 
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neither on a very large scale nor spread widely throughout 
the country. In recent months, however, there seems to 
have come about a distinct change of sentiment in the 
share and the commodity markets. The extremely rapid 
rise in prices of shares and that of some commodities like 
cotton, is the result evidently of idle money seeking invest
ment or speculative outlets. lt is difficult yet . to judge 
whether this is to be definitely conn~cted with lack of con
fidence in the stability of the future of money. This need 
not necessarily be so interpreted, as with narrow investment 
outlets a speculative rise of share prices may come about 
even in a country like Germany. Coupled, however, with 
a rapid inflationary tendency, investment in shares and 
commodities may suddenly manifest itself as an attempt at 
a flight from money into real resourceS. 

The point of emphasis here is, that, in spite of ~c 
great redundancy of holdings of money, the Government of 
India has to complain regarding an !!!:c;ufficiency of re
s~nse to their attem12ts at borrowing. "This, as has 1iee'n 
pomted out, may be due to ~easQ!lS· On the 

~
e hand, to the c..xtent that money resources can be in

ested into the operations of the existing -" industries and 
ades, they are bound to yield, as lotig, at least, as inflation 

ontinues, a very much higher return than that given by 
vestment in government securities. Inflation thus di

rectly hinders government attempts at borrowing funds. 
Further, even though a large amount of money remains 
over, after the demand for funds from the existing indus-

.1trial and trading activities is satisfied, these funds are not 
readily invested in any long-term govcmmcn't securities. 
This is because the present situation, with inflation as its 
dominant n.otc, necessarily creates a feeling of uncertainty, 
and holders of money today are unwilling to lock up their 
funds in long-tam money claims. Instead, they find it 
generally more profil@le to iovcs.! directly or indirectly in 
~ Commodities and shares, and as usual a 
feverish and Uiili""ealthy ac~pidly developed in 
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tlicse markets. This might be taken, on the experience of 
past histOl)', as a sure sign of a dangerous inflationary situa
tion. The attempts of government to borrow adequate 
funds from the public can, therefore, be never successful, 
and the fulminations of the Finance Member against spccu
l.a.tors will remain futile, until the necessary steps to control 
all economic activity are taken by government. 

These ~s are a blanket P.rice cop.!Il2}, a profit stop, 
and a closure o( alternative ~tstment outlets. 7ill these 
three arc simultaneously necc.;sary ; because, in their nature, 
all attempts at direct economic control have to meet the 
danger of evasion. It should thus be provided that the 
profits that might accrue in even considerable proportions, 
in spite of a comparatively efficient price control, might be 
mopped up by excess profit taxation, and the proportion of 
profits that further escapes taxation, should be turned from 
other directions into subscription to government loans. It 
has been the experience of countries where economic con
trols have been operating over a long period that, how
ever efficient the system, it works well only with a series of 
connected measures supplementing each others' effects. 
Control of investment is to some extent already achieved by 
the difficulty of obtaining new plant and equipment and of 
some kinds of essential raw materials. This, however, . is 
not sufficient by itself in checking attempts at investment in 
general. §xmptomatic of the pressure of funds_$eeking new 
investment outlets, is the remarbble adlvityin the found
ing of ~~anking COJ!!Eanies ejjdenced during the last 
year. It is obVious that this large number of new, s~~_Qf 
~ ~~apitaliz£.<i, banking companies is not the 
result of any considerable new demand for banking accom
modation. If anything, the tendency in times like the pres
ent is the other way round. It has been remarked elsewhere, 
for example, that in times of a high level of assured profits 
like that of war, even industrial companies tend to build 
up strong internal financial resources and to depend less on 
external accommodation. It is, therefore, not enough to 
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depend on the natural results of the paucity of equipment 
and resourcrs to check investment' efforts, but an attempt 
must be made to check directly new floatatiDlli and allow 
only those which seem to fit in in the general economic plan 
as envisaged for the duration of the war. In addition to 
the control of new floatation~ !b.~incrca.se jp the ~~aiion 
of c.xisting concerns must also be brought under regula"'tiOri:" 
At present eYcn the issue of bonus sh~rcs, instead of addi
tional dividend, seems subject to no. d ied:. Not only should 
this, but also the incre:! . .'•e of all other addi!ions to capital, 
not required directly for purposes of war production, be 
discouraged. 

Another aspect of the policy of investment control is 
the libertY ~invrst in real llli?Be!!Y: It is a natural conse
quence of all tim~~.mcertainty, ,~·hethcr political or mone
tary, that men should desire ·to ~et hold of concrete posses
sions; and by general consensus of opinion possc:_ssion of land 
and buildings is taken to be the concretest of all. Already, 
therefore, signs are appa~nt of a rise in the prices of urban 
sites and urban properties, ancJ the movement ha~ also spread 
to rural sites and agricultural land.'l. As regards the former, 
s~.!UlC..~en in connection ~ Dl!.lY 
!l_y.ildjng activity. Eve.n at mcreased costs a certain amount 
of such activity pe~ists and, as in m06t other countries, this 
should be brought under stringent regulations. Also, deal
ings in urban lands and properties might be made liable to 
special taxation on the lines of the South Mrican Fixed 
Property Profits Ta.x. The transfer o( rights in rural areas 
is, in India, fr<\ught with specially grave possibilities. There 
is a danger here, especially tq, the position of the small 
peasant who is unable to profit from the rise in the prices 
of agricultural commodities. The small peasant and the 
still smaller holder who is only a part-ti)lle cultivator are 
among the wo~t sufferers of the inflatio!lary process; to a 
large extent they can survive only by seeking employment 
outside. For the major part they would be increasing, 
through this period, their debt obligations, and they may 
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either be forced to give up their holdings or might . be 
tempted by the high prices to alienate them. If the present 
situation lilsts for any lcn~rth of time, such tram;fers of land 
may be considerable. Wheth~r the transfer takes place in 
fa\'our of the.- richer pew,ant.s, or whether it is the trader
moneylender or some nrban speculator who gains possession 
of the land, the result from the point of view of the struc
ture of land-rights is highly undesirable. It might, then·
fore, become n<'ce..'-Sary as a p;:~rt of the policy of checking 
investment outlets and also of :,ccing that no considerable 
social upheaval takes place during this time, to exercise a 
strict check on transfers of. especially, agricultural land. 

Publicists and indnstrialisL'> oftf'n speak as if it were p<~
sible to expand and diversify, :1.t the present, the industrial 
equipment of India. To these the advocacy of a policy of 
strictly checking investment outlets would appear as against 
national intcrc.sts. However, such talk obviously miscon
ceives the preseat situation. As has often been emphasized, 
talking in terms of real resouf"cci>, the deduction inade be
cause of the nccrls of war is so g-reat as to lca\'e a defi
nitely subnormal residuat for sa~fying the needs of the 
civil population, even allowing for the small addition made 
to the total output by extra efforts. Therefore, barring the 
new investmer. t that has to be made for purposes of war 
production, th ~.:re is little scope left for adding to the capi
tal wealth cr the country. AB a matter of fact, in such times 
most belligerent countries find tha t they have to live to 
some c.xtcnt 0!1 their accumulated capital rcso\.lrces and even 
to forego essr:ntial expenditure on replacements and repairs. 
If at such a time any class of industrialists finds it p05Siblc 
to build up new capital resources, that · can only be because 
of a misdirection of or on account of a failure on the part 
of naticnal economic policy. For, such acquisition of new 
capital wealth is obviously at the c.xpen~e of the vital con
samption needs of some classes of population. for capital 
replacements or capital additions of the future we must 
trust t 0 what we can get out of the sterlin~ balances which 
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are being accumulated at present, at such considerable sac
rifices to the poorer sections of the populace. 

§ 8. Rationing: A policy of price control is, by itself, 
insufficient to meet the problem raised by the inflationary 
gap. As a matter of fact, price restrictions themselves give · 
rise to important problems of distribution. It is assumed in 
all measures of price control that the equilibrium position 
between money and commodities ,would, in the absence of 
control, lie above the control level. Also, when it is said 
that price control is necessary to eombat the- effects of 
redundant money on markets which have restricted sup
plies of commodities, it is clearly implied that the supply of 
commodities would be insufficient to meet the total demand 
from owners of money incomes at the contr9lled price level. 
Control of prices thus intensifies the prevailing shortness of 
supply. Obviotisly the supply would then be ill distributed 
unless the control of prices \\faS accompanied by some meas
ure which brought about equitable distribution. This makes 
rationing and the administration of priorities an important 
feature of the administration of all war economies. With
out a system by which important raw materials and pro
ducers' goods were distributed according to some precon
ceived system of graded requirements, production for war 
and for purposes of meeting the minimum requirements of 
the civilian population would be impossible. Problemc; of 
equitable distnnution are even more insistent in the sphere 
of consumers' ..-gOods. The bare necessities of life such as 
food and clothing of the civil population must be met to a 
minimum degree, if only to maintain peace. In war the 
needs for military purposes, direct and indirect, levy a spe
cial tribute on the sources of normal supply. Further, the 
possibility of the increase of such supply from abroad is les
senec( and the available supply for civil needs is conse
quently usually less to a greater or less degree than in nor
mal times. If in this situation people have redundant 
money incomes at controlled price levels, the pressure on 
supplies is bourid to increase, and· unless special precautions 
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are taken the poorer cla.~es will find it difficult to obtain 
supplies adequate to their needs. The only manner in 
which this probl~ can be met is by directly regulating the 
distribution of supplies and allocating them through regu
lated channels ·to meet family or individual needs during 
measured periods. 

The system of rationing, no doubt, involves a con
sid~rable arlministrativc effort; but in all cases,. where ths_ 
supplies arc not definitely sufficient as compared to the de- ·. 
mand, it must be undertaken) A half-way measure tried in 
respect of certain commodities in some provinces in India 
has by its working proved this abundantly. Instead of al
locatin~ supplies to specific individuals or families, it is at
tempted, in this case, to limit the unit of sale to an indi
viduJ.l. It was expected that, if the size of each unit of sale 
wa~ limited, and if the supply was put forth through a 
limited number of selling agenCies, some kind of rationed 
distribution would thus be brought about. This device was, 
however, sufficient to meet the situation created by only a 
purely temporaq lack of physical supply or by psycho
log1d reasohs. The guarantee of supply, however limited 
in amount that this measure held out, could allay suspicions 
whir.h . were not es<;cntially well founded. Again ( there was 
a greater chance of this method being succe!'Sful where tlte ., 
d.istribution of supplies could be effectively controlled and 
hoarding check~ as in kerosene, than where the supplies 
were scattered as in food grains. The measure, however, 
could not meet a ~ituation where the supply was not cen
trally held and was itself strictly limited, because in this 
measure there was no guarantee that all those who needed 
a commodity would necessarily obtain it. Abo it did not 
pre•·ent anybody, if he took the proper means, from ob
taining an excessive individual supply. For a case of really 
~hort or just sufficient supplies of necessaries detailed ration
ing on an individual or family basis is inevitable- It has 
been the experience of all countries where the supply of 
neccs;aries has not been abundint that rationing has to be 
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undertaken, an:l that it<; sphere of operation has to be made 
steadily wider and wider. It was, perhaps, chiefly admin
istrative problems that deterred the Government of India 
from thinking of rationing so far.. There are, however, even 
now curious misconceptions cummt regarding the raison 
d'etre of rationing. For example, at a recent meeting the 
Food Advisory Council is said to have advised government 
not to undertake rationing except in places where a suf
ficiency of minimum supplies was available. It is, no doubt, 
true that such a sufficiency of supplies would make easy 
the administration of a rationing system. It is, however, not 
clear what the Food Ad\'isory Council would advise gov
ernment to do where basic supplie." were insufficient. Would 
it then, one wonders, rely on the natural method of food 
riots for bringing about an cquiLablc distribution of the 
short supplies? It is not yet generally realized that with 
the p~ure of war need~ and with the diversion of a con
siderable part of productive re>ources, bare physical sup
plies of many types of commodities might become inade
quate, and that when this happens direct rationing must be 
undertaken unless a grossly unequal distribution is thought 
to be both desirable and safe. 
§ g. Standard Cloth: Next to food grains the most u.r
gent piOblcm of supply today is that of the supply of cloth· 
ing. The Government of India has been driven, however 
reluctantly, to accept rationing of food for the urban areas .. 
It does not, however, seem yet to think of the problem of 
the distribution of cloth on similar lines. Prices of cloth 
have increased enormously during the last eighteen months 
in .India.. This increase appear.; to be the result solely of 
lack of effective goverru'iient action. No important elements 
in the ca;t of production of cloth have gone up to any
thing like the extent of the rise in the price of the manu
factured article. Raw ·cotton, whose price plays by far the 
most important role in the cost of production, has lagged 
greatly behind, and showed, till very recently, only slight 
increases. The total rise in the wage bill keeps substantially 
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bdow the average increase in the cost of living. The total 
cost of living has itself ris,~n in a lesser proportion than the 
average price of cloth. Some of the smaller items in the 
C<"X'it of production have no doubt risen in a somewhat 
greater proportion, but the net result has undoubtedly been 
a liberal widening of the profit margin in favour of manu
facturCI'S of cloth. It is not entirely clear why government 
has nol ~.ttempted to control the price of cloth, and why 
they have followed in respect of cloth manufacturers a 
policy somewhat different from that followed in the case 
of, say, sugar mills. Whatever that may be, the greatly 
i.ucreascd price of cloth has created very great difficulties, 
and 'entrenches seriously upon the standard of living of 
the poor. 

In order to meet the problem so created, government 
hx; adumbrated the policy of the production and con
trolled distribution of standard cloth. This policy aims at 
persuading manufacturers of cloth to undertake produc
tion of special varieties of standard cloth in given quantitie:;, 
and of distributing this standard cloth at especially cheap 
rates to the specially needy. Though the scheme bas been 
under consideration for a long time, enough details regard
in~ it are not available to judge properly the extent to 
which it will really solve the problem. The latest public 
:mnouncement regarding it contemplated a production of 
nearly r ,500 million yards of standard cloth being made 
availabk to the public during the course of the year. The 
announcement also contained the statement that the Indian 
Textile industry had agreed to manufacture cloth required 
by government not exceeding 6o per cent of its productive 
capacity. The 6o per cent was inclusive of the order5 
placed by the Supply Department for war requirements. 
T his means that, in return, the industry expected to be left 
entirely free of control for at least 40 per cent of its produc
tion. It is also evidently not contemplated that the prices 
of either the controlled or non-contTolled production of the 
industry would be fixed. As regards the price of stanuard 
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cloth, the expectation is no more than that the pnce will 
be about 40 per cent less than the current market rates. 

The figure of I ,soQ million yards is 8bviously a very 
optiztmtic estimate. A representation made by the Federa
tion of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry to the 
Commerce Member in December, 1 942, put the estimates 
of net available supplies for civilian consumption during re
cent years as shown in Table No. 15. The Federation puts 
the total supply available for all classes in India during the 
current year at I ,550 million yards. Even if the standard 
cloth scheme works fully as intended, the supply of that 
type alone could not reach anything like the announced 
figure. In the circumstances, a quantitative estimate of the 
effect of the scheme cannot be framed. It is dear, how
ever, that, at best, it carmot cover the needs of any classes ex
cept the poorest. For example, the Poona. Committee for 

TABLE NO. '5· SUPPLIES OF CLOTH IN INDIA 
[Source: Memorandum submitted by Federation of Indian 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi, to Com-

merce Member to the Government of India, New Delhi, 
22nd December 1942] 

(Milli0111 cl Yards) 

1938-39 19»--40 1940-41 19t1-42 19t2-43 
Estimated 

s..~.. . 
'II production in India i2,69.2 40,12..5 42,69.~ 44,93.6 39,00.0 

Jmucr1s . 6,72.9 5,i9.l 4,47.0 1,81.3 !10.0 
Toea! mppli .. 49,i2.1 -45,91.6 47,1G.S 46,74.9 Y.l,50.0 

Panud 

Ezporu !,Cf'/.7 3~9.0 5,54.6 9 ,85.6 12,00.0 

Pan:hated by S'!J'PIY ~· 5,00.0 6,00.0 10,00.0 12,00.0 
Tobl Demand (1.~. ~ eo 
nor avaibble for civi!W:i 
cOGSumptioo) 3,07.7 6,.59.0 1t,54.6 19.M.6 %4,00.0 

Nu ~lito a'v.na!.1e r ... 
c:iviliari COIWmlpUOD 46,3U 39,32.6 35,61.9 26,89.3 ts,so.o 
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the distribution of standard ·cloth docs not think that with 
its quota of standard cloth it would be possible to meet the 
needs of urban classes with an income, per adult member, 
of more than &s. I o p. m. 

. This should make it clear that the wh~le approach of 
government towards this question of the production and 
distribution of cloth seems wrongly conceived. The serious 
increase in the price of doth has affected all classes in the 
community, and the bulk of the people aie' poor. To 
try and meet the needs of a small section of thooe 
affected, and leave the rest to their fates, is neither 
wise nor equitable. A1so, the· idea of the basis of in
dustrial regulation implied in the agreement regarding 
Standard Cloth needs to be firmJy Tepudiated. An industry, 
in times of war, is not socially responsible only for a part 
of its production and not for the other. The whole of the 
production of the industry must, if the circumstances so re
quire it, be put under control. If supplies are short, then 
production must be so planned that the essential needs of 
the whole com."llunity are satisfied before any non-essential 

· or luxury production takeS place; and also prices in the 
field of an essential commodity like cloth have to be strictly 
controlled. Ultimately, if the present conditions continue 
for any length of .time, a definite rationing of cloth will have 
to be undertaken, and government policy beginning with 
controlled and directed production and prices of cloth must 
aim at this possible eventuality. Clothing is a need which 
is to some e.'<tent elastic. The demand for it can be post
poned temporarily, and old clothes can be made to last a 
little longer. There are limi~ however, to this process, and 
already the: high prices during the last two years have led 
to drastic curtailment of the purchases of clothing by the 
poor people. A further forced postponement of purchases 
will mean serious diminution of the protection of the 
populace against inclem'encies of weather. Already there hru: 
been a noticeable drop in the consumption of protective 
foods. Coupled with a senous Jack of clothing this will 
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lead to a situation which will make the population over 
large regions very sensitive to epidemic attacks like that of 
influenza, as towards the end of the last war. This is a 
danger which no government can afford to treat lightly. 

§ 10. Inflation and Distribution of National Income: 
It is necessary, for a proper framing of economic policy, to 
visualise how inflation affects the di~tribution of wealth and 
income among different classes in society. Perhaps the best 
expression of the general position is to be found in the fol
lowing extract from the statement made by the Prime Min
ister · of Canada in announcing the Canadian Government's 
decisions regarding the general control of prices and wages 
{October 18, 1941): 

"Rising prices-a rising cost of living-do not have the 
same effect on all householru:. The smaller the family in
come and the larger the family, the more serious the hard-

1 ship imposed. For those with small incomes, rising prices 
of clothing, food, and other necessaries may mean serious 
hardship, while for those with lar~cr incomes only luxuries 
and small comforts may have to be gi\'en up. 

J "Rising prices thus. serve to aggravate the inequalil;ies 
in society, and to thr~ the heaviest burdens on those least 
able to bear thern.IY'\.Vartime experience has shown that 
r>riccs rise faster than wages or salaries, and bear more 
heavily still on those who live on small pensions or life 
savings. 

"Nor is the position of the fanner any happier than 
that of the wage-earner. The present war is a war of 
machines. Because of the heavy demands of war on in
dustry, the scarcity of manufactured goods o/ _!_ikely to be 
greater than the scarcity of farm products. Qlle rise in 
prices will consequently be unequal, if prices are left to 
themselves. The things farmers have to buy tend to go up 
in price, more than the things they have to sell. 

"The truth is that all but an insignificant minority of 
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the population would be worse off as a result of rising prices, 
if prices were permitted to rise unchecked, and, in general, 
the relatively poor would suffer more than the relatively 
well-to-do. " 1 

The lack of adequate data makes it impel!Sible to gen
eralize regarding the incidence of inflation in Indian con.di• 
·*oj,; data relating to a particUlar region might-;-ho-i\=evcr,'·' 

p in visualizing some of the effects. A sample survey 
conducted by the Institute into income distribution in Poona 
City revealed that nearly 45 per cent of the total number 
of families had an income of less than Rs. 200 per annwn, 
while nearly three-quarters of the families had an annual 
income of less than Rs. 400. The proportion of income tax
payers to the total was less than 5 per cent. These statistics 
which refer to the year 1937 give some idea as to the ex
tent of the people in the lower ranges of income. An in
crease in the cost of living, which is in the neighbourhood 
of -t.2Q. per cent, means such a large cut in the real incomes 
of persons in these ranges of income that they have perfor~e 
to deny themselves some of the basic necessities of life. It 
might be argued that with rise in prices the income of some 
of these classes might rise proportionately or even more than 
proportionately. A detailed analysis will show this assump
tion to be incorrect. In Poona, .for example, the bulk of 
the earners are employed in general casual labour, domestic 
service, and certain artisan industries. The wages in none 
of these, in spite of Poona being a large centre of wartime 
employment, have risen to anywhere ncar the proportion of 
the rise in the cost of living. A few skilled trades have, 
no doubt, profited by special wartime employment in and 
around Poona, but their numbers are comparatively smalL 
On the 'other hand, artisans like weavers have definitely suf
fered a setback on account of war conditions and have lost 
a great part of even such employment as they had formerly. 
The classes to profit have been, no doubt, in a place like 

I Lcd10ur Gu:elle CCanada), No,·ember. 194J. p. 1363. 

W. E. F. & 
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Poona, traders and wartime contractors and those hql~ing 
certain key positions in the enterprise of t11e latter. @he 
rising tide of money income has concentrated in favour of 
a verv small nwnber and act~d to the detriment of the vast 
majorl.!]) 

It is sometimes argued that while the bulk of the urban 
clas3eS suffer during an inflation. as do those of the indus
trialized countries of the West, the rural population is not 
so affected by it. The effects of inflation on the rural 
population, therefore, require more careful consideration. 
It has been contended, on the ground that the rural popula
tion is that of producers, that it wholly profits from the in
flationary rise of prices ; and even a statistical e!>'ti.mate has 
been put forward that the present trends in prices conse
quently favour the interests of So per cent of the Indian 
population. If true, the fact would be extremely comfort-

. ing; it is, however, so much at variance with the results of 
analysis and experience that it couid be accepted only if 
confirmed on detailed examination. 

lt is, in the first instance, a grOS'> e:'>aggeration to say 
that Ll}e rural population .consists wholly of pro«;iucer.;. 

/Agricultural conditions differ considerably from one region 
of India to another, but village menials, village artisans 
and classes depending mainly on agricultural labour, fonn 
a substantial proportion of the population in all rural areas. 

~either the agricultural wage nor the regularity of agricul
( ltura.l employment have increased significantly in recent 

1/~. and the rural labouring class has been one of the 
hard~- h)! UlHatfon. The village m~IJ.ials an<rartiSan., 
experience a similar plight. Village industry as a whole is 
depressed, and the artisans and the village menials, who 
depend for pm of their lhjng on a share of the produce, 
find that the agriculturist, on account of general pressure on 
supplies, no longer gives them their customary dues. To 
the$e classes might be added that of the very small cultivator 
who is in the main a labourer. It is impossible to arrive at _... 
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any idea of the strength of these classes as a whole. Esti
mates might be made only for particular regi~ns. The fol
lowing estimate drawn from statistics collected during a recent 
sun.·cy by the Institute of farming conditions may be taken as 
illustrative. The survey was conducted in one of the more fa
vourably situated tracts of the Bombay Deccan (Wai Taluka, 
Satara District ) and covered twenty villages and one Taluka 
town. The rural .population of the tract was approximately 
3o,ooo, and the total number of families. in it was more than 
7,ooo. For purposes of ' the survey, detailed lists were pre
pared of cultivators in the tract who were owners of at least 
one bullock. A person who did not own at lea'it one bul
lock could not be considered, so far as this tract was con
cerned, a.s one who was, in the main, an agriculturist pro
ducer. The total number of fanners owning at least one 
bullock was found to be 3,216, which would indicate the 1 
proportion of agriculturist producer families in the tract as 1 
being distinctly less than half of the total number of fam- \ 
ilics in the rural population. ' 

No series of official statistics can be used in a similar 
manner to indicate the proportion of the rural population 
whose main · occupation is fanning. (The occupational 
!ltatistics of the Census which claim to show the occupational 
<futribution of the population are seen, on examination, tD 
be one of the most unreliable in print.) The Government 
of Bombay, howeVer, publishes a quinquennial statement of 
the distribution of agricultural holdings by acreage groups. 
The latest available figures (for the year 1935-36 ) show 
that for the Central Division of the province, out of the total 
number of holders of agricultural land, 40. 2 per ~ot had a 
holding of less than five acres, and 32.8 per cent had hold
ings of more than five but tes.. than fifteen acres in extent. 
It i.' a safe ~eneral.iza.tion that for this Division a holder of 
less than five acres cannot be, in the main, an agriculturist : 
as a face, the unit (OT many districts in the Division could 
be easily extended upwards for the purpose. There is, how
ever, one objection to drawing any definite concltllioo from 
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these statistics. It is that, for our purpose', the relevant data 
are not of owned holdings but of cultivated holdings. Of
ficially compiled statistics for cultivator · holdings are, how
ever, nowhere available for whe>le regions. As part of an 
intensive survey of subdivision and fragmentation the Insti
tute is collecting data regarding the distribution of cultivated 
holdings in selected villages in the Wai tract. An advance 
compilation of these data indicates that in this tract the ap
proximate distribution of the size of cultivated holdings is a, 
follows: Less than 5 acres, 6o per cent; 5 to to acres, 25 
per cent; 1 o to 1 5 acres, 1 o per cent; above 1 5 acres, 5 

per~ent. 
A large proportion of the rural population is not thus, 

in e main, of. the agriculturist producer cl~ It is next 
pertinent to enquire whether the entire class of agriculturist 
producers profits from inflation. For a proper unde~tand
ing of the situation it is necessary to begin with a few ol>
servations on the manner in which producers as a class profit 
from an inflation. Producerll as a class will profit from an 
inflationary l'!l..ovemer:.;r::.n account of two possible results of 
that proccs.'lJ) ~y, items in_~.e .c.ost. pf .PJ:.Q.dP..ction of a 
producer might not rise in the ~arne proportion as the rise 
in the price of the finished commodities which he sells. 

) Secondly, even if the rise in the price of items in the cost 
Cif"pffauction is not less than that of the finished goods, 
the fact that production takes time gives an advantage to 
the producer in so far as he is continuously selling at a-~ 
later than the date of his corresponding purchases. Vfhe 
latter advantage is enjoyed during the time that there is a 
continuous movement of prices upwards. The profits. of 
the trader and the speculator are also derived mainly from 
this phenomenon. In considering the case of the small pro
ducer it is furth~r necessary to take account of the fact that 
he is a consumer. The net advantage to such a producer, 
of the whole process, is dependent on the extent to which 
his extra gains as a producer are not eaten up by the extra 
rise in the prices of the commodities that he 'consumes. All 
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the richer producers and traders profit enormously because 
it is the residual surpluses that inflation augments. 

We shall now proceed to consider the position of the 
Indian agriculturist in the light of the above. India is · 
known to be a land or(. un--economic lloldings) and of (!ub
mstence farm~) and it will be interesting to see how this 
cla3s is affected by the pno;sent situation. Turning to the 
cost of production it is clear tha~ it is only in a few direc
tions that the small agriculturist stands~ gain. v'So far as 
his cost of production consists of outlays on agricultural 
produce, such as seeds or plant or fodder and concentrates, 
the increase in cost is not ~ely to be less than the increase 
in the price of produce. vJn some respects, on the other 
hand, such as the investment in and maintenance of livestock 
and imj1l:_ments, the rise ttlight well be proportionately 
greater. Q'o the extent, however, that he employs hired la
bour, he '"'" gain by the fact of wages lagging behind the 
general rise~ Also the payment of land revenue, being fixed 
in money, Will bear much less 'heavily on him, as also the 
rent if it is fixed in money. If the rent is in terrrtS of a share 
of the produce he will not improve his position in this re· 
spect. The charge in respect of annual interest payment 
that he bears will also be lightened. · The smaller the field 
of operations of the cultivator and the larger his family, the 
smaller is the extent of his outlay on hired labour; so that 
the small farmer will profit from the inflation chiefly in 
respect of the fixed money payments viz., land revenue, 
money rent, and interest charges. The fact of the pro
longed period of production is not likely to profit the non
capitalist small fanner ' to any· considerable extent, because 
his cash outlay each season is small and his chief dependence 
is on his land, family labour, and his cattle and implements. 
Each successive season, through the period of inflation, will 
thus result chiefly in reducing the burden on the agricul
turist of his fixed money payments and affording a some
what larger return on his total owned capital investment. 
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As ag;Jnst this must be ~ the hardship imposed by 
,.inflation on the farmer in his capacity as a consulner. 

/ t Throughout the period of this inflation, as during the 1alt 
war, the rise in the prices of agricul~ produce is ~ 
tinctly k:ss than that of manufactured gOods. The disparity 
in the movements of the orices of cotton and cloth has been 
specially large, but" it is ·marked, though not equal in c:x
tent, dsewhen:o Two special points dc:serve notic~ in this 
connection. The production in agriculture is seaSi:>nal, and 
the cultivator disposes of his produce within a short period 
of its being harvested. The smaller his resqurccs the less 
is he able to bold the produce on hand. As is well 
known, in many tracts the cultivator ordinarily seUs even a 
part of the food requirements of his family, being forced 
to buy it back later in the season at enhanced prices. This 
practice has perhaps been somewhat lessened during time~ 
of war; the smaller cultivators are, however, not yet able to 
hold on to their produce long after the harvest: It thus 
_!)appens that while he sells at stated periods in the year, he 

,..f com~ as a consumer on the market throughou!__the -~. 
During the inflationary process, therefore, he buys, on the 
average, at more inflated levels of prices than thcu at which 
he sells. Further, conditions of war increase the spread be- 0 

tween various prices, making costs of tl'ampOrt, storing 
charges, trader's profits, etc., all higher. The increase of 
the spread bits the rural producer both ways. It gives him 
a .price for his produce which is lower proportionately than 
the prices in the wholesale market, and al!o increases for 
him as a consumer greater than proportionately the prices 

,of the manufactured and other gooc:b that he consumes. 
(__On a balance of these considerations 0 it will be clear that 

for a cultivator to profit from the inflationary process he 
must grow enough food for the annual fequirements of his 
family, and must have a surplus of food or ,other production 
sufficient to meet fixed and other items of cost, and buy the 
other conswnption needs at the present price levd. In the 
m~sure that his scale of operations is larger than this, he 
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stands to gain, but to the e..xt.cnt th~t it is smaller, h.e suf
fers because of the rising price level) 

The proportion of such fanners in any region could 
not be determined without a very detailed survey, and little 
information is available on this score in India. Some of 
the results of the sur:ey of fann business in Wai conducted 
by the Institute are inte'r~ting in this connection. They 
cannot, however, be used for framing a statistical estimate, 
because the sample selected in that survey was not repre-
sentative from this point of view. The survey was directed 
towards the study of fanning as such, and, therefore, in
duded a large proportion of the more substantial fanners. 
The test propooed, in thi-; connection, to detennine the 
farmer l'>ith a large enough holding, might be that of a suf
ficiency of annual food production. 1 Jowar and bajri cover 
more than two-thirds of the tract surveyed and the annual 
food requirements of a rural family may be placed at be
tween r 5 and 20 maunds of Jowari-bajri per annum. A 
special classification of the group of farmers in the survey 
revealed that for the year 1937-38. out of the 55 7 fanners 
studied, 226 ·had produced less than 15 maunds of jowar I 
and bajri together, 1 1 :; produced between I 5 and 20 

maunds, and 2 1 6 grew more than 20 maunds during the 
year. As pointed out above. this sample ·contains a dis
proportionately large number of big farmers. Another in
tensive enquiry undertaken l~t year in the same tract, which 
however is not yet complete, giva; another set of results use
ful in the ultimate calculation. This enquiry co~ of a 
survey of all households in a number of ~lected villag~ 
The total number of households in th~e villages is ap
proximately 2,ooo. of whom returru are available regard-

1 Concrett- rr~ordf"d nperirnc~ in thr 194243 ~nB<>D 8bo,..cd 
ho•· lllllnll enhivaton suff.,r in tl1i1 rcgud. 8er.nu61' of inndl'qUIIt.c 
etocks or food the hnlk o( the r-ultiv310n! were forced hurriedly to 
draw nron tho bt'an ernp. whith iF tht torlirst of klwrif t'rop! to mn· 
turc. /d8o t!1e diffieultir~ of obtninin,: r;rnin •npplie' were e\"Cn 
l=rP.nler in the -re!trieted mral m11rkets than iD Iowa,, 11.0d tho priee1 
of even local 11rain almo~t eqWlli)I hi&}l. 



ing I ,034· The enquiry covers the whole f\lral population, \ 
and includes both agriculturists and non-agriculturists. It 
r~ealed that out of this enume:ation of 1,034, 875 had a 
production of less than t 5 maunds of jowar-bajri, 70 had 
between I 5 and 20 maunds, and only 8g had more than 20 ) 

maunds during the last year. All these data lead us to con
clude that in the W ai tr.u:t the proportion of rural house
holds who could be held to profit from the inflation could 
not be placed at the outside at more than zo per ·cent. The 
proportion would naturally vary from region to region. 
Thus in the drier tracts of the Bombay Deccan it would be 
distinctly less than 20 per cent. The poorer the natural 
resources of ~ region and the greater the pressure of popula
tion in it, the more severely would it suffer; the richer its 
resources and the greater its avcragc income, the better off 
it would be. Thus whether between classes or between 
regions, inflation favours the better-Off; the rich it makes 
richer, and the poor, poorer. 

When considering this q~estion certain important· non
economic considerations must not al5o_be lost sight of; for, 
b~Y make it clear that even ~ largcfj_eaiantry is not likely 

to retain the gains it makes. l_I'negruns arewindfall gains, 
and neither in the organisatiohal nor in the psychological 
set-up at present is the larger peasant so conditioned as to · 
be able to improve his position permanently. It has been 
the experience of former times that at the end of such a 
price boom the larger peasant is equally likely to be found 
saddled with a greater burden of debt than ever, as to be 
found debt-free. No efforts are being made dtlter through 
marketing or credit organizations to speCially enable, induce, 
or force the large peasant to reap the full advantages of the 
situation. In default of such efforts it is futile to talk of 
e~en this small class of the rural population profiting from 
the inflation.) · . 

The m<fustrialist, the trader, the speculator, on the other 
hand, are all making the greatest gains out of the present 
opportunities. The more substantial their scale of opera-
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tions, the greater their gains, and the more likely are they 
to retain them permanently. Among these again the indus
trialist is perhaps in a less favoured position because his 
activities are more liable to be controlled, and more likely 
to be effectively controlled. The operations of the trader 
and spcwlator, especially the latter, being less tangible, are \ 
1.-.ss effectively controlled or ta."\:ed, and give much greater 
scope for evasion. 1 

Finally, a word might be said regarding the concept of 
a "national minimum" which has attained such a vogue
recently in other countries. . Even in laisse~ faire England 
and U . S. A. the idea of a compulsory regulation of the con~ 
sumption of all classes, so that the poor might get at least 
a minimum of necessities, is widely welcomed and acted 
upon. ·Under existing conditions.' in India such concepts 
are far outside the field of practical politics, even though 
in this country the range /of dispersion of income levels is 
far wider and the concentration of wealth and income in 
the hap.ds of a small clll$ even more pronounced than in 
other countries. This makes it all the more necessary that 
the burden· of taxation and of the regulation of consump· 
tion should fall specially on the rich. 
§ 11 . Production and Supply of Food: The imposition 
of price control involves also the regulation and directi0:0 of 
productive activity·. In normal times variations in prices 
result ir:J stimulating or curtailing productive activity in 
various directions. The price mechanism cannot effectively 
act in this manner when prices have· to be controlled. Also, 
it takes a long time for variations in output to be brought 
about through variations in prices. The needs of war can~ 
not, however, be made to wait upon the deliberate work~ 
ing of the economic system. Hence government tends di
rectly to acquire control over all productive resources, 
including labour, and to tum them into channels required for 
war purposes. It is also undesirable, for government in war-! 
time, to use the price mechanism as an important instrument , 
for bringing about .changes in productive effort. The quick 
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and large scale changes that governments desi~ at th~ 
times could be brought about through price incentives only 
if the rise in prices, including that of .labour, offered by 
government, in order to divert supplies from their present 
employment, is very high indeed. But such a sudderi rais
ing of prices of govj:.flUTlent purchase would have serious 
consequences for the finance of war, antwould perhaps lead 
to an incipient inflationaJ): m~vement. The pro?O' policy 
for government to follow IS, the~fore, not to disturb the 
price and wage levels. as far as possible, and to ~tly u~
dertake thf( g)Jidance, the ~gulation, and control of produc
tive effort . .Yfhe intensification of production of all kindJ for 
war purp06es is part of this problem. In this regard, as has . 
been pointed out above, the main aiticism to be directed 
against the policy of the Government of ln~ia is that it has r not paid enough attention to the danger of unduly rai.!ing 

~ prices and w~ in a competitive manner. 
. Apart from organization of production for war needs 

there is one important aspea of the direction of production 
which intimately concerns the large body of the civil popula
tion. This is the problem of the adequate production of 
food and its proper distribution among the various regions 
in India. The problem of food supply in India is the crea
tion ma.iJ?.ly of transport difficulties. .The total internal food · 
supply is not significantly deficient in normal times. .The 
amounts withdrawn on account of anny needs or for ex
port purposes are not fully known ; but it has been stated 
that the quantities retained are not inadequate. Further, as 
the problem of increasing the total area or supply is very 
difficult to tackle in a short period, the problem must be 
dealt with as of the relation between food and non-food 
crops. It must be: dealt with, in the main, as that of ren
d~g particular regions more self-sufficient than they :tre 
at pre;ent. It is a problem that is best considered regionally 
and for each region quantitatively. It is necessary to em
phasize this latter . aspect. The total area under crops in 
India is not liable to any sudden or large expan~on. The 
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problem of food supply has, therefore, to be studied in the 
general context o£ the total agricultural production. For 
purposes of war, ~for meeting needs of the civilian popula
tion, India must continue to produce other agricultural 
products ~ well as food gra.ins. Therefore, once it is con
c:eded that absolute production is comparativdy inelastic, 
the problem is one of an appropriate adjustment of acreage 
between different crops in view of the requirements of .the 
country as a whole and of each particular region, i.e., of the 
r~vnal_..!:_~~-~~,c . . C?L ,fJ~i.}~:r.m., no~:f~~- .f.r,,q,ps. For those 
reg~oriS m which. i:he internal prOduction of food grains does 
not fully meet internal food requirements, the problem is 
specially acute. For surplus food regions, such as the Pun
jab, it is one mainly of making available the maximum 
:mrplns in order to meet requirements of other a reas. The 
Government of India has slowlv come to realise that the 
problem of the di.~pa;al of regio~al surpluses must be dealt 
with centrally on a national scale, and cannot be left to 
work itself out through the means of the ordinary trade 
agency. The demands for the available supplies from sur
plus regions· arue from two sources, {i) the demand from 
militar1 and quasi-military departments, and ( ii ) the de
mand for meeting the deficits ·or the deficit regions. A 
policy which directs army purchases chiefly to surplus 
regions and ml!Kcs for a co-ordinated central.iz.ed distribu
tion of available surpluses to meet "the deficits pro rata would, 
in the main, meet the situation. These policies seem at least 
to have been accepted in principle by the Government of 
India. It is not known to what extent they arc being prac
tically implemented . 

It is chiefly in regard to the course of action in the 
deficit regions that policy of government seems hesitant and 
ill-directed. The problem in the deficit regions is one 
chiefly of diversion of acreage and, in specific cases, of 
change of consumption habits. To consider the latter point 
first, it might h::~.ppcn that a particular type of food supply 
such as rice o: wheat is $C:riously dcficirnt in a region in 
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relation to its normal requirements, and that it carinot easily 
be obtained from either contiguous or distant regions. In 
this case substitution in consiunption is the only remedy. 
In an area like the Konkan, for, example, rice requirements 
had been in the past largely met with by imports from 
Burma. If these are no longer availabie, the total food sup
ply mm;t be made up by, say, mille~imports from neighbour
ing regions. This has been known to happen formerly un
der stress of famine conditions. Again, the growth in the 
consumption of wheat ~m Peninsular India, as a whole, is a 
recent phenomenon, the result chiefly of the comparative 
cheapening of wheat during -the last two decades. I£ wheat 
supply becomes scarce, a change in price parities might easily 
suffice to revive older habits of millet ·consumption. 

The really important problem, . in this regard, is that 
of making each region as self-sufficient as possible. In some 
cases self-sufficiency may be impossible to attain. In the 
Southern Konkan most of the area under crops is already 
under food crops. There is almost no scope for increasing 
the total area and little for diversion. The problem in such 
a region must always be met through the alloCa.tion of the 
nearest available surpluses. In most deficient regions, how
ever, there are usually some possibilities of diversion of area 
from non-food to food crops. These possibilities are_ the 
6 reatest in regions where a considerable area is under cotton. 
In considering possibilities of this diversion, careful attention 
needs, however, to be paid to the total non-food as well as 
food requirements of the country. There are not many im
portant crops grown extensively in India, a serious diminu
tion of whose present supplies can be considered desirable. 
During the early years of the war, for example, groundnut 
supplies were thought to be redundant, and government had 
under serious consideration a scheme for the restriction of 
the area under groundnut. Soon, however, . the general 
prC$Ure on supplies or vegetable-oil products manifested it
self in a sharp rise of groundnut prices, and today a marked 
contraction of the area under grottndnut is no longer thought 
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desirable. Sirnilarlr, the Government of Bcngai is said to 
have met with considerable success in one year in its effom 
to transfer large areas under jute to rice. The transference 
was confined, however, to the particular year, and a rise in 
jute prices led to the resumption of the old relation between 
the acreages. In the case of cotton, however, a diversion of 
acreage from non-food to food crops is considered desirable 
in the inter<!Sts of both the country and 'the cultivator. Cot
ton supplies arc definitely redundant since c.:"<ports, espe
cially to Japan, have stopped, and cotton prices, till re
cently, li!gged behind in the upward movement of the prices 
of agricultural raw produce in general. A decrease in area 
under cotton and consequent diminution of the total supply 
of cotton would improve the technical market position of 
raw· cctton and yield remunerative prices to the cultivator. 
Immediately the problem concerns the grower of short 
staple cotton, but it cannot be met with only by a general 
transfer, wherever possible, from short and medium to me
dium and high staples. For the duration of the war, the 
take-off of Indian cotton is limited, in the main, by the con
suming capacity of Indian manufacturers, and a consider
ably increased supply of medium or high staple cotton would 
merely make their position analogous to the p<Eition of 
short staple cotton today. 

The need for improving the market price position of 
colton thus indicates the desirability of a restriction of 
acreage under that crop. The need for attaining greater 
self-sufficiency in the matter of food similarly indicates 
restriction of acreage under the crop in certain regions. The 
decrease in the area under cotton required is not a vague 
general decrease in all directions, but is a quantitativdy 
measurable decrease to be brought about in specific direc
tiol'l3 as indicated by the reJ.Iuiremenu of cotton manufac
turers. In the same way the need to attain self-sufficiency 
indicates the desirability of diverting given areas from under 
cotton to, say, jowar. It is not that all cotton area should 
be put under jowar, but that, in any given region, a specified 
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proportion should be so diverted. Any redundant produc
tion of jowar, once the point of regional sufficiency bas been 
reached, would be disastrous to the cultivat6r. The addi
tional area under food crops required in order to enabte a 
region to attain self-sufficiency, is measurable within fairly 
clooe limit.,. It is this extent of the area that requires to be 
diverted from under cotton; not much le.<~S would do, and 
much more would seriously upset the economic· balance. 
It would be thus clear that the approach to the:: cotton 
problem from both directions gives us a specific quanti
tative measure. There is, however, tbi.' difference in the 
manner of the two approaches. The Mt gives an answer 
in the aU-India context and in term:. of staples, and the 
second gives a regional answer in terms ·or food and non
food acreages. The added up result of the two may not 
necessirily tally. That, however, does not matter; for, in 
case the .regional food requirements lead to a diverllion 
larger ~ that i..,dic.ated by cotton market requirements, 
the answer given by the second approach will have to prove 
cfiective in view of the paramount requirements of food. It 
is, however, more likely that the total acreage diverted be
cause of food requirements may fall short of the require
ments of the market po&tion. In that case some further 
measure of diversion from cotton to .~ crops will have to 
be carried out, and the movement in this case would not be 
confined only to areas which are not self-sufficient in the 
matter of food, but would extend to all cotton~growing 
areas. 

A somewhat detailed discussion of the cotton problan 
has been thought necessary in order to make clear what ap
peat!t to be the main principle of a sound policy in this re
gard. The main instrument for bringing about diversion 
on which government have relied so r ar bas been almoet en
tirely propaganda. Propaganda; however, is a hit or nili5 
method. Its results may either fall too short of require
ments or ma.y transcend them too much. It will be only 
an accident that yields quantitatively th~ exact desired result. 
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Further, these results are likely to be highly temporary, be
cause the incidence of sacriJice brought about in this man
ner is necessarily ill-distributed. The decrease in acreage un~ 
der cotton, brought about by those who have been impr~d 
by the propaganda, might result in an improvement of the 
prices of cotton grown by those who have refused to listen 
to it.' Thus, neither from the point of view of measurable 
n::sults nor of equal distribution of sacrifice: is propaganda 
to be relied upon. ~foreover, it<> results are not likely to last 
from year to year unlC$ cotton prices remain depicssed all 
the ti.:nc. If they :nount up in any particular year, an ex
pansion of the area under cotton at the expense of food 
grains is bound to take place in the subsequent year. 

The proper ;!pproach to this question is, therefore, only 
on the !inC$ adoyted by the Agricultural Adjustment Admin
istration in U. S. A Here the action taken was by way of 
prescribing u.'le percentage of his total crop acreage that each 
cultivator W<l-" expected ·to divert from under cotton, and of 
paying a. subsidy in respect of the acreage so diverted. The 
fund for the subsidy was raised by a processing tax on cot
lOn. The p1inciplc underlying is clear. The diversion of a 
given prop01tion of acreage from under cotton resultx in a 
much better price for the produce: of the area which was 
left under it. A part of this betterment is justly given CUI a 
compensation for the voluntary diversion effected by the 
cultivator. Such a scheme can be worked so as to yield the 
required quantitative results, and is doubly safeguarded by 
an incentive and a deterrent. Among the Govenunents in 
India the C. P. Government is the only one which ha3 this 
year gone beyond propaganda and offen;d a monetary in
centive for those changing over from cotton to food grains. 
This incentive is not related to certain fixed variations of the 
area under cotton and other crops, as in the: A. A. A., and 
is not accompanied by a tax on cotton prices. The adop
tion by the C. P. Government of the monetary incentive, 
however, sho,~-s that a scheme based on the A. A. A. ideas 
is not imp~acticable . It is only in tlili manner that concrete 
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crop planning can be undertaken; and this is a crying need 
of the hour in all regions where food supply is deficient. 

The successful operation of such a scheme in any 
region obviously depends on the ce>operation of other 
regions. If some regions do not feel the need for a contrac· 
tion "of the area under cotton to increase their food supply, 
they must not, at least, jeopardize the success of the experi· 
ments in the other regions by allowing freely an increase in 
their cotton acreage. lVhcreas, on the food side the scheme 
could be worked out separately for each region, from the 
point of view of cotton prices it must be ccrordinated and 
regulated for India as a whole. 

If it becomes ~blc to ·render, in this manner, each re
gion largely self-sufficient in the matter of food supply, the ra
tioning of food grains may n·ot continue to be equally urgent. 
However, the need for rationing does not depend only on 
the production of given total quantities. Even if the sup
ply is sufficient as a whole, rationing. may still be necessary 
because it is not made available to the urban: consumer. The 
surplus n:gions might not release a sufficiency of surplus 
stocks. The cultivator might bring for sale into the market 
less than the normal proportion of his production. The 
cultivator, the trader, and the consumer may each hold or 
hoard in excess of the normal for fear of rising prices or dif
ficulties of ·supply. ·All these factors, however, have relation 
to political, administrative, and price problems, and are 
dealt with elsewhere. &-. 

§ 12. Artisan Industry: -~ong problems of direction of 
production an important one is that of the production of 
artisan industries. It has been pointd out above that on 
the eve of the war the equipment and lapour in artisan in
dustry were, on the whole, under-employed, and that the 
difficulties of obtaining supplies of primary materials has 
since increased this under-employment. The full utilisation 
of these productive resources is· a problem to which govern· 
ment policy should pay special attention. Thus, the hand
loom until recently supplied a considerable portion of re-
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quiremcnts of ganne.nts for women, especially in the South. 
A minimum guaranteed supply of yam is nec~ary to keep 
up the production of these looms. This supply of yam 
might well be obtained from special e."<tended shift working 
on the spinning side of the machine industry. It is well- . 
known that night shift worlcipg on the spinning side presents 
les, difficulties on account of lack of skilled labour, etc., than 
on the weaving side. Already the extent of additional shift 
working in the te.xtile industry is very considerable, but ef
forts need to be made to increase this on the spinning side 
to the largest po~ble extent, and to make available yam sup
plies to the handloom r weaver so as not only to help the 
artisan industry, but also to help to relieve the acute cloth 
mortage. This is a matter in which control and direction 
of production and supplies on an aU-India basis need 
obviously to be planned. A consideration of the problems 
of artisan industry, on these lines, is no doubt hampered by 
the scattered character of that industry. In wartime, con
centrated efforts are preferred, on a . variety of grounds. If, 
however, important centres of artisan industry are organized 
to act co-operatively, this might help to solve not only the 
administrative problems of the present, but also help the 
reconstruction of the future. 
§ 13. TranspOTt : The problem of regulation of transport 
is intimately connected with that of the direction of the 
productive effort. As has been emphasized above, the short
age of food supply is more the result of the difficulty of 
moving supplies freely ov~ge distances than that of 
actual ahortage of pro<luction. The demands made by war 
over movements by rail seriously curtail railway facilities 
for transport of goods for civilian purposes. The limited 
supply of petrol has put considerable restrictions on move
ments of goods by mechanical road transport, and the short
age of tyres threatens to 'intensify these even further. It be
comes necessary, therefore, to a~apt production and • dis
tribution systems to the changed transport situation. 

The food problem discussed above is only one part of 
W. E. F. 9 . 



t~ general problem of adaptation. The problem can be 
conceived as one of a. throw-back to an earlier economy, 
Cheaper and more efficient transport leads to an extension 
of the area over '"hich production and distribution agencies 
c.an operate effectively, and the transport revolution ordi; 
narily precedes ·that in commercial and industrial organi· 
zation. Cheap transport leads to bulk exchanges over large 
areas. A restriction of transport facilities mt.Ut reduce per 
contra the volume and di:stanccs of the movement, leading,' 
in short, to greater setf-sufficiency in comparatively small 
regions. 

In the Indian situation two factors governing the pos
sibility of going back to older a.rrangements are obviously 
important. The first is that the pr~nt pattern of produc
tion and distribution is not suit.'lble to these arrangements. 
Production is alreadr concentrated to a much larger extent 
than before. This has happened not only in the case of 
machine industry, but also in that of artisan industry and 
even in respect of the growing of agricultural produce. 
Specialization of cornmericial production and concentration 
of artisan centres involve considerable movements of produce 
in both directions. It is not possible at short notice to 
reverse the pi'OCC$ and re-attain the older structure.. Certain 
basic transport needs must, therefore, be taken for granted. 
It would be uneconomic to let auy part of national mcu::hine 
equipment lie idle, an<.l, therefore, the transport require· 
ments in both directions of ~aclline production mwt be 
fully met. In the case of artiSan industry afso, where a con
siderable movement bas already taken place in the decay of 
rural centr~ and towards concentration in urban areas, the 
revival of the former present great difficulties; at least, it can
not come about in the short period. Where, Cor example, the 
handloom weaver or the wooden oil-mill have ceased to 
work, they cannot easily be re-established. It should not, 
~owever, be very difficult to encourage thf!Jll where they ex
lit, but are underemployed. To the extent that these 
artisans are dependent on centrally distributed supplies, the 
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difficulties of short supply may hinder the attainment of full 
employment over large are~. This problem is especially 
acute in the case of the distribution of yarn to handloom 
weavc.n;. But where, as in the cas<: of the oil mill, both the 
raw material and the consumption are local, encourage
ment of the local industry would be hampered only by the 
competitive prices offered for the raw material by the 
machine producer. In this case, therefore, proper price con
t.JQI should prove sufficient. In regard to agricultural pro
duction, the resumption of a more diversified economy, mak
ing eilch region more self-sufficient, is much more ~ble 
than in the case of either machine or artisan industry. The 
wholl' of this movement will follow lines similar to those in
dicated above, in the consideration of the problem of the 
diversion of cotton acreage to food crops. A3 in that case, 
the diva:sion, if it is to take place economically, must be 
planned and directed in quantitative tcrnu. · 

Action on the production structure which re-distributes 
production activity in such a manner that all regions are 
more self-sufficient than before, would obviate to a con
aidenble extent the need for movements of goods over larger 
dUta.Ilccs. This result could also be achieved by preventing 
competitive supplies by producers to areas at a great distance 
(rom their centres of production. The policy of sa.vins 
tn..'lSport costs as evolved by cartels of producen is ob
viously suited to present conditions. It is said that in the 
working of the control by the Government of India avr.r 
such products as cement, sugar, and paper, these considera· 
tions are given due weight. The scope of the policy might, 
however, be easily extended by applying it to the require
ment! of transport for raw material supplies and distribution 
of fi.'limed goods of all other industries. 

While the progress made towarili concentration and 
specialisation in productive and distributive organisations 
makes the roumption of the basis of the older economy dif
ficult, one factor in Indian economic life renders a traruition 
backwards somewhat easier. This is the e:<htence of large 
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numbers of bullock carts which have been comparatively 
underemployed, especially during the last two decades. Par
ticularly in those regions where a considerable amount of aop 
acreage is not to be found under well irrigation, the bul
locks of the culth·ator have considerable leisure through a 
large part of the year, and cart transport can be made avail
able to a very large degree. A progressive diminution in the 
demand for this transport has followed the introduction of 
mechanical road transport. Therefore, there is considerable 
pambility of increasing transport facilities in a region by 
drawing upon this not-fully-used agency. Bullock cart 
transport is, however, efficient and really economical for 
comparatively small clistances. For longer stages it would 
be distinctly more costly than mechanical road transport; 
but in the event of a considerable stoppage of such tJ'am.
port, it is a second string which it would be ~le to bring 

. into usc. 

The main basis of a proper transport policy in the cir
cu~tances is the strict regulation of rail and road tra,nsport 
with a system of graded priorities of aims. ' Production and 
distribution connected directly with the prosecution o! war, 
the supply of materials to all centres of machine production, 
and the distribution of finished goods from them to con
suming centres, the supply of raw material to a.rtisan in
dustry centres, and the supply of essential materials required 
for re-planned agricultural production, must all be .provided 
for. In all these matter!J the formation of regional zones 
of supply and the allocation of markets in order to minimize 
transport requirement.<: would, o£ course, be previously 
planned. In this transport the long point-to-point haul 
would be undertaken by rail or motor transport, all shorter 
hauls being left, as far as ~le, to accessory bullock cart 
transport. Such a system could be so worked out aa to rely 
to a much greater extent than is done today on short haul 
movcmenb. While the silpply of rail and motor transport 
would be governed by a system of priorities and be rationed, 
the local bullock cart transport may be taken, at least ini-
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tially, to be ample and elastic enough to be left uncontrolled 
except by way of control of rates. Such greater use of bul
lock cart transport would no doubt involve some increase in 
dte fodder requirements of each region. This would have to 
be n~essarily taken into account in planning for the agri
cultural self-sufficiency of that region. 

§ 14. Administrative and Political Factors: (The varied 
type! of controls of economic activity that we '-have illus-
tratively discussed make it clear how comprehensive and 
many-sided the policy of economic control needs to be. 
Unless the control of prices, of the distribution of neces
saries, of wages and profits, of transport and supplies, of 
~creage under crops, of the working of artisan industry and 

of machine industry, are all co-o~ir}~eg .A..Od m~.~~ub
serv~ -~nt . .single centJ:all~A.evised p_lan, the succeM of war 
economic policy is highly douBtrui: - r - -

./ 

The initiation and operation of such a policy of eco
nomic controls has very important administrative and poli- · 
tical aspects which cannot entirely be ignored in the pre!ent 
discussion. Economic regulation by the Government of 
India, it must be realized, is a policy that goes against the 
~ain of the bulk of the traditions of that administration and 
its administrative personnel. Laissez faire has always been 
the dominant note of state poli~ in India. Even the last , 
great depression, which Jed to such revolutionary changes 
in e.::onomic policy all over the world, was unable to galvanize 
the Go·.-emmcnt of Iridia into action. ( There was thws at 
hand no experience of economic control available to the 
Indian Government nor any machinery which was equipped 
to deal with it. '. 

.<\.nother grave handicap which previows policies have 
entailed on government has been the lack of rdevant statis
tical information. Frequent · recommendations, made in 
earlier years, towards the improvement of v-~ous types of 
economic. stati.stias and towards the pa..~ing of a statistical 
act, have, for the most part, been ignored. ru a result, 
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barring the factory industry and its production, information 
regarding other economic production and regarding the 
volume and charac~r of internal trade i! very imperfecL 

p n the Zamindari provinces even the basic agricultural 
, stati.rtio are lacking. It i! obvious that a policy of detailed 
.control has to face grave difficulties in pl~ and opera~ 
tion because of lack of adequate relevant data~ 

The most important constitutional factor, in this con
nection, is the division of powers between the Centre and 
the Provinces. The full federal scheme contemplated by 
the 1935 Act has, no doubt, not yet come into effect. 
Quasi-auton«?Dlous provincial governments have, however, 
been set up, and these pa;:sess a very large number of de-
tailed powers. The Indian central government, while a:r 
suming to itself very wide powem under the Defence of 
India Act, is operating its provisions, for the most part, by 
delegating all authority to provincial government,. The 
result has been that whereas it was of the utmost importance 
that economic policy should be initially hammered out in 
pursuance of a single c~rdina.ted plan whose detailed ad
ministration alone coufcl be left to the Provinces, in actual 
working, the framing of policy itself has been ' left to 
provincial governments with only general suggestions or di
rections from the central government. It would, perhape., 
be truer to say that the respomibility for the framing of a 
plan or policies lies with no defined authority. Conference 

,.of provincial administrators or Central advisory committees 
' make recommendations which are addressed to both / central 

and provincial governments. But it is difficult to see how 
a plan or a co-ordinated policy can result from such n:com
mc:ndations, which might or might not be ac.cepted by any 
particular administration, however large the number of the 
conferences ;md committees, and however frequent their 

I meetings. v'Conflicting action by different governmental 

\
agencies is a natural consequence of this state of affairs. The 
central government might, for example, attempt to pool 

l and distribute resources on an all-India basis; but its effort3 
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in this direction will be nugatory if one province. as has I 
happened, can independently ban the export of food grains , 
outside its borders and another that of yam. Also, as long / 
as there are no definite directions and compelling powers, 
most well-meant attempts at co-'ordination become abortive. 
One Price Control Conference thought of regional divisions 
of the country for purposes of general guidance regarding 
price policy. But where each district goes its own way, the 
concept of a regional unit must prove still-born. Even the 
appointment of special co-ordinating officers rerults, in this 
chaos of functions and powers, in no more than the ad
dition of a fifth wheel to the coach. 

This is in sharp contrast with the ~d in other federa
tions in times of war. In Canada, Australia, or the U . S. A, 
wide pow~ have not only been assumed by the federal 
governments, but have in J!etail bcen....S;"$[ · by them. 
For example, the policy ofl6I'aiil.et price control opte in 
Canada and U. S. A. was not only conceive by federal 
departments, but is worked out in detail by them. The very 
different course taken in India does not seem to have been 
justified by any circumstance. As a matter of fact, the dif- l 
ficulties in the way of the assumption of central control 
were ~ch less marked in India than in the other federa- ) 
tions. \!n these other federations there bas been a long , 
tradition of a very considerable measure of state autonomy, 
which was jealously guarded. The scope and sphere of 
federal administrative departments was in consequence alro 
restricted. In India, on the contrary, we had the practice of 
a ~hly centralized administration for almost a century, and 
it is only in recent decades that any considerable measure of 
decen~alization or devolution has taken place. As a matter 
of fact, the Indian constitution is. even today, not that of 
a complete federation. A policy of centralized planning and · 
central responsibility for taking decillions should, in the cir
cumstance, be much easier to follow in this country) 

The position might not have been so difficult if the 
provincial governments had continued to be popular gov-
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ermnents a5 contemplated /by the scheme of provincial 
' autonomy. The non-formation of such governments in the 
majority of Provinces has robbr.d the maintenance of the 
provincial-federal division of poweJS of all significance, e,·cn 
if the circumstances of war had justified such a course of 
action. The ~lt of thiS tum bf events has been some
what curious. The central government which has, perhaps, 
a larger represe tativc element than the majority of provin-

_r:ial governments now, takes on, for the most part, a pa.•·..sive 
role and leaves very im~rtant decisions to be taken by the 
provincial administrations) The majority of these admin
istrations arc constituted of old official administrators with 
a very strong laisse;; faire prejudice and very little knowledge 
of the working of economic controls. The popular pr<>
vincial governments might, at least, have been supposed to . 
have been quick in response to the distres; and difficulties 
of the large mass o( their voters. By the very nature of their 
constitution the present administrations can neither have the 
same knowledge nor the same responsiveness in respect of 
the conditions of the field. The present mea.c;ure of decen
tralization in economic policy, therefore, while creating great 
difficulties in the way of proper regulation, seems yet to serve 
no real purpose. 

For the proper framing and administration of economic 
policy, it is not only necessary that the central government 
should directly formulate all the main measures of economic 
policyl but also that it should do so for the whole of the field. 
It is obvious that if any considerable area is left out of the 
scope of the administration of this policy, the results would 
be disastrous. Take, for example, the policy of controlling 
investment outlets. 1£ -~-~policy is followed only in the 
Provinces and not adrnifiistererl with equal rlgour in the 
Indian States, a divemon of funds will undou~tedly take 
place. As surplus funds seek investment in the States, not 
only will an unfairness in treatment be caused, but also the 
whole economic policy, of which the closing of investment 
channels is a part, will break down. The whole manner of 
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prescribing economic policy for India aY.fresent adopted 
must. therefore, be radically changed. \,_The compelling 
necessity _of the situation is exemplified by the action of 
State governments in Canada and Australia agreeing to 
vacate the field of income and corporations taxes, which they 
had so long occupied, and leaving it entirely to the Federal 
Governments for the duration of the war. Unless the gov
ernments, not only of the Indian provinces but 'llso of the 
State~, are induced to act in a similar spirit, war effort as 
well as the interests of the community will be seriously 
jeopardised.) · 

./ 

The present division of re;,ponsibility leads to a weak
ening of the central government itself. Central policy also 
seems to be departmentalized, so that a Food Conference 
fights shy of considering the question of the price of food 
grains, and a Price Control £onference contents itself with 
vaguely worded resolutions regarding the need for co-opera
tion from transport aut~ority. It seems within the power of 
nobody and nobody's responsibility to unify the considera
tion ·of all aspects. This deparfmentalization leads to even 
such measure of central planning or guidance as is avail
able, being sectional in character. It is the experience of 
all countries that during such times of emergency aD aspects 
of economic policy must have a common origin; and every
where, in whatever form, some small nuclear body is . re
sponsible for conceiving ecoriomic policy as a whole . 

.Ap.other outstanding feature of Indian administrative 
machinery is its complete reliance for all purposes on the 
non-expert bureaucrat. Whereas in other countri~ indus
trialists, businessmen, and other: .types of experts have been 
freely drawn upon to help in shaping and working policies, 
in India the key position& are not open even to experts in 
government service. In general, tberd'ore, the holders of 
key pasitions ~ not. well acquainted with the objectives and 
methods of ecOnomic control, and considerable hesitation 
and confusion have thereby re;,ulud. 
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Perhaps the worst feature of the administrative situa
tion has, however, been the carrying to absurd length of de
centralization in certain provinces where the chief District 
Officer bas been invtsted with almost an powen. The situa
tion ic; so absurd as to be unthinkable anywhen: outside of 
India. Not only is economic policy not centrally planned: 
but it is not planned even for the: province or any larre 
region of it as a whole:. The bead of each district ~ 
wide: discn:tionary powers so that while one district may fol-' 
low a policy of rigid price control, the contiguous district 
migllt abandon all price control.- The methods of control 
as weD as the content of control policy might differ radically 
from district to district. It follows that ·~ a matter like 
prices each district officer might fix a varying sa of them 
for his own jurisdiction. It thus happens, to take a con
crete instance, that of three contiguoUJ W!tricts, the control 
price of jowar in one might be seen 9 per rupee, in anotbc:r 
~ 6 pa rupee, and in the third there might be no con
trol, but other action might be. so inappropriate that jowar 

ll'iYiiight not be obtainable in the market at even seers -t-V2 per 
rupee. It is difficult to contemplate any arrangement more 
surdy calculated to promote active smuggling, corruption, 
and black markets, and black discontent among the people 
who are its victims. 

The dire results in resp«t of, say, food policy of tltcx 
measures of ro-called decentralization are euy to observe. 
A Food Conference attended by the representatives of aD 
provincial governments unanimously supports a policy of. 
the equality of sacrlfice on all consumers in the country. 
The enunciation qf such sentimental platitudes is, in tbe 
main, the central sphere. When it coma to a calculation of/ 
actual surpluses available for distribution, no province 
readily confesses to having a surplu5, and it bc:comc:s possible 
for any Di!trict Officer to upset the calculations of, say, the 
Wheat Commissioner of the Govunmcnt of India. To the 
hoarding of traders and consumers, is thus added the d
foru, in the same direction, of· provincial administration,. 
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Not only is there no real pooling of resourcc:s in the country 
as a whole, but present arrangements make it impoo;iblc for 
thcir proper utilizations even in a whole region or province. 
Individual Di!trict Officers decide whether they will pennit 
movanent3 of grain from their districts, the extent which 
they will permit, and the rep~ntatives of provincial gov
ernments, who have subscribed enthusiastically to the prin
ciple of equality of sacrifice of all consumer.~, coolly look on 
while food graim are sold in one district at price~ double 
those being paid in the contiguous uea within their jurudic
tion. One of the major 'difficulties in meeting the food 
problem has been the poesibility, left under present arran~ 
men~, for the triumph of the narrow vieWs of district ad
ministrato~ leading to complete chaos in the price and the 
distribution structure. 

The urgent need of the hour is, therefore, the forma
tion at the centre from among members of the Viceroy'.s 
Executive Council of a directive economic committee. A 
supreme committee of this kind mUJt ultimately be respon
sible for evolving the single co-ordinated financial and eco
nomic plan. All orgaru of government mmt sub!crve the 
purpa!es of this plan. Whatever the devices adopted for 
consultations with provincial and state governments, there 
gcr ... cmments must shape their activities in pursuance of and 
according to the direction of centrally evolved policy. Only 
a strictly limited discretionary field can safely be ldt to the 
provinces, while the units lower dmvn in the scale such as 
districts cannot be left with any independent poweTS. It is 
('";(}Ually necessary that this policy should be based, in the 
main, on pooitive meac;ures. So far, central and provincial 
goveriuncnt3 have relied on mere propaganda as an im
portant weapon for implementing policy. In mOI'!t bel
ligerent countries· the use to which propaganda is put is to 
ensure the proper rcspome to and the appropriate function
ing of the measures of control. It never takes the place of 
th~ measures themselves. And this happeru in countries 
where the government propagandist can hope to whip ut:', 
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for his purpose, the patriotic sentiment much more success
{ ully than in ~ country. Product!on, prices, and distribu
tion are all directly guided and regulated, and even in such 
a sphere as that of subscription to government loans which 
was, for long, left to be covered entirely by propaganda and 
voluntary effort, considerable element ·of compulsion has 
now entered. In India, on the contrary, we have only cam
paigns. "Grow More Food," "Consume Less," "Avoid Un
necessary Travel,":.:._th~ and a host of· others a,s,ail our 
eye!> and ears constantly. And we have serious suggestions 
regarding additional ones, such as "Use · Less Cloth," in 
order to. remedy the shortage of cloth. & aids to positive 
measures such campaigns might have their use, but by them
selves they can lead to no substantial 'results. 

Even this nec~y brief discUS!ion of the financial 
and economic policy of government will have made clear 
how uncoordinated and ineffective that policy has been so 
far. This is due, in the main, to the underestimation, by 
those in charge, of the gravity of the problem. This under
estimation, as we have shown, was based chiefly on a mis
apprehension regarding the responsibility for and the part 
played by the finance of British purchases in India. It i3 
likely that the policy first adopted under misapprehension 
ia noW continued because of a feeling of helplessness. At 
least, it i3 possible to interpret some of the utterances or gav
ermnent spokesmen in the legislatures at the time of the re
cent budget sessions in this· manner. The position is, how
ever, too serious to be met with a formal plea of non 
possumus. An inflation once under way has never been 
known to arrest itself automatically. Without drastic s~ 
being taken to check it, it has a natural tendency to expand 
quickly. The large extent of liquid funds already on the 
market threaten a rapid devdopment o( the situation, and 
the ~t trends in prices and the speculation in com
modities and shares emphasize the need of immediate action. 
The situation has already grown so serious that a continued 
disreg.n"d of it would be the height of irresponsibility. As 
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experience everywhere has repeatedly shown, the acquies
cence in the inflationary process leads to what may be re
garded as almost a social revolution. Logically it impooes 
the heaviest of sacrifices on the wage earners and might lead 
to a virtual extinction of the middle classes. The micro
scopic minority that profits at the expense of all is compooed 
chiefly of traders and speculators. 

Opposition to further elaboration of the control ma
chinery might be expressed on the ground of the lack of ef
ficiency and honesty experienced in working the controls. 
It is, however, not possible to pay heed to such opposition; 
becanse, here agai~ the choice is not between the present con
trol and de-control. The removal of controls is, in the cir
cumstances, unthinkable. The choice is rather between a 
set of half-baked and uncoordinated controls and a strongly 
centralized and well planned single policy of control. The 
risks in respect of both corruption. and inefficiency are pa
tent to all tha;e who know anything of the working of the 
present system; but these risks have to be taken with open 
eyes. Not only in respect of the immediate present, but look
ing also to the future, economic regulation and the plan
ning of economic life by the State must be taken as having 
come to stay; and the existence of an efficient and honest 
public administrative machinery is vital to the operation of 
these regulations and plans. It cannot, however, be built 
up in a day, and, however discouraging the initial experience 
might be, we must need to persist in the effort, tmsting to 
experience, education, and public vigilance to improve the 
working of the system. It goes without saying that in all 
programmes with such comprehensive aims the fullest co
operation of the public is_ of the utmost importance. Here, 
again, it is not a question of the political creed to which you 
might subscribe. Given the grim fact of a war economy, an 
intelligent, vigilant, and _ co-operant public is nec~ary in or
der to maintain the barest of distributive justice in society. 
Co-operation in the working of economic controls thus be
comes a primary social duty. In its absence governments 
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must need adopt· the policy of inflationary finance. and this 
policy profits none but the speculator and trader. ThOle 
who deliberately put ol:macles in the way of the evolution 
and functioning of a rational policy of central economic con
trols are serving, in effect. the interests of t&ae classca ·at the 
expense. of those of the m.aQ!eS. Perhaps, this fact also is 
not without its political significanee. 


